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When I arrived in Bangkok in 1998, to work first at a local newspaper and later for international publications, I had not thought much about China’s influence in Thailand—or in the world. In fact, I was shocked by how Americanized Bangkok seemed, and worried that I would find the city not enough of an exotic experience: as it had been for five decades, the United States was the primary foreign influence on culture, business, and politics in Bangkok. Parts of the Thai capital, with their flashy malls and hip cafés, seemed little different from Chelsea in New York or Dupont Circle in Washington. Bangkok billboards advertised endless rows of fast food chains, like Swensen’s, that had vanished from most of the United States and been revived in Thailand.

Overall, America’s popular image was strong—in Thailand and nearly everywhere else I traveled in Asia. If I told a Thai taxi driver I hailed from the United States, he’d praise Bill Clinton, beloved in Bangkok for both his success with women and his foreign policies. American politicians and diplomats received a level of treatment and access in Bangkok offered no one else, except perhaps Japanese prime ministers. Wealthy Thai friends constantly asked how to get their children into
American universities, and societies of Thai alumni of the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies met monthly at a Thai-Chinese diner near my house. Thai friends knew more about American rap and *Seinfeld* episodes than I did, and American films and music dominated Bangkok malls.

But while I was living in Bangkok, America’s image began to suffer, and I noticed China entering the picture. For decades, China had enjoyed a limited relationship with Thailand—and almost no relationship with much of the world. But after Thailand’s economy melted down in the late 1990s, triggering the Asian financial crisis, the United States initially did not help bail Thailand out, causing intense resentment among average Thais and Thai leaders, and forcing people to look to other powers. By 1999, when I told cab drivers I came from America, they would complain that the United States had ignored the Thais or would refuse even to speak with me. Thai protesters had started smashing up 7–Elevens and other signs of American business; after September 11 and the beginning of the war in Iraq, America’s public image in Thailand would bottom out. Polls in other parts of Asia would suggest that the United States had become more unpopular than crazed North Korea, that Osama bin Laden was more popular than George W. Bush.

By early 2001 I had started noticing busloads of Chinese tourists pulling up to Bangkok hotels and delegations of hundreds of Chinese businesspeople decamping in town to sign deals. China’s diplomats suddenly were everywhere, fluent in Thai, opening new consulates and centers for Chinese studies across the country. Many of my Thai friends now wanted to learn Chinese, language teachers were opening Chinese schools throughout the Bangkok business district, and it seemed like
every prominent Thai businessperson wanted to appear on television with Chinese officials. China was becoming Thailand’s most important trading partner.

Yet when I asked Thai officials how China had so quickly become popular in Thailand, how China was building its relations to Thailand, few seemed to know anything concrete about China’s strategy or goals. I could find almost no statistics, reporting, or academic papers about what appeared to be China’s new charm offensive, or about how average Thais perceived their giant neighbor.

Over the following years, I watched as China repeated its successes in Thailand in first its near neighbors in Asia and then in countries far from China’s borders, like Zambia and Argentina. Emerging from a shell of defensive diplomacy dating back decades, China suddenly was engaging with the world, wooing friends with a subtle, softer approach, and using its popularity to make gains, even as America’s popularity around the world was plummeting. In Africa, newly popular China was winning oil and gas deals; in Latin America, China was signing strategic partnerships; in the Philippines, Chinese films were making inroads against American movies.

Three years ago, I started quizzing policy makers in Washington about China’s new global influence, its soft power. I got mostly blank stares in return. Some asked me to brief them about the topic, and I realized that many policy makers had missed China’s growing soft power. Used to dealing with the stiff, unsophisticated Chinese diplomats and officials of the past, few had anticipated this more nuanced and effective Chinese diplomacy. No one had any idea about the size of China’s aid programs, or how China trained its diplomats, or
how people in other countries responded to Chinese cultural exports—or whether China could use soft power to achieve any concrete goals.

Even the conservative American policy makers most skeptical of China, I found, had spent little time examining soft power. At a major 2005 conference held in Singapore, Donald Rumsfeld warned that China’s military modernization threatened countries across Asia, and questioned why China needed to upgrade its military if not to dominate the region. Yet though Beijing is rapidly modernizing its armed forces, China’s army and nascent navy cannot yet match the mighty American armed forces: the People’s Liberation Army still relies too heavily on conscripts, wastes time studying useless political doctrine, and spends less than $80 billion per year on its military, in contrast to America’s more than $400 billion annual budget. Still, I found few American defense officials who had considered how China’s softer forms of influence might change countries’ views of China—and thus might reshape US-Chinese competition.

Too often, I found, official Washington, whether focused on China’s military or stuck remembering China’s old blunt, gray diplomacy, simply had disregarded the gravity of China’s growing soft power, or America’s soft power deficit. During a luncheon I attended in Washington three years ago for the American ambassador to Thailand, attendees sat through questions about US software manufacturing in Bangkok, piracy protection for American firms, and other business issues. Finally, one person asked about recent unrest in southern Thailand, where America closed its consulate years ago—and where a resurgence of sectarian violence had made the area a hotbed of extremism. The ambassador mentioned that the United States was still trying to exert influence in the south and had
opened a small “American corner” in southern Thailand, where Thais could come learn about the United States. “What happened to the US consulate in Songkhla?” a southern Thai city, asked someone else in the audience. The ambassador paused. “It’s the Chinese consulate now,” he said.

This book represents an effort to fill that gap in knowledge about China’s soft power and increasingly sophisticated diplomacy, which will transform international relations. I have spent the past two years in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, trying on the ground to figure out exactly how China wields its soft power today—and why it matters, for the United States and other nations, that China is amassing this influence.

The stakes are high. No one has experience with today’s China as a global player, or a model for how Beijing will perform on the international stage. In a short period of time, China appears to have created a systematic, coherent soft power strategy, and a set of soft power tools to implement that strategy. Through those tools—particularly its public diplomacy and its growing aid and trade—it has developed significant influence, though it is still in a honeymoon period in which many nations have not recognized the downsides of Beijing’s new power.

As China has become a global presence, it has taken steps to wield its soft influence responsibly, joining multilateral institutions, supporting peacekeeping, powering economic growth in Latin America and Africa, and fighting drug and human trafficking. China even has begun to mediate other nations’ conflicts and apply pressure on dangerous countries, a step from the recent past, when China avoided any involvement in other states’ domestic politics.

Yet as China has become more powerful it has begun ex-
porting its own domestic problems. Chinese companies’ poor labor and environmental records and opaque business practices now are arriving in Zambia and Peru along with Chinese investment. China’s lack of political openness and its state-centered model of development are strengthening unstable authoritarian regimes from Sudan to Burma to Uzbekistan. Its aid policies are undermining efforts to support better governance for nations from Angola to Cambodia.

Perhaps most important, China’s soft power could have a significant impact on American interests. When China discovers that its own interests—in obtaining resources, or in building ties to certain countries—do not overlap with America’s, it now has the tools to win friends to its side. And as the United States remains unpopular in many parts of the world, China finds willing partners. In the worst-case scenario, China eventually will use soft power to push countries to choose between closer ties to Washington and closer ties to Beijing.
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In October 2003 President George W. Bush arrived in Australia for his first visit Down Under, part of a presidential tour of the Pacific. Bush, who enjoyed a warm relationship with Australian Prime Minister John Howard and planned to scarf down some Australian-style barbecue, seemed excited to be there. For many American presidents, after all, Australia had served as friendly territory; for more than five decades, Australia had counted itself among the United States’ closest friends, and Canberra and Washington had signed a formal treaty alliance. Australian grunts fought and died alongside American troops in the jungles of World War II’s Pacific theater. During the Cold War, Washington viewed Australia as one of the outposts of freedom in a region threatened by communism, and in Korea and Vietnam, Australian soldiers once again fought alongside American troops. In the Iraq War, Australian troops were serving with the US military, and Howard repeatedly had refused any opportunities to remove the Australian forces from Iraq.
Bush would find the country familiar. In previous decades, as Australia had abandoned some of its traditional ties to Britain, it had developed closer cultural links to the United States. Australian entertainers like Nicole Kidman and Heath Ledger increasingly migrated to the United States for work, while American film, music, and books came to dominate Australian theaters, radio stations, and reading lists. Students from elite American universities chose Australia as a study-abroad destination, in part because Australia seemed so familiar.

When Bush landed in Australia, though, his enthusiasm must have quickly melted. Even before Bush arrived, thousands of demonstrators planned to greet him with protests in Sydney, Canberra, and other Australian cities against the White House’s supposedly unilateral foreign policies, including its decision to invade Iraq. When Bush touched down, the demonstrations began, including marches on the American embassy, where protesters scuffled with police, and mock trials of the American president for his supposed human rights abuses. Some of the protesters crossed over from anger toward the American president to broader anti-Americanism, condemning US culture and values, and even average Americans as arrogant and disdainful of the world.¹

Protected by an enormous security cocoon, Bush planned to address the Australian Parliament. But Bush could barely get rolling on his speech—in which he planned to tell the story of how American and Australian World War II troops together saved Australia from Japanese invasion—before Australian senators began heckling him. Two senators from Australia’s Green Party yelled at Bush, screaming that America should follow international law and stop human rights abuses like those at the US prison compound at Guantánamo Bay. “Respect Australia. . . . If you respect the world’s laws, the world will
respect you,” one senator shouted, forcing Bush to halt his speech and gamely quip, “I love free speech” as police pushed the senator-hecklers out of the chamber. Bush completed his speech and left the chamber—where protesters greeted him with a chorus of boos.2

Only days later, Australia offered Chinese president Hu Jintao a vastly different welcome, as the Chinese head of state became the first Asian leader to address Australia’s Parliament. While Bush had visited Canberra for less than a day, Hu toured Australia like a hero. Though China’s human rights abuses, like its religious repression and arbitrary trials, dwarf America’s supposed crimes, like Guantánamo detentions, fewer Australians than expected protested against Hu. Even Australian Tibet campaigners, normally angry about China’s treatment of Tibetans, went out of their way to be polite to Hu. One Tibet group purchased a full-page advertisement in a leading Australian newspaper telling Hu, “We welcome you to Australia and wish you a successful and pleasant visit.”3

Few members of Parliament disturbed Hu as he unleashed a windy paean to the future of Australian-Chinese ties. Australia’s business community feted the Chinese president at one lavish meal after another, where Australian politicians like Foreign Minister Alexander Downer lauded China, telling audiences, “China’s rise is creating new opportunities. . . . China’s industrial rise is clearly a major boon for the region.”4 Downer continued with his fulsome praise, saying, “Australian businesses need to understand . . . the very great goodwill there is in China towards Australia.” Before Hu left, the two nations signed a framework for a future free trade deal.

Australia’s responses to the Bush and Hu visits reflected shifts in Australian public opinion. Only twenty years ago, Australia viewed China as coldly as it greeted American warmly.
Australia itself had only begun to allow in waves of Asian immigrants, after trying to maintain its European character under the White Australia policy of immigration. Though China in the mid-1980s was opening its economy, many Australian opinion leaders and average citizens still viewed Cold War–era Beijing as a communist threat, a nation that had sponsored leftist movements in nations around Australia. Australian politicians won domestic support by claiming that Australia should ignore Asia, and Australia traded little with China, still an extremely poor country.

Precisely because Australia has been such a close US ally and so suspicious of China, the Hu visit and the results of a poll taken in early 2005 by the Lowy Institute, a respected Australian research organization, shocked Washington. In the Lowy survey, barely more than half the Australians polled had positive feelings about the United States, though 84 percent viewed Japan positively and 86 percent viewed the United Kingdom positively. Worse, 57 percent of Australians thought that America’s foreign policies were a potential threat—equivalent to the percentage of Australians worried about the rise of Islamic fundamentalism. This despite the fact that in 2002 a massive bomb in Bali, Indonesia, allegedly planted by radical Islamists killed more than two hundred people, most of them Australians.5 In the same Lowy Institute poll, nearly 70 percent of Australians viewed China positively. Lest anyone think that was an aberration, another study showed that more than 50 percent of Australians supported a proposed free trade agreement with China, while only 34 percent supported such a pact with the United States.

The transformation of China’s image in Australia, from pariah as recently as the 1980s to close friend today, seemed remark-
able. Yet the transformation is hardly unique. Since the middle of the 1990s, China has started to become an international power, a nation with global foreign policy ambitions. In fact, China may become the first nation since the fall of the Soviet Union that could seriously challenge the United States for control of the international system.

As Beijing has looked outside its borders, it has altered its image across much of the globe, from threat to opportunity, from danger to benefactor. This transformation has allowed China to suggest to the world that it can be a great power. The sea change has been most dramatic among developing countries, the group of nations with lower standards of living than the United States, Europe, Canada, Japan, and other major industrial powers, though it is noticeable even in some developed nations like South Korea and Australia. But it is in the developing nations where China, itself a developing country, has made major inroads in transforming its image.

This transformation is due to a range of factors, including some beyond Beijing’s control. But it is due largely to China’s growing soft power, which has emerged as the most potent weapon in Beijing’s foreign policy arsenal. More than a decade ago, the Harvard academic Joseph Nye invented a concept he called soft power—a concept that then entered foreign policy discourse. As Nye explained, “soft power rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others. . . . It is leading by example and attracting others to do what you want.” “If I can get you to do what I want, then I do not have to use carrots or sticks to make you do it,” Nye wrote. This attractiveness could be called a nation’s “brand,” and it can be conveyed through various means, including a country’s popular and elite culture, its public diplomacy (government-funded programs intended to influence public opinion abroad), its businesses’ actions
abroad, international perception of its government’s policies, and the gravitational pull of a nation’s economic strength, among other factors.

When Nye coined the term *soft power*, he excluded elements like investment and trade and formal diplomacy and aid—elements he considered more concrete carrots and sticks. “Soft power is not merely the same as influence,” Nye wrote. “After all, influence can also rest on the hard power of threats or payments.” Nye focused purely on the attractiveness of a nation’s brand, of its values and ideals and norms.7

But soft power has changed. In the context of China, both the Chinese government and many nations influenced by China enunciate a broader idea of soft power than did Nye. For the Chinese, soft power means anything outside of the military and security realm, including not only popular culture and public diplomacy but also more coercive economic and diplomatic levers like aid and investment and participation in multilateral organizations—Nye’s carrots and sticks. Indeed, Beijing offers the charm of a lion, not of a mouse: it can threaten other nations with these sticks if they do not help China achieve its goals, but it can offer sizable carrots if they do.

Soft power can be “high,” directed at elites in a country, or “low,” aimed at the general public. It can stem from governments and nongovernmental actors—businesspeople and Peace Corps volunteers and pop music stars, as well as politicians and leaders. Nongovernmental actors do not necessarily operate in concert with the state, and no state can be said to have a completely coherent foreign policy. In addition, it can sometimes be difficult to separate elements of soft power and elements of hard, military or security power. In China’s case, as we will see, Beijing sometimes uses its soft power to assist in harder goals.
Still, a government’s broad strategies can boost its soft power, and it is possible that an authoritarian government may be better able to direct coordinated strategies than a democratic one. Think about how American policies were perceived abroad and how they made Washington popular across the world after the Second World War, smoothing the way for American soft actors to wield unrivaled influence. In the 1940s, the United States rebuilt Europe through the Marshall Plan while simultaneously creating a web of international institutions, like the United Nations, to help create a global order that could solve conflicts without resorting to world war. These policies proved highly popular in Europe, and the popularity of the United States helped American companies, from Coca-Cola to McDonald’s, colonize the Continent.

Or look at the reverse—American soft power assisted in the promotion of US policies during the Cold War, when America’s popular appeal made it easier for leaders in democratic Western Europe to follow Washington’s lead. In 1953 the US government created the United States Information Agency to oversee American public diplomacy, and USIA oversaw a radio broadcasting effort, Voice of America, which helped sway foreign opinion, building support for American policies. During the early years of the Cold War, the US government, along with private foundations and American universities, also created programs for Soviet writers, scientists, artists, and other elites to visit the United States. Many of these visitors, awed by America’s cultural freedom, returned to the USSR and became advocates of reform and liberalism efforts promoted by the United States, efforts that eventually helped bring down the Soviet Union.

American soft power helped win the Cold War in other Eastern Bloc states. As Nye writes, the Czech film director Milos
Forman says that when Czechoslovakia’s communist government allowed screenings of the US film *Twelve Angry Men*, which portrays a negative view of the American judiciary, Czech intellectuals thought, “If that country can make this kind of thing . . . that country must have a pride and must have an inner strength, and must be strong enough and must be free.”\(^9\) Enthralled by the film, and convinced of America’s moral strength, many Czechs went on to tacitly support America’s Eastern Bloc policies during the Cold War and then become a leading US ally after the fall of the Berlin Wall.

China now can wield this kind of soft power, and may use it to remake the world. China’s policies could make it easier for Chinese actors, from language schools to businesspeople to Chinese pop stars, to have an impact on the ground. And China’s new benign image, in places from Australia to Argentina, will help Beijing execute its foreign policy more successfully.

Since the mid-1990s, the response to Beijing’s soft power has been overwhelming. In Thailand, formally a US ally, former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra announced that China is one of the two “most important countries for Thailand’s diplomacy,” and Thailand is negotiating a partnership with China that could approximate its long alliance with the United States. Local opinion polls show that more than 70 percent of Thais now consider China Thailand’s closest friend.\(^{10}\)

Across Southeast Asia, in fact, elites and populaces in most nations see China as a constructive actor—and, potentially, as the preeminent regional power. Most scholars define Southeast Asia, a region of some 600 million people, as Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, Singapore, the Philippines, Indonesia, and the new nation
of East Timor. These countries were not part of British India, which today comprises modern South Asia. Nor, with the exception of parts of Vietnam, were they part of imperial China, as Mongolia and parts of modern-day Korea were at times.\textsuperscript{11}

Still, many Southeast Asian nations share common borders with China, and nearly all have enjoyed long histories of trade and diplomatic interaction with China. During the height of imperial China, the Chinese court sent fifty vessels per year to trade with Southeast Asia. In some Southeast Asian states, like modern-day Singapore, this interaction and Chinese migration left an ethnic Chinese majority. In other Southeast Asian states like Malaysia and the Philippines and Indonesia, where the majority of people come from an ethnic Malay background, the Chinese migrants still constitute a sizable minority of the population.

But the response to China’s soft power extends beyond Southeast Asia. Outside of the United States and Japan, far fewer world leaders than ten years ago question China’s rise. Polls show that people in Africa and Latin America now have more positive feelings toward China than toward the United States, while ten thousand African professionals will head to China each year for postgraduate training. A 2005 British Broadcasting Corporation poll of average people in twenty-two nations across several continents found nearly all believed that China plays a more positive role in the world than does the United States.\textsuperscript{12}

China also has been able to use soft power to get what it wants. Nations from Venezuela to Uzbekistan have proven increasingly willing to work with China, whether that means Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez vowing to reorient his massive oil industry toward Beijing and away from America, or Uzbek leader Islam Karimov tossing US forces out of bases
in his country. Countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America have increasingly cut off even their informal ties to Taiwan, which Beijing claims is a province of China.

This rise coincides with a sharp decline in America’s soft power: in a recent poll of twenty-one nations commissioned by the British Broadcasting Corporation, only one-third of people polled wanted American values to spread in their nation, a sign of the world’s disdain for the United States. This decline began in the Clinton 1990s and has spiraled further downward in the Bush 2000s, as cuts in American public diplomacy, scandals in American corporations, new restrictions on entering the United States, misguided trade policies, a retreat from multilateral institutions, and human rights abuses in Iraq, Guantánamo Bay, and other places have combined to undermine the allure of America’s ideas, values, and models. As Andrew Moravcsik, a scholar specializing in European-US relations, admits, “Not only do others not share America’s self-regard, they no longer aspire to emulate the country’s social and economic achievements.”13 In other words, while once it seemed like everyone dreamed of being an American, from Eastern European anticommunists to students in Burma to liberals in China itself, today that dream may be dying.

It is in Southeast Asia where one can most easily notice Beijing’s new soft power. Beijing first concentrated its charm on the region, before broadening its efforts to Africa and Latin America and the Middle East. Such a strategy makes sense. China’s nearest neighborhood, Southeast Asia boasts nearly twenty million ethnic Chinese and has long historical, economic, and cultural ties to China. For a China still flexing its strength as an international power, Southeast Asia presents an opportunity. Perhaps, as a young United States once did in the
Western Hemisphere, China could make the region its own—a Chinese Monroe Doctrine for Southeast Asia would make Beijing the major influence over regional affairs and reduce US alliances in the region.14

Because Southeast Asia is the first region where China has unleashed its soft power, it also offers a vital window into how China will act as its influence grows. In some respects, China’s new assertiveness is only natural. Between AD 500 and 1500 China often was the most powerful state in the world; at the beginning of the seventeenth century, China had a bigger population than all of Europe. Today Beijing is in many respects regaining the central position in foreign affairs it enjoyed for centuries, and inevitably great powers, whether China or America or the Soviet Union, exert soft power.

In this book I will trace how China has built its global soft power, analyze how China uses that power, and consider how nations are responding to Beijing. I will focus primarily on China’s wooing of developing nations in Southeast Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Central Asia, but will occasionally address how China woos other key nations in Asia, like Australia, South Korea, or Russia. I will not, however, directly analyze the US-Chinese relationship, or China’s relationship with wealthy nations in Europe or the Middle East. I will first analyze why China has engaged with the world, how changes within China itself led to a more proactive Chinese foreign policy, and what China hopes to gain from this engagement. Then I will examine how China actually achieves its goals, observing China’s soft power strategies and tools of influence. Finally, having observed how China sets goals, creates strategies, and utilizes its soft power, I will measure the extent of Beijing’s success—and failure—in order to learn what it may mean for the globe.
Back in 1949 Beijing also believed it might wield power in the world, but not soft power. Triumphing over both the Japanese invaders and Chiang Kai-shek’s seemingly superior Nationalist forces, Mao Tse-tung’s communists thought themselves invincible when they established the People’s Republic of China on October 1, 1949. After all, the communists had ended the “century of humiliation” for China that started with the Opium Wars in the 1840s and 1860s, when Britain and other European powers had crushed China’s military and begun a process of national disintegration that precipitated the end of the Chinese empire.

Mao decided not only to create a revolutionary society at home but also to foment armed revolution around the world, helping nations rid themselves of colonial masters and capitalist systems. “We must give active support to the national independence and liberation movements in countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America,” the Chairman announced.¹ China
took part in the Bandung Conference, a meeting of newly independent African and Asian nations in 1955, and promoted itself as a leader of the developing world, a strategy Beijing is re-asserting today.

Mao quickly put his ideas into practice. He pushed through one of the most radical revolutions in history, trying to create a totally communitarian economy and remake a whole society. The government took control of agriculture, creating collectives out of small plots and large landholdings; it banned supposedly feudal traditions, including religious ceremonies; it restricted travel within China; it created Party cells to monitor minute details of people’s lives.

With the Great Leap Forward, a late 1950s plan to industrialize the country, Mao tried to make agrarian, rural China a manufacturing power in just one generation. He encouraged average citizens to produce steel in backyard factories, embarked on massive capital construction projects, and increased the mass mobilization of peasant groups, supposedly to improve grain production and increase harvests, but also to boost the Communist Party’s control over the populace.²

When the Great Leap Forward failed, resulting in massive famine and damaging Mao’s image, the Chairman responded with the Cultural Revolution, unleashing Red Guards against his enemies. This campaign resulted in chaos, with Red Guards destroying any traditional pillars of society left in China, from monasteries to schoolhouses to artists’ studios.

Across the world, meanwhile, China tried to support what Mao called “righteous struggles”—like-minded communist revolutions that wound up alienating some leaders in developing nations, who feared being targeted by these leftist insurgents. In Burma, China bankrolled a communist insurgency, offering arms and military instructors to the Burmese
fighters. In Cambodia, China cultivated the Khmer Rouge, which envisioned an even more radical remaking of their society than Mao had considered. In Latin America, China supported revolutionary movements; in African states, China trained antigovernment guerrillas; in the Middle East, Beijing funded communist insurgents in Yemen and Oman.3

These insurgencies created disdain for China and for ethnic Chinese abroad, and developing nations fought back against groups supported by Mao. Thailand and Burma, for example, battled guerrillas who had taken to the jungles of northern Indochina. By the middle of the 1970s, most of these communist insurgencies had either fizzled or, as in Cambodia, succeeded in toppling former regimes. But China’s support for revolutionary movements had poisoned relations with a generation of policy makers in the developing world. In response, many leaders from Asia and Africa and Latin America cut off relations with China, established alliances with the United States, created regional organizations that excluded China, like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, and tightly monitored and circumscribed the lives of their own ethnic Chinese minorities. In Indonesia, the government essentially banned ethnic Chinese from politics, outlawed Chinese literature, and questioned many ethnic Chinese’s devotion to Indonesia. Even in Vietnam, a fellow communist nation, China’s backing of the Cambodian Khmer Rouge, which eventually went to war with Vietnam, alienated Hanoi from Beijing, leading to a brief border war between the two in 1979.4

Apart from trying to export revolution, China’s other tools of influence remained weak. Mao’s economic mismanagement kept China impoverished; as an example of economic success, China seemed a model few countries would want to follow. Mao himself knew little about real-world economics,
and he refused to listen to confidants who counseled restraint, like Deng Xiaoping, a pragmatist who wanted to launch economic reforms. (For his ideas, Deng was purged as a “capitalist roader” during the Cultural Revolution, sent to a tractor factory in rural Jiangxi Province to perform manual labor.) The public face Beijing presented to the world was blunt and gray, just monotone statements from official spokesmen who understood nothing about the modern media. Older officials, who’d grown up in the Maoist period—when any deviation from Party principles could still land you in jail—still dominated the diplomatic corps, and could barely communicate China’s message, except to selected socialist audiences. “They had these diplomats who were so stiff they’d just read statements to you,” says one Western diplomat. “If you questioned anything, they would just repeat what they read, like a robot.”

After Mao’s death, Deng returned to power. A savvy political infighter, Deng carefully cultivated top members of the Communist Party, then used his backers within the regime to outmaneuver the Chairman’s appointed heir, Hua Guofeng. By the early 1980s, Hua conceded that he had lost the support of the Party, and Deng essentially took control of China, appointing his reform-minded protégés to top positions. And since Deng’s restoration, twenty-five years of unparalleled economic growth has changed China enormously. The drastic changes in China itself have set the stage for China to exert soft power around the world. Within China, the country has witnessed growing economic dynamism, a surge in nationalism, a new Chinese middle class knowledgeable about the globe, and a vastly more sophisticated leadership that recognizes the need for public diplomacy to protect its domestic and international interests. Combined, all these factors have created pressure for China’s new international engagement, as more sophisticated
and proud Chinese citizens desire a state that plays a large role on the world stage.

Deng Xiaoping could claim much of the credit for China’s changes. A leader within the Communist Party of China since the 1920s, the pragmatic Deng had seen the excesses and chaos of the Chairman’s policies firsthand. After Mao’s death, Deng understood how Maoism had alienated China’s neighbors, created instability on China’s borders, and impoverished China itself. China would need decades to recover, and would require a peaceful external environment and massive inflows of foreign investment and technology to become strong. Deng counseled his proud countrymen, heirs to a Chinese kingdom that once called itself the center of the world, to bide their time. China should “keep a low profile and never take the lead” on global issues, Deng warned—Beijing wasn’t strong enough to expose itself to a world leadership role. At home Deng launched the Chinese economy on pragmatic reforms. At the landmark Communist Party plenum in 1978, Chinese leaders decided to stop focusing on “revolutionary” class warfare, the major task of Mao’s governments, and instead to try to modernize the economy. Deng opened China to foreign joint ventures, tasked the government to court foreign investment, and created special economic zones like Shenzhen, in southern China, designed to lure foreign firms by offering them massive tax concessions. Deng allowed farmers to again grow crops for profits, and ultimately pushed China toward dismantling its massive state enterprises. Most important, he changed the mindset in China, exhorting his countrymen that “to get rich is glorious,” thereby telling individuals that entrepreneurship, discouraged for decades, was once again acceptable, even laudable.
As the China scholar David Lampton shows in his landmark edited study of post-Mao policy making, in foreign affairs China under Deng played defense, reacting when threatened but generally avoiding most global issues. Deng ended China’s ties to communist insurgencies abroad, which had drained China’s treasury, and established closer relations with developing countries like Malaysia that had been targets of left-wing insurgencies. (Malaysia and China had established formal diplomatic relations in 1974.) He strengthened China’s growing ties to the United States, now its most important source of technology. He praised America’s power and acted the role of a humble student even toward small nations, ordering Chinese leaders to “learn from Singapore” about how to build a modern economy, and sending provincial and national officials to universities in that tiny city-state. He shunned multilateral organizations and treaties, and Chinese diplomats at the United Nations seemed almost invisible, barely commenting on important issues.8

Deng’s pragmatism resonated with a society recovering from Mao. The chaos of the Cultural Revolution, when hundreds of thousands of people were purged to the countryside or killed, and teachers and other intellectuals were terrorized by waves of ideological Red Guards, had shocked the Chinese population.9 Average Chinese had seen power and ideology wielded by the state bring nothing but misery to average people; now they remained weary from decades of this internal turmoil.

Meanwhile, many Chinese intellectuals greatly admired the United States, which had formed an alliance with Beijing during the latter half of the Cold War, as China and the Soviet Union split. To these Chinese intellectuals, no country could possibly challenge the United States’ influence. A poll taken by
the research organization Horizon Group in 1995 asked Chinese citizens their views of the “most prominent countries in the world”; one-third ranked the United States most prominent, with only 13 percent choosing China. Earlier, in the liberal 1980s, many Chinese academics and students idolized the US political system and tuned to Voice of America for their news. One study found that in the 1980s some 70 percent of Chinese university students trusted Voice of America but 75 percent distrusted the Chinese media—numbers that would shift in the 1990s.¹⁰

In fact, throughout the 1980s China’s economic opening seemed to signal the creation of a cosmopolitan, inquisitive intellectual class committed to China’s eventual democratization. Inside the government, officials created a task force comprising primarily liberal intellectuals and designed to examine and push for political reforms. Even senior Party leaders appeared committed to opening up China’s political system. Zhao Ziyang, one of Deng’s top lieutenants, advocated for elections in China. As Zhao reportedly told acquaintances, “Give people more freedom. . . . The people’s demand for democracy is a trend. We must meet their demand to the fullest extent.”¹¹

Zhao was not yet in charge, though. The man in charge, Deng Xiaoping, though he advocated economic reform, did not share Zhao’s liberal political sentiments. Deng was known for bluntness, and he made his feelings clear—China could pursue gradual economic reform without having to rapidly open the political system. “We cannot abandon our dictatorship. We must not accommodate the sentiments of democratization,” Deng told officials.¹²

In the climax of that decade, on June 4, 1989, this pro-American bias appeared again, broadcast to the world. Days of protests against the Beijing regime had culminated in demon-
strations attended by hundreds of thousands of Chinese in Tiananmen Square, the central plaza in Beijing located in front of the Forbidden City, where generations of Chinese emperors had ruled over China’s empire. In 1989 young protesters from the Central Academy of Fine Arts carved a “Goddess of Democracy”—a giant statue resembling the Statue of Liberty—to symbolize their desire for democracy in China. The protesters stayed until troops and tanks, on the orders of Deng Xiaoping himself, cleared the historic square by firing automatic weapons into the crowd, killing perhaps two thousand people.13

Following June 4 those warm feelings toward America cooled. After the crackdown in Tiananmen, the Chinese regime purged Zhao Ziyang from power and placed him under house arrest for the rest of his life. It tossed other liberals within the Party into jail. After the crackdown in Tiananmen, memories of the event were buried under an avalanche of nationalism and growing pragmatism by the Chinese population, which essentially seemed to accept their authoritarian government, at least for the time being. Beijing tightened its controls over society, alternatively cowering and co-opting elites to keep them in line, and forcing dissidents into exile. And after the crackdown in Tiananmen, the appeal of the United States to average Chinese faded. In 2003 the Horizon Group polled randomly chosen Chinese citizens again. This time, nearly 40 percent picked China as “the most prominent country in the world.” The United States placed a distant second.14

In the years after Tiananmen, both the Chinese public and the Chinese leadership gained vital confidence—confidence that China had a right to become a global power. More than two decades of post-1979 breakneck economic growth, during which
China’s trade with other nations grew some eight times faster than overall world trade, allowed China to build trade surpluses with the world of more than $100 billion annually. China amassed the largest currency reserves on earth and lifted 200 million people out of poverty, one of the greatest economic accomplishments in history. China became Asia’s largest recipient of foreign direct investment, receiving more than $60 billion in investment in 2005. By 2025 China should become the world’s second-largest economy; measured by purchasing power parity, it already is.\textsuperscript{15}

China’s growth has defied regional shocks like the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s, internal financial problems like Chinese banks’ morass of nonperforming loans, and endless predictions by experts (including myself) of an imminent downturn in the Chinese economy. In places like vibrant Wen-zhou, a city in eastern China’s Zhejiang Province packed with companies that specialize in cigarette lighters, the Chinese private sector has created highly skilled and efficient firms, a far cry from China’s state-owned industrial giants.\textsuperscript{16}

The impact of this growth can be seen even in the most remote parts of the country. On a hundred-degree day in August of 2002, vendors and buyers crowded into the open-air plaza in front of Idh Kah Mosque, a central structure in Kashgar, the westernmost city in China, closer to Afghanistan than to Beijing. Kashgar sits near the border with Muslim Central Asia, and it is populated by many Uighurs, a Muslim, Turkic ethnic minority in China. In a Kashgar side alley, an old man with a thick beard and a white Muslim skullcap sat in front of a shop, banging an insistent, Arab-sounding rhythm on a hand drum. Next to him, a younger man with thin stubble kept up a keening wail, like a snake charmer, on a tiny flute and mouth
pipes. In front of the mosque, olive-skinned men wearing large cotton mitts pulled naan bread out of a stone oven; kebab sellers molded fresh lamb onto small skewers. Merchants greeted each other with “salaam alaikum,” and then crowded in close—prodding and cajoling potential customers.17

Only two years later, Kashgar looked far different. As China’s economy boomed, the Chinese government in the late 1990s developed a plan it called “Develop the West” or “Western Development.” Under this plan, the central government would build new infrastructure in the western part of the country and provide financial incentives, like tax exemptions, to encourage entrepreneurs and investors to migrate to that poorer region. Between 2002 and 2004 Develop the West had landed in Kashgar. The Chinese government had cleared the central plaza of merchants, replacing them with new luxury condo-type buildings, metastasizing construction sites, and a modern stone plaza. Smooth new highways now connected Kashgar with the rest of the country, traversing the long, ocher deserts and deep purple-and-red canyons of Xinjiang. The highways, and the financial incentives, had attracted new businesspeople to the city, though Develop the West had not addressed the overall wealth gap between western and eastern China. Thousands of these businesspeople had decamped on Kashgar, where they bunked, three or four to a room, in shabby long-term hotels.18

Even the carpet merchants sensed they had to take advantage of rapid change. Walking around Kashgar one day in 2004, I stumbled into an indoor market. Behind individual counters, merchants competed for customers, grabbing people as they walked by and hollering out deals. The old vendors huddled around a few counters, comparing prices, their arms
around each other’s shoulders. As my eyes focused, I realized where I was. It was the cell phone market, where the carpet sellers haggled over mobile phones as aggressively as they’d once touted thread counts.

Economic growth transformed Chinese society. It transformed even remote backwater cities like Kashgar and allowed urban Chinese to amass the kind of luxuries they’d once only heard about. It built up the Chinese academic system, and it stoked a growing demand for energy to fuel the Chinese economy, so much so that China, self-sufficient in oil as recently as 1997, may have to increase its energy consumption 150 percent by 2020 to maintain its rate of growth. (Current Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao recently admitted that shortages of oil and gas have limited China’s development.) Economic growth pushed urban Chinese to learn about the world, through the influx of Chinese Internet news portals. On the Web, they could watch foreign businesses flocking to China like modern-day vassals, making any concessions necessary to enter the Chinese market—even, like Google, tailoring the content of their sites to please Beijing.¹⁹ They could learn about Chinese who’d studied and worked in America choosing to come back to China to work, since the country now offered greater economic opportunity.

This powerful growth, technological change, and academic progress, incessantly highlighted in the state-dominated Chinese media, fostered a new sense of confidence in China, particularly among young people who had come of age after the chaos and disorder of the 1989 Tiananmen crisis. In recent years, several academics have studied this rebirth of confidence. As Peter Hays Gries, an expert on domestic Chinese politics, chronicles in a recent study of Chinese nationalism,
the idea that China had become a rising power swept through the domestic and foreign media, partly replacing images of China as a weak state preyed upon before 1949 by foreign powers and then decimated by Mao’s changes. And like the United States in the nineteenth century, as a rising power China began to reconsider the world system it had accepted when it was weaker.

Young Chinese also began to travel abroad, with the number of outbound tourists rising from 4.5 million in 1995 to more than 30 million in 2005. As they traveled, urban Chinese may have lost some of their awe for America and Europe—one recent group of editors compiling a Chinese-language collection of people’s views toward the world noted that other nations were no longer mysterious to average Chinese. The travelers saw that the United States was far from perfect, that it, too, suffered from poverty and crime and grime that might weaken the American social fabric. They realized that their own big cities, like Shanghai, now could match any world capital for nightlife and culture and technology and economic dynamism. In one recent poll only 40 percent of Chinese had a favorable impression of the US.

Recognizing that communism held little appeal in a nation urging its citizens to get rich as quickly as possible, the post-Tiananmen leadership, eventually headed by President Jiang Zemin, needed to offer a substitute ideology to keep the population united. What they came up with, as the China expert Jasper Becker describes, was a kind of updated nationalism. This drew upon China’s history of patriotism—nationalism had played a role in the early-twentieth-century revolutions that eventually brought Chiang Kai-shek to power.

But the new nationalism did not only look back. It played on anger about foreign powers’ domination of China in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but it also emphasized China’s growing strength and its past grievances. Beijing built enormous new projects, like the Chinese space program, designed to rally public opinion around the state. It launched mass rallies and rewrote school textbooks to emphasize that China was gaining strength again; at the same time, the textbooks reminded average Chinese of how foreign powers had preyed upon China. Beijing’s leaders began stressing that China must become stronger, to face down external enemies, even as some top officials worried that the nationalism could backfire, leading to protests against the government. As Becker notes, “Jiang and his successors see their country in the midst of a Darwinian struggle between nations. . . . Jiang has warned the party faithful, ‘Competition in overall national strength is becoming increasingly fierce.’”

Newspapers like the state-controlled Beijing *People’s Daily* and best-selling books touting China’s strength and questioning the “cultural colonialism” of Western products in China only reinforced the nationalist mindset. The *People’s Daily* sparked nationalism in a sophisticated manner, sometimes featuring Chinese successes abroad and running supposedly neutral commentaries, taken from Middle Eastern papers and other anti-US news sources, on America’s “failing” foreign policies around the world. At the same time, the Beijing regime successfully co-opted forces that foreign scholars had predicted would pry open Chinese society—building firewalls, for example, to control the Internet even as some 150 million Chinese logged onto the Web.

By the end of the 1990s some young Chinese urbanites no longer resembled the idealistic, liberal men and women who had hopped trains from across China to get to Tiananmen Square in 1989. Most were too young to remember the Cultural
Revolution, and so were less distrustful than their elders of the state’s wielding of power and ideology. Unlike their elders, who’d come to Tiananmen in 1989 furious that they were earning meager salaries in academia and business even as Party officials seemed to be rolling in cash, these younger elites were more comfortable, and often had shunned political science or history at university in favor of business and computer technology.

The Party had reached out to these urbanites, essentially buying them off. As Minxin Pei of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace writes in a new study of China’s political system, “The Party showers the urban intelligentsia, professionals, and private entrepreneurs with economic perks, professional honors, and political access. . . . Nationwide, 145,000 designated experts, or about 8 percent of senior professionals, received ‘special government stipends,’ or monthly salary supplements in 2004.”24 What’s more, Pei notes, tens of thousands of former college professors have been recruited into the Chinese Communist Party, where leaders have promoted them to senior, and well-paying, government positions. Party committees in Chinese universities offered house allowances, stipends, and other benefits to promising young students who agreed to become Party members.

In essence, young intellectuals, who throughout China’s history had led reform efforts, had made a pragmatic deal with their government. The state would deliver growth, and they would focus on making money. In one study of Chinese students, 83 percent ranked the following value statement as most important: “A modern person should be able to make money.” In a May 2005 poll of average Chinese citizens taken by the Pew Global Attitudes Project, more than 70 percent of Chinese said they were satisfied with current conditions in their nation. By
comparison, even in normally patriotic America, fewer than
40 percent of people said they were satisfied with national con-
ditions. As one scholar writes, Chinese intellectuals’ “writings
today in academic journals and high-brow magazines are im-
bued with a sense of satisfaction. There are exceptions, of
course, but most intellectuals tend to accept and approve of
the status quo.”

In the 1990s several prominent intellectuals even revolted
against the ethos of China’s liberal late 1980s, calling for a
stronger role for the Chinese state; many other liberal intellec-
tuals had fled the country, leaving them incapable of influenc-
ing China’s youth. Young Chinese now wrote nationalistic
books and dominated the chat rooms of China’s most popular
Web bulletin boards, like the Strong Nation forum, where they
competed to attack the government from the right, as soft on
the United States. In the 1980s the Chinese intelligentsia was
opposed to the Chinese Communist Party’s rule, notes Ying
Ma, a specialist on Chinese domestic attitudes. Now, Ma says,
though many Chinese have become “Americanized” by work-
ing for multinational companies, traveling abroad, and ac-
cessing American culture through the Internet, “Chinese in-
creasingly view America today as a bully who . . . attempts to
thwart the rise of their country’s international influence.”

This rising nationalism might not have peaked, except
for two disastrous events. In 1999, relying on an outdated CIA
map, NATO forces accidentally bombed the Chinese embassy
in Belgrade. (The United States apologized for the mistake and
paid restitution.) The bombing killed three Chinese and in-
jured at least fifteen others. To Chinese convinced that their
nation was rising, skeptical of American motives, and stoked
by the Chinese media suggesting that the bombing was delib-
erate, this was a sign. The more nationalist in the population
called for military retaliation against America, and thousands of young Chinese led boycotts of American products and besieged the US mission in Beijing, trapping the US ambassador in the compound for four days, and battering the embassy with rocks and bottles.27

The Belgrade bombing was followed by the EP-3 incident in early 2001, when a Chinese F-8 fighter collided with a US Navy reconnaissance plane finishing a routine mission off the coast of China. The Chinese plane had been tailing the American craft, and some American officials suggested that the Chinese pilot had flown recklessly close to his US counterpart. In any event, the collision killed the Chinese pilot, and the Chinese government briefly seized and imprisoned the crew from the American plane on the island of Hainan. Beijing demanded that the United States apologize for the collision, but America refused to do so.28 Eventually, Washington and Beijing agreed on a compromise letter of regret that admitted no guilt, but most Chinese I have met remained convinced that the Americans were responsible for the Chinese pilot’s death.

The EP-3 incident further soured young Chinese on the United States, no longer the shining model of 1989 but rather a competitor and potential enemy. Only a tough police response, probably mandated by Beijing, kept young Chinese from demonstrating against the US embassy, as they had done in 1999. In one recent major poll of Chinese, twice as many people in their twenties had a negative view of the United States as had a positive view.29

Even Chinese who had previously paid little attention to foreign affairs suddenly became interested. The Belgrade bombing and the EP-3 incident sparked their interest in foreign policy, and made them rethink whether the United States and China could indeed be “strategic partners,” as President
Clinton once had promised. Constant criticism of China by US human rights advocates and other pressure groups only stiffened Chinese views; as Ma notes, no one, whether Americans or Chinese, likes to have his country criticized by outsiders. And so the Belgrade bombing and the EP-3 incident fostered the most significant domestic discussion of China’s global role in years. Across China’s eastern cities, businesspeople, academics, students, and other intellectuals began to consider whether China should abandon playing defense with the rest of the world—a debate captured by growing coverage in the Chinese press suggesting that China should develop a more aggressive foreign policy.

The September 11 attacks further exposed China’s nationalist sentiment. “When the planes crashed into the World Trade Center, I really felt very delighted,” one Chinese student told Chinese pollsters. “They expected that more places in the United States would be bombed,” said another Chinese student, talking about how he and his friends gathered in a dorm room after September 11 to celebrate as Americans leaped from the burning towers to their death. “The more severely the United States was bombed, the more excited they would be.” Though shocking, these feelings were widespread. In a broader study of post–September 11 opinion, researchers found that “most Chinese college students . . . were immediately excited because the United States, an abhorrent, overbearing, and arbitrary country in their minds, suffered an unprecedented heavy strike.”

Older Chinese liberals, who remembered how a strong central government fomented the Cultural Revolution, could hardly understand their nationalist progeny. “Today, my students don’t care about political science,” complained one politics professor at Fudan University in Shanghai, a man who
had been a young academic during Tiananmen. “They want to take business, or computer science, or something else that will get them a good job. . . . They think [the Chinese leadership] is too weak, and should be harder on the US.” He paused, looking befuddled. “I don’t know how to talk to them.”

Just as the Chinese public started to consider a more proactive foreign policy, China’s leadership, too, was becoming more confident and more knowledgeable about the world.

Until the mid-1990s, the generation that had grown up around Mao—including Deng Xiaoping himself—still dominated China’s inner circle. But this generation passed away in the 1980s, or was forcibly retired to make way for younger officials.

This provided an opportunity for Chinese and foreign scholars of the Beijing regime to assess their replacements. H. Lyman Miller and Liu Xiaohong produced one of the most comprehensive assessments. As they found, of the twenty-four officials who became full or alternate members of the Politburo at the Fifteenth National Congress in September 1997, only six had served in the Party leadership before 1992, and most were at least ten years younger than the men they’d replaced. Many of these new leaders hailed from China’s urbane eastern provinces, which had benefited the most from economic reforms and which were most open to external influence. In contrast to older leaders, they had completed undergraduate and even graduate studies. They had studied outside China, often in Western nations. But these leaders also had seen Western nations shun China after the Tiananmen crackdown. As Chinese officials told me, they recognized that Beijing could not rely on the United States but must develop its relations with its neighbors, with Africa, and with Latin Amer-
ica; it was Argentina’s president, Carlos Menem, who became the first leader from the Western Hemisphere to visit China after the Tiananmen crackdown. What’s more, Chinese leaders recognized that, with the end of the Cold War, Russia no longer threatened China, freeing Beijing to use some of the resources it had spent protecting its northern border on other efforts, like increasing pressure on Taiwan and building up its forces across the Taiwan Strait.

From their time in the West, these younger men and women also had seen how think tanks, career diplomats, academics, and public opinion helped American officials process world events and make policy. They began to follow more closely Chinese public opinion, as the number of voices trying to make an impact on Chinese policy making was expanding rapidly. Compared with the past, when scholars and officials had kept any criticism of foreign policy silent, a growing number of prominent Chinese intellectuals began to publicly air policy debates, such as an argument in the 1990s by left-leaning scholars that the breakup of Chinese state-controlled enterprises would damage China’s national security. As a result, leaders like former Premier Zhu Rongji increasingly read academic papers, watched television shows like Focus that reported on Chinese opinion, and even used the Internet to gauge public sentiment.

These leaders increasingly supported a network of Chinese think tanks like the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing, the China Reform Forum, and the Central Party School. At these think tanks, Chinese scholars would learn from Western think tanks and then be called upon to provide sophisticated analysis to the government, upgrading China’s strategic thinking. As the scholars Evan S. Medeiros and M. Taylor Fravel note, the Chinese foreign ministry even created an internal
agency focused on long-range thinking, like the State Department’s Bureau of Policy Planning.\textsuperscript{34}

The impact of China’s economic growth trickled down to midlevel officials as well. Two decades of development has sharply raised the education level of China’s leaders. As the former \textit{Time} foreign editor Joshua Cooper Ramo notes in an essay called \textit{The Beijing Consensus}, “There has been a head-snapping rise in the education level of China’s regional leaders. . . . In 1982 only 20 percent of China’s provincial leaders had attended college. In 2002, this number was 98 percent. . . . Among younger leaders, those ‘fourth generation’ leaders under 54, two-thirds hold Masters or PhD degrees.”\textsuperscript{35}

As a result, today even midlevel Chinese leaders have become vastly more knowledgeable about the outside world and enjoy far better access to current events. Former State Department Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Susan Shirk remembers that in 1993 it was “easier to persuade the North Koreans to come [to an informal diplomatic meeting] than it was the Chinese,” since the Chinese were so isolated and distrustful. Ten years later, one former US diplomat marveled at the Chinese diplomats’ knowledge, telling me, “Chinese officials now can describe to me in detail the splits within the American neoconservative movement.”\textsuperscript{36}

With a more sophisticated knowledge of the world, these leaders recognized that China must become a greater international player. China had pressing great-power needs—needs for oil, allies, markets, and security, among others. Yet the United States had built alliances around the world that could constrain China one day if Washington chose to contain Beijing the way it had tried to contain Moscow and if nations agreed to join in that effort. America’s relationships in Asia also could prevent China from eventually regaining control of
Taiwan. In a study of articles from Chinese-language journals on international relations, which often reflect government thinking, the China scholar Biwu Zhang found that many pieces focused on how America had wooed friends and now was “capable of establishing regional defense headquarters in various corners of the world.” To break through this American containment, and to potentially increase pressure on Taiwan, Beijing would have to rely on developing nations, which were more willing to overlook China’s human rights abuses. As Zhang Xizhen, a professor of international relations at Beijing University, said, “Threatened and actual economic sanctions and international political isolation [after Tiananmen] jeopardized our opening up and reform process. [We had] to strengthen relations with our neighbors and break out of the Western blockade.”

The Chinese leaders also increasingly understood that as China continued to grow and opened its borders, it could not avoid the world’s problems, like HIV and drugs seeping from Southeast Asia into southwest China. Fighting HIV, said Jiang’s successor, Hu Jintao, would be “a major issue that has a bearing on the nation’s quality and destiny,” and would require global cooperation.

Chinese officials could not help noticing another important change. Foreign leaders were beginning to marvel at China’s economic miracle—as one Afghan vice president recently put it, “China has made significant [economic] achievements . . . so we Afghans are looking forward to learn[ing]”—and Beijing began to realize that China has an image it can sell to the world. At the same time, America’s international image was slipping. In Chinese publications, Wang Jisi, one of China’s elite intellectuals, noted that America’s weakness was its soft
power, not its hard power. And after the Iraq War began in 2003, the scholar Biwu Zhang found, Chinese authors agreed that America had suffered “a serious setback in terms of soft power.”

Wang was right. After the end of the Cold War, America had retreated from the world, consumed with its own economic boom, with the Internet, and with American culture wars. Significant pluralities of Americans opposed US interventions abroad and called for Washington to cut foreign aid, and the White House listened. Washington slashed aid and public diplomacy, long a linchpin of American popularity, and merged the United States Information Agency, the main public diplomacy outfit, into the State Department. The Clinton administration neglected many of the multilateral institutions that America had built after the Second World War, creating perceptions of the United States as a unilateral actor, while the White House also refused to intervene in important crises in the developing world, from the genocide in Rwanda to the financial meltdown in Thailand. By the end of the 1990s the appeal of American-style economics, political systems, and even popular culture had begun to wane.

America’s unpopularity provided an opportunity. When Thailand devalued its currency in 1997, after speculators had attacked the currency because they believed that Thailand’s strong growth hid major economic weaknesses, the devaluation spiraled into a full-blown financial crisis. As the Thai economy cratered, Bangkok lurched into a panic. Investors pulled out of the stock market, and depositors lined up at banks, causing a run on cash at many branches. When I visited one branch, employees had locked themselves inside to avoid being gang-rushed by Thais desperate to withdraw money.
Construction halted on flashy condominiums launched in Bangkok’s go-go early 1990s, leaving cranes scattered everywhere like a life-sized Erector Set. Nearly every day it seemed as if another Thai financial company declared bankruptcy and the government released another report on unemployment. Bangkok airport remained crowded: foreign companies flocked to town to buy Thai assets on the cheap before jetting off to resorts for a round of cheap golf. Bangkok newspapers kept busy too, reporting stories of former tycoons brought low. One real estate magnate, Sirivat Voravetvuthikun, had amassed enormous debts. Sirivat lost at least $10 million in assets, and he could no longer pay his creditors. Desperate, he started selling sandwiches on Bangkok’s steamy streets to survive.40

When I drove one day to the prime minister’s official residence in Bangkok, I found the road blocked by a tent city. Entire villages from Thailand’s impoverished rural Northeast, hit not only by the financial downturn but also by a withering drought, had moved themselves to the streets of Bangkok, where they rebuilt their thatched huts by the prime minister’s house. They camped there for months—sinewy, malnourished-looking farmers with creased faces protected from the sun by straw hats, monks distributing Buddhist amulets and blessings for sick children. As the villagers protested, one Thai government collapsed and another stepped in. Handed the keys to the treasury, the newly appointed Thai finance minister went ashen. “He realized that, basically, there was nothing there,” remembers one foreign diplomat in close contact with Thai leaders at the time.41

The Thais had hope, though. Many believed that, as a formal US ally, Thailand would soon receive help from America. After all, Washington had bailed out Mexico when the Mexican economy imploded. Now, inside the National Se-
ecurity Council, Southeast Asia experts pushed for a bailout package for Thailand. But, at least at first, the NSC advisers couldn’t get the ear of their bosses. American officials refused to take the lead and organize a bailout of the Thai finance system. The United States even killed the idea of a regional fund to bail out Asia, anteing up money only as the crisis spread to South Korea, a larger economy, and threatened the entire global economy.

When the Thais realized that help wasn’t on the way, the mood in Bangkok toward America turned sour. Thai officials blasted American counterparts for their sloth. At the tent city, I started seeing signs damning the United States, a symbol of the free-market economics that had brought Thailand low, and effigies of Bill Clinton, his red, bulbous nose turning brown as the demonstrators set his cardboard double on fire.

As the United States flubbed its initial crisis response, China made a symbolic move, publicly refusing to devalue its currency; if Beijing had devalued, it could have forced further devaluations of other Asian countries’ currencies. It was a minor remedy compared with the massive financial bailout eventually offered by Japan, the United States, and the international financial institutions like the International Monetary Fund, which gave Thailand a credit line. But Beijing smartly advertised its decision as standing up for other Asian nations. “The Chinese Government, with a high sense of responsibility, decided not to devaluate its renminbi in the overall interest of maintaining stability and development in the region,” said the Chinese foreign ministry. “It did so under huge pressure and at a big price. But it contributed considerably to the financial and economic stability and to the development in Asia.”

China’s move seemed to work. “The US response or failure to respond to the Asian financial crisis in 1997 strength-
ened China’s standing in the region,” Singaporean ambassador to Washington Chan Heng Chee said later. Indeed, after the crisis, Rodolfo Severino, head of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, the leading regional political bloc, announced, “China is really emerging from this smelling good.” Nearly ten years later, Thai officials still seethed at America’s initial inaction, and even Thai friends snapped at me if I reminded them that eventually the United States did help Bangkok rebuild its economy. But when I asked one Thai leader who had come to Thailand’s rescue during the crisis, he responded immediately. “China,” he said. “Only China.”

Nineteen ninety-seven marked a turning point. For the first time in decades, China had taken a stance on a major international issue and had banked credit as a benign force in global affairs. In the following years, as the Chinese leadership became richer, worldlier, and more confident, and as it came to be supported by an increasingly nationalist public, China’s mandarins reassessed their place in the world. Rather than playing defense, rather than just reacting to international affairs, they were ready to take the offensive, building a more sophisticated and powerful foreign policy.

Chinese leaders and scholars started referring to the country, in Chinese publications and to Chinese audiences, as a daguo—a great power—and to suggest that China should adopt the mentality of a daguo. And by the time Deng’s successor, Jiang Zemin, stepped down in 2002, giving way to the next generation of leaders, that daguo had created a global strategy.
III
A Charm Strategy

By the early 2000s China’s charm offensive had begun. From the top, the Beijing leadership set out its goals. As Chinese leaders constantly emphasized, China desires stability and peace with all countries, and especially those on its borders—frontiers with fourteen nations, ranging from dynamic Vietnam to tiny Laos to colossal Russia to backward North Korea. “Safeguarding peace, promoting development and enhancing cooperation, which is the common desire of all peoples, represents the irresistible historical trend,” China’s Foreign Ministry announced in a white paper.¹

Chinese scholars and officials eventually developed the term heping jueqi, or Peaceful Rise. First used by Zheng Bijian, a powerful senior adviser to the Chinese leadership, the term soon became a part of Chinese leaders’ speeches and central to academic studies of China’s future, though some Chinese scholars thought rise sounded menacing, and Chinese leaders now often use the phrase “Peaceful Development” instead. At its core, explained Zheng, a close associate of Chinese President Hu Jintao, Peaceful Rise meant that, unlike past emerging
powers whose new might had caused shock waves across the world, China would threaten no nation, even as it becomes a global power. China’s rise “will not come at the cost of any other country, will not stand in the way of any other country, nor pose a threat to any other country,” said Prime Minister Wen Jiabao in a 2004 speech that encapsulated the Peaceful Rise idea.2

The Chinese leadership created Peaceful Rise as it realized that its hard power remained relatively weak. In the mid-1990s, China had tried to use military strength to intimidate other countries in Asia, by aggressive moves like sending ships to unoccupied, disputed reefs in the South China Sea. At the same time, Beijing called on other nations in the region to abandon their alliances, mostly with the United States, arguing that these had been made obsolete by the Cold War. This strategy backfired. Countries across the region condemned Beijing’s aggressive behavior and solidified their military links with the United States, drawing the US armed forces closer into the region, and closer to China—exactly what Beijing did not want. Nations like the Philippines, located right in the South China Sea, started convening National Security Council meetings just to deal with the possibility of Chinese military activity. China would then criticize nations like the Philippines for their response, only engendering more mistrust of Beijing. Overall, as the regional specialist Denny Roy found in the late 1990s, China seemed to have no coherent, effective foreign policy in Asia.3

Beijing eventually recognized its mistakes: seizing reefs had turned countries against China, but offering assistance during the Asian financial crisis had won friends. As Chinese officials told me, after internal debate, the leadership in Beijing decided to tone down the military action and instead focus on
building China’s global soft power. In his landmark study of China’s new engagement of Asia, the scholar David Sham-baugh, too, suggests that after an internal policy discussion in Beijing, Chinese leaders decided “to have a peaceful environ-ment conducive to domestic development” and that “China needed to be more proactive in shaping its regional environ-ment.” Furthermore, by focusing on soft power, the former in-telligence officer Robert G. Sutter notes in his recent book China’s Rise in Asia: Promises and Perils, Beijing could avoid di-rectly confronting the United States, the unrivaled global hard power, while possibly weakening America’s soft power in the longer term.4

Wooing, not intimidating, would now be the order of business. “We should . . . establish a publicity capacity to exert an influence on world opinion that is as strong as China’s international standing,” announced Jiang Zemin. Promoting peace would serve several functions for Beijing. It would allow China’s economy to continue growing, holding up the regime’s end of the bargain with the Chinese intelligentsia, and therefore forestalling any major national protests. Peace would fos-ter prosperity, providing opportunities for Chinese companies looking overseas for outlets for their goods, allowing resources like oil to flow in and out of China unimpeded, and paving the way for China to build its own national science and technol-ogy capabilities, which still relied heavily on imports of foreign research and technology. “China aims to be one of the front-runners [in technology] among developing countries around 2010 . . . and [to be in] the medium level among world giants in science and technology eleven years later,” noted Bai Chunli, vice president of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.5

Peace also would help China portray itself as a benign, peaceful, and constructive actor in the world. In the West and
in many developing nations, China’s military actions in the 1990s, and its powerhouse economy, had created a “China threat” school of thought among many scholars—the idea that, indeed, a rising China, like rising Japan and Germany in the early twentieth century, would threaten the world. As the China scholar David Lampton outlines, policy makers in many countries responded to this idea of a Beijing threat and adopted what he calls a strong China paradigm. In Lampton’s strong China paradigm, policy makers take for granted that China will increasingly use its strength to wield power abroad, and they consider how other countries should prepare for potential power rivalry with Beijing.6

Changing China’s image and undermining the scenario of a China threat, then, were vital to Beijing—and crucial to the future of its foreign policy. With this change, Beijing would diminish fears of China’s future military power, or concerns that China’s massive economic growth would divert trade and foreign investment from other nations. Chinese leaders drove this point home in speech after speech. “It is only through the road of peaceful development that the progress of the human race . . . can be achieved,” Hu Jintao said in one such speech. “History tells us that any attempt by a country to realize its interests through the use or threat of force, or to place its interests above those of other nations, will get nowhere. Such attempts are against the tide of history of human development and against the fundamental interests of people all over the world.”7

Peace also would allow Beijing to pursue its second goal: obtaining enough resources to feed its economy. Soon to become the world’s largest consumer of oil, already the major market for copper, iron ore, aluminum, and platinum, and desperate for timber, China needs access to critical commodities. More than 300 million people may migrate from rural
areas of China to cities and towns by 2020, only adding to de-
mend. In his major address of 2006, Wen Jiabao mentioned
energy a whopping twenty-eight times. China faces a “growing
dependence on imports of some important minerals from for-
eign countries,” Wen told his countrymen in another briefing.
As a measure of how important access to resources has become
to Beijing, Prime Minister Wen also has formed an internal
government task force focused on the nation’s energy needs,
and staffed the task force with China’s highest officials.8

According to Erica Downs, an energy analyst at the
Brookings Institution in Washington who closely follows de-
bate within the Chinese leadership, Beijing believes that it can-
not trust the world markets for long-term supplies of oil, gas,
minerals, and other commodities, since the United States con-
trols the global sea lanes and has long-standing relationships
with key oil suppliers like Saudi Arabia. China has no real
strategic petroleum reserve, and its own domestic oil and gas
production continues to decline, so Chinese leaders, Downs
says, fear that the United States could stop China from obtaining
resources if there were a conflict between Washington and
Beijing. To prevent this possibility, China must win the trust of
foreign states that control stakes in oil, gas, and other resources.
In the long run, most energy analysts believe, China wants to
control the entire process of resource extraction, from taking
commodities out of the ground to shipping them back to China.
“If the world oil stocks were exceeded by growth, who would
provide energy to China?” one informal adviser to the Chinese
government mused to reporters, explaining China’s desire for
control. “America would protect its own energy supply.”9

Smother international relations would facilitate China’s
third goal: building a ring of allies who share Beijing’s suspi-
cion of nations intervening in other countries’ affairs. In some
developing nations, like Iran or Burma or Zimbabwe, China may also seek to help these countries to remain authoritarian states—states thus more likely to remain close to China.\textsuperscript{10}

Not all of Beijing’s goals follow from Peaceful Rise, though. Taiwan is a special case. The Chinese leadership wants to reduce the international influence of Taiwan, which it considers a province of China. Beijing first enunciated this strategy in 1994, when the Chinese leadership declared that it would “use all economic and diplomatic resources to reward countries that are willing to isolate Taiwan.” In the 1990s, as Taiwan became a democracy, the Taiwanese leader Lee Teng-hui had tried to boost Taiwan’s power through a “Go South” strategy of boosting Taiwanese investment in Southeast Asia and upgrading Taiwan’s informal relations with developing nations around the world.\textsuperscript{11}

But China wants to roll back any of Taiwan’s gains. Since most of Taiwan’s remaining formal allies are in Africa and Latin America, China hopes to persuade these nations to switch recognition, establishing formal diplomatic relations with Beijing and stating that Taiwan is an integral part of China. By winning friends away from Taiwan, China also could tighten Taiwan’s room to maneuver in international organizations.

China also wants to demonstrate to the world that it can be a great power, a \textit{daguo}, and perhaps ultimately an equal of the United States. As the scholars Evan S. Medeiros and M. Taylor Fravel have found, in Chinese journals Chinese strategists emphasize that China should conduct great-power relations with other leading nations, like the United States. Indeed, throughout Chinese-language journals, scholars argue that China must show the globe it has arrived as a great power. “By the middle of the 21st century China will be among the
great powers in the world,” noted Xia Liping, professor at the Shanghai Institute of International Studies, summing up the conventional wisdom among Chinese officials. “Although the United States wants to realize a single-polar world . . . the trend of multi-polarization”—the rise of other great powers—“will continue to develop.”

As a great power, China might even shift influence away from the United States, creating its own sphere of influence for places like Southeast Asia, where China’s power is strongest. In this sphere, countries would subordinate their interests to China’s and think twice about supporting the United States should there be any conflict in the region, and China would have a final say on important political, economic, and strategic issues.

By the early 2000s Beijing also had developed the subtle strategies needed to achieve these goals. These strategies were not entirely responsible for changing global views of China—international events, like the declining image of America, came into play, as did individual countries’ strategic calculations of how best to respond to China’s charm. But Beijing clearly has come to employ conscious strategies. In statements and speeches, Chinese leaders began to enunciate a doctrine of “win-win” relations, highlighting that Latin American and African and Asian and Arab nations might benefit from their relationships with China even as China benefits from its relationships with them. In one major address given in 2005, entitled “An Open Mind for Win-Win Cooperation,” Chinese President Hu told Asian leaders, “Dialogue and consultation . . . is an important avenue to win-win cooperation . . . [China] will only [promote] peace, stability, and prosperity.” “The aim of Sino-African cooperation is mutual benefit. . . .
It is particularly conducive for the development of African countries,” echoed assistant Foreign Minister He Yafei, in a speech marking Prime Minister Wen’s 2006 tour of Africa.13

In other words, China would be everyone’s friend; Beijing would listen to the needs and desires of other nations, supposedly without asking for anything in return; China would not interfere or meddle. Foreign nations could benefit because China would not make demands upon other nations’ sovereignty, economic models, governance, or political culture. China also would not threaten or sanction anyone—it would reassure other countries that it had no aggressive desires. “To achieve peaceful development is a sincere hope and unremitting pursuit of the Chinese people,” Beijing announced in a landmark policy statement entitled “China’s Peaceful Development Road,” playing into the broader concept of China’s peaceful rising to power. China will “opt for dialogue in resolving disputes[,] step up cooperation in maintaining security, and bring about lasting peace and stability in Asia,” Wen Jiabao told an audience of Asian leaders in 2003.14

This Chinese doctrine of noninterference, which would help build a string of allies like Iran and Venezuela, coincides with an era when, at least since the mid-1990s, American interventionists have become more influential in US foreign policy making—both liberal moralists who argue for humanitarian intervention and neoconservatives who support intervention to preemptively halt threats to American security. Consequently, American foreign policy elites increasingly have questioned the balance Washington should strike between respecting nations’ sovereignty—a traditionally realist foreign policy position—and pushing for humanitarian action or democratization, whether in Iraq or Ukraine or anywhere else. Going along with this trend toward greater interventionism, in recent
years the United States also has relied more on sanctions as a weapon, from comprehensive sanctions on new business in Burma to more targeted restrictions on the export of certain types of goods to countries like Syria. By comparison, Wen announced, in one speech, “We believe that people in different regions in countries . . . have their right and ability to handle their own issues.”

In supposedly trying to be nearly everyone’s friend (Taiwan and Japan stand as notable exceptions), Beijing was displaying a type of pragmatism unthinkable to a previous generation of Chinese leaders. For past leaders, ideology defined relationships, trumping other factors. Now China would deal with any state it thought necessary to its aims. In the Philippines, China would ask to mediate between the government and communist insurgents, so alienating the communists that they started threatening Chinese businesspeople investing in the Philippines. In Nepal the Chinese government would offer support to the monarchy, even reportedly sending truckloads of arms and ammunition, despite the fact that the king was fighting—and eventually lost to—a Maoist rebel group pursuing the very military tactics that Chairman Mao himself had pioneered.

In Cambodia, I discovered China’s new pragmatism for myself. In the bowels of the Cambodian Parliament, a low-rise building crowded with tiny cubbyhole offices, I met Keo Remy, an outspoken member of the Sam Rainsy Party, a liberal Cambodian party known for its supporters in America and in Taiwan. Sitting on a small couch in an office packed with aging computers and unmatched tables and chairs, Keo Remy looked the part of a beleaguered opposition politician. A wispy goatee framed his narrow, sallow, worn face, and he rubbed the bags under his eyes and cracked his long, thin fingers.
Keo Remy never had it easy. This was January 2006, and the head of his party, a mercurial former finance minister named Sam Rainsy, had fled Cambodia because the prime minister, the tough and ruthless Hun Sen, had charged him with defamation. (Rainsy eventually returned to Cambodia and reconciled with Hun Sen.) Another friend of Keo Remy’s, an opposition activist, had been arrested for criticizing the government. Occasionally, Keo Remy stopped our interview to take calls from well-wishers worried he might be the next one heading to jail.

For years, Beijing had only complicated Keo Remy’s troubles. Since 1997 China had become vastly more influential in Cambodia, as Beijing built close relations with the government in Phnom Penh, offered Cambodian sizable new aid flows, and promoted closer trade links with Cambodia. But none of this warmth filtered down to Keo Remy. The Chinese embassy in Phnom Penh had ignored the Sam Rainsy Party, perhaps because the party criticized China for its suppression of human rights, and because the shoestring party had little real power in Phnom Penh. Keo Remy received no invitations to Chinese embassy functions, and when he ran into Chinese officials in Phnom Penh, they never spoke to him. When Sam Rainsy had attended the inauguration of Taiwan’s president, Chen Shui-bian, Beijing had demanded that Rainsy break off any future contacts with Chen’s party. When he refused to do so, the Chinese government announced that it would aggressively monitor Rainsy’s future behavior toward Taiwan.

But in 2003 a deadlocked national election—Hun Sen’s party failed to get enough seats to form a government—left Cambodia without a Parliament for more than nine months. Suddenly, the Sam Rainsy Party seemed like a potential kingmaker, able to create a coalition with other opposition parties
and maybe even form a government, which might put mem-
bers of Parliament like Keo Remy into positions of serious
power. “Then the Chinese ambassador started calling us,” says
Keo Remy with a laugh, even though his party’s liberal mem-
bers still had no love for Beijing. Keo Remy paid several visits
to the Chinese embassy, where Chinese officials explained Bei-
ing’s growing trade with Cambodia and chalked up all the old
friction with his party to misunderstandings. As Keo Remy left
the embassy, he remembers, “They’d invite us to banquet with
them [at the Chinese embassy], they’d drop hints about how
they could aid us.”

In July 2004 Cambodia ended nearly a year of political
deadlock, as Hun Sen picked off some of the Sam Rainsy Party’s
allies, persuading them to form a government with him by
offering them political pork by the truckload. The Sam Rainsy
Party did not become part of the governing coalition. Calls
from the Chinese embassy, Keo Remy says, immediately ceased.

China has backstopped this “win-win” rhetoric with real ini-
tiatives. Beginning in the late 1990s China enunciated what it
called a “new security concept,” in which it emphasized that
Beijing and other nations could guarantee their security by
working more closely with multilateral institutions and build-
ing mutual trust with their neighbors. (Elements of the “new
security concept” were later incorporated into Peaceful Rise.)
China soon began putting the new security concept into prac-
tice. These initiatives receive little coverage from a Washington
press corps that focuses on summits, state visits, and other
grand events of international relations, but they are vital to
wooing developing nations. China has ended nearly all of its
border disputes and has signed the Treaty of Amity and Co-
operation, a document that commits the signers to mutual re-
spect for the sovereignty and equality of the ten countries in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Beijing has committed to creating a code of conduct on the South China Sea; it has signed the Southeast Asian Nuclear Weapon Free Zone, which commits the signers to forgo using, developing, or testing nuclear weapons in Southeast Asia; it has enthusiastically signed bilateral cooperative agreements and strategic partnerships with several Asian states, on a range of economic and strategic issues. In 2005 China even agreed to work with Vietnam and the Philippines on a joint exploration of the disputed South China Sea. Some of the agreements and partnerships are no more than vague commitments; others, like China’s strategic partnership with Thailand, are more substantial, and contain specific elements that could eventually lead to more formal alliances.\(^\text{18}\)

In Latin America and Africa the Chinese government has used similar initiatives. It has signed as many cooperative agreements as possible, to boost China’s image as a benign, nonthreatening actor. These cooperative agreements eventually could be used as building blocks for more substantial partnerships. During a trip to Mexico in January 2005, Vice President Zeng Qinghong signed seven cooperation accords on maritime transportation, judicial assistance, and other issues, then signed an agreement with the foreign ministers of the Andean states to deepen political links. Similarly, on a visit to Venezuela in 2005, Zeng signed nineteen such accords on technology transfer and other topics. In Africa, Beijing helped establish a Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 2000, then used the forum to create a Program for China-Africa Cooperation in Economic and Social Development, which outlined plans for closer cooperation on economic, health, develop-
ment, and diplomatic issues. It also signed more than forty bi-
lateral cooperation agreements with African nations.19

Beijing seems willing to sign these agreements, leaving
details to be hammered out later. “The Chinese just say, ‘Here,
let’s deal, and we’ll take care of the particulars . . . later,’” said
one Southeast Asian diplomat. In the lawyerly—but demo-
cratic—American political system, this type of sign-first-talk-
later diplomacy would be virtually impossible, anathema to
Congress and American businesses used to scrutinizing every
detail and every sector of a US agreement with a foreign na-
tion. The United States has not signed Southeast Asia’s Treaty
of Amity and Cooperation, and as one congressional official
says, “We need to participate in some of these events, the high-
profile ones, even if we think they’re stupid. The symbolism
matters.”20

In general, China’s soothing language of noninterven-
tion can provide a sharp contrast with the United States, which
Chinese officials paint as a hegemon unwilling to listen to other
nations’ concerns and slapping sanctions on other countries,
like Burma or North Korea and Cuba. By allying with China,
Beijing suggests, countries can avoid the onerous economic
and political changes demanded by Washington and its West-
ern allies. “The Chinese government has always advocated full
respect for sovereign equality [and] noninterference in the in-
ternal affairs of other countries,” China’s deputy permanent rep-
resentative to the United Nations said at the UN General As-
sembly in 2001, during a debate about Cuba. “The international
community as a whole has a strong desire for a certain coun-
try to forsake its outdated practice of economic embargo.”21

This message can be compelling, and not only to leaders
in the ring of authoritarian states China may want to cultivate.
Elites and populaces in many newly democratic nations, such as Mexico or Indonesia, often resent US criticism of their human rights records. When these countries were ruled by authoritarian regimes, US pressure on human rights often resonated with local democrats. But today even some committed Mexican or Indonesian democrats disdain US criticism of human rights records, which they see as demeaning and blind to their nations’ progress. In Mexico the government, now led by a former opposition party, has expressed anger after American officials criticized Mexican police for corruption and use of torture. Beijing has responded by engaging Mexican officials in discussion on human rights issues—a discussion probably designed to portray both China and Mexico as unfair targets of American criticism.

China’s noninterventionist language also mirrors some of the ideas enunciated by many developing nations’ own regional organizations, since smaller developing countries often fear being overpowered by larger states. To take one example, since its founding four decades ago, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations has always adhered to a code of noninterference in member states’ affairs, a code that fits easily with China’s message.

Beijing also reversed its previous disdain for multilateral organizations, which older Chinese leaders had seen as constraints on China’s power and venues for other nations to criticize China. “Over the past decade . . . China has become a born-again regional multilateralist,” said Susan Shirk, the former deputy assistant secretary of state. In part, China may have realized that by avoiding multilateral organizations in the past, it had only stoked fears of Beijing, since other countries had less interaction with Chinese diplomats and few forums to discuss issues of concern with Chinese leaders. By engaging
with multilateral organizations like the Association of Southeast Asian Nations and fostering more interactions between foreign and Chinese officials, China can reduce fears of Beijing, giving it time to gain more influence without troubling other countries about its rise. By working with multilateral organizations, Beijing also can signal to other countries that it can play by international rules and be a responsible power. It cannot have hurt that as the United States became less interested in multilateralism, China’s participation in multilateral organizations made Beijing look more cooperative by comparison.

Again, China backed up its changing strategy with real initiatives. In Latin America, it joined the Organization of American States, the most important regional group, as an observer; it observed at the Inter-American Development Bank, the major international financial institution in Latin America; and it signed an agreement on closer relations with the Andean Community. In Africa, China began to provide support to the African Union and to play a larger role in the African Development Bank. In Asia, China joined the Association of Southeast Asian Nations as a dialogue partner, played a growing role in the Asean Regional Forum, became a major force behind the first East Asia Summit, and created an Asia Cooperation Fund to help Chinese government agencies increase their cooperation with Asean. In fact, according to Asian diplomats, China has initiated far more joint projects with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations than other Asean partners, like Japan or the United States.

While the Bush administration focused its foreign policy strategy before September 11 on US relations with major powers, and then after September 11 on fighting terrorism, China also
began portraying itself as the natural guardian of developing countries—more natural than the United States. “In 2002, the Chinese government looked at its foreign policy and ranked relations with the US first, and then relations with neighboring countries second,” says Ruan Zongze, vice president of the China Institute for International Studies, a prominent Beijing think tank. “By two years later, China changed the rankings and ranked relations with neighboring countries first”—reflecting its priority on the developing world. Indeed, in the Chinese Communist Party’s 2002 work report, the most important record of CCP priorities, the leadership made “becoming friends and partners with neighbors”—that is, nearby developing nations—a top strategic priority.26

At times, Chinese officials hit the idea of solidarity with the developing world hard. In an address in Brazil in 2004, Hu Jintao announced that China would always “stay on the side of the developing countries,” and the following year Hu met with the leaders of Brazil, India, Mexico, and South Africa in an attempt to build a broader partnership of leading developing countries, so that they could work together in international organizations. Lower-ranking officials echo the message. In an address to the China-Latin America Friendship Association, National People’s Congress Vice Chairman Cheng Siwei said, “Both [China and Latin America] belong to the developing world and have identical or similar views on many issues.” Cheng also frequently refers to China and Latin America’s shared histories of imperialism, telling one audience of Latin Americans, “I think we have very good feelings toward each other because we both have a history of being invaded by colonialists.”27

In Asia the story was similar. “It was very clear that at meetings of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation [a group
that promotes trade on the Pacific Rim,] that China was looking to be the spokesperson of the Third World countries,“ Federico Macaranas, a Filipino scholar who helped run APEC for years, told me. “They know if they ally themselves with the Third World, they can portray themselves as on our side.” Macaranas was impressed by China’s solicitousness. “Japan asks talented Filipino scientists to come to Japan and learn, and the Chinese send their scientists here, to look at the Philippines, to learn from the Philippines,” he says. “If you want to really have partnership with the Third World, you can go see [them] on the ground.”

China’s strategy also includes focusing on developing nations whose bilateral relationships with other major powers are faltering. Often, these countries are either authoritarian states or nations whose leaders display some autocratic traits, and thus could be sympathetic to Chinese influence; many also have significant energy resources, though energy is not the only reason China cultivates them. Beijing has aggressively courted Hugo Chávez as the Venezuelan leader has stepped up his confrontation with Washington, repeatedly inviting him on state visits to China, upgrading trade ties, and supporting Venezuela’s bid for a seat at the United Nations Security Council. Though Chinese officials tried to downplay the Venezuelan leader’s anti-US rhetoric, Chávez called China’s moves a “Great Wall” against US hegemony and touted the two nations’ “strategic alliance,” while proclaiming that Beijing and Caracas were united in standing up to America.

Similarly, when the left-wing populist Evo Morales won the presidency in Bolivia in 2005 and the United States responded by quickly proposing cuts in aid to Bolivia, China invited Morales to Beijing for one of his first state visits. Morales proclaimed China an “ideological ally” and asked China to
help Bolivia develop its reserves of natural gas. In Uzbekistan, after the Bush administration criticized Tashkent following a massacre of some four hundred Uzbeks in 2005, China quickly expressed “resolute support” for Tashkent, inviting the Uzbek dictator Islam Karimov for a state visit highlighted by a twenty-one-gun salute and a treaty on friendship and cooperation. In Sudan, as Western nations isolated the Khartoum government for its human rights abuses and supposed links to terrorism, China stepped up its support. While the United States slapped sanctions on Khartoum, top Chinese politicians cultivated the Sudanese dictatorship, reportedly speeding up Chinese megaprojects in Sudan in time for the tenth anniversary of the dictator Omar Bashir’s coup, to bring him more prestige.30

Iran is probably the most obvious example of China’s cultivation of isolated autocrats. Though clearly uncomfortable with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s strident anti-American and anti-Israeli rhetoric, the Chinese government invited him to address the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, a leading summit of Chinese, Russian, and Central Asian leaders, held in China in June 2006. There the Iranian president delivered a major address on Chinese state television and touted Tehran’s and Beijing’s “identical” views on world issues. Meanwhile, China has hosted senior advisers to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khomeini, instructing them in Chinese economic and political management, and has backed massive investment into Iranian infrastructure by Chinese firms.31

But China has not only wooed autocrats. As the United States threatened to cut off military assistance because Ecuador would not agree to exempt US soldiers from prosecution at the
International Criminal Court, China invited Ecuadorian officials to Beijing and later offered Ecuador pledges of new assistance. In South Korea, a vital US ally, relations between Seoul and Washington have faltered in recent years over how to handle North Korea: South Korea, on North Korea’s doorstep, prefers engagement to the Bush administration’s harder-line approach. Seeking other partners, Seoul has looked to warmer ties with Beijing. Although China has never called on Seoul to choose between Beijing and Washington, it has cultivated politicians close to President Roh Moo-Hyun and former President Kim Dae Jung, according to numerous South Korean officials. Beijing also has launched a comprehensive cooperative partnership with Seoul and has publicly supported South Korea’s engagement policy toward the North. Seoul’s engagement of Pyongyang is in China’s interest, since Beijing does not want the rapid collapse of the North Korean regime.32

Even in the Philippines, a former American colony where cable channels screen American National Basketball Association games and US fast food outlets employ bouncers, like chic bars, to keep out the crowds—“Is T.G.I. Friday’s fine dining in the US?” one Filipino journalist asked me—China has waded in as US-Filipino relations grow less steady. After President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo pulled Filipino troops out of Iraq in 2004, part of a deal to win the freedom of a Philippine hostage, the United States cut assistance to Manila. Shortly after, China invited Macapagal-Arroyo for a state visit, then aggressively wooed Philippine policy makers, offering greater cooperation and aid. “My boss came to Los Angeles and he was personally offended when he was searched down at the airport,” said one Filipino official charged with escorting a top cabinet member to the United States. “Then he came to Washington and for
forty-eight hours he didn’t get any answer from the [US government representatives]. That really angered him. . . . Then when you go to China, they roll out the red carpet.”

A major component of China’s appeal to developing nations is that Beijing portrays China as a potential ideal. In their dealings with other developing nations, Chinese officials suggest that China has developed a model for social and economic success, and in speeches to developing-world audiences they increasingly sell the China model. The former *Time* foreign editor Joshua Cooper Ramo calls this model the “Beijing Consensus,” in contrast to the “Washington Consensus” of the 1990s, which stressed rapid free-market reforms as a path to prosperity. In the Beijing Consensus, Ramo says, growth comes from the state directing development to some degree, avoiding the kind of chaos that comes from rapid economic opening, and thus allowing a nation to build its economic strength. Minxin Pei calls China’s model gradualist reform dictated by authoritarian politics: the Communist Party introduced economic reforms and built economic institutions slowly, maintaining a large state sector in the economy, and simultaneously did whatever was necessary to ensure the Party’s survival.

Whether or not one calls it a Beijing Consensus, China clearly promotes its socioeconomic model through speeches overseas, a model of top-down control of development and poverty reduction in which political reform is sidelined for economic reform. (In Chinese publications, Chinese government-linked think tanks and media have embraced Ramo’s phrase and have contrasted it with the Washington Consensus.) And this model stands in direct contrast to democratic liberalism, the economic and political model emphasizing in-
dividual rights and civil liberties that has underpinned the societies of the West, and of its democratic allies in Asia.35

On the road, Chinese officials do not shy away from advertising the benefits of China’s socioeconomic model. As Drew Thompson, a China scholar who has studied Beijing’s advances toward Africa, found, “The Chinese government has also actively promoted their own brand of economic development and reform model to African countries, encouraging . . . African governments to fashion their economic systems after [China’s] own.”36

China seems to have enjoyed striking success with its antiliberal model—decades of economic success and poverty reduction other developing nations can’t help but notice. At the same time, the Washington Consensus has failed many developing nations. During the late 1980s and the 1990s, many African and Latin American nations opened their economies, slashed tariffs, and undertook other painful economic reforms, yet few nations in either Latin America or Africa saw their economies take off. Even when these poor regions boosted growth, it seemed to have no measurable impact on employment, leaving masses of unemployed people willing to try another economic model, and leaders groping for answers as well. In Africa, for example, the United Nations Commission on Africa reported that while “Africa’s real Gross Domestic Product grew by 4.6 per cent in 2004 . . . the growth has so far not been translated to employment creation or poverty reduction.”37 This failure of the Washington Consensus opened the door for nations like Bolivia or Argentina to embrace state-driven economics once again, even though that state-led model also had failed in the developing world in the past.

China’s model particularly appeals to rulers in authoritarian or semiauthoritarian nations Beijing is cultivating. This
only makes sense. Rapid market reforms like the ones promoted in the Washington Consensus historically also have created pressure for political liberalization. With rapid economic reforms the ruling regime has less time to try to adapt to change and to figure out ways to co-opt the new businesspeople and other economic elites being created by reform. With the China model, the regime has time to co-opt the businesspeople and other elites it needs to keep on its side to remain in power. To someone like the head of the Communist Party in Vietnam or the president of Uzbekistan, the proof cannot be ignored: China has liberalized much of its economy, yet the Communist Party still rules the country.

In small countries, China’s friendship can seem almost overwhelming in its generosity. China offers the smallest nations significant respect, in contrast to the supposed American preference for building bilateral ties with the most important actors. “Smaller countries like the fact that they are treated as heads of state when they come to China—so even if they come from St. Kitts and Nevis, they get great deference in Beijing, which they might not get in Washington,” says Dan Erikson, head of a project on China–Latin America relations at the Inter-American Dialogue, a Washington think tank.38

China’s focus on small nations receives little attention in the US policy community or media, a lack of attention Beijing may prefer. Without any spotlight, it is easy to apply pressure on smaller countries, getting them in the habit of surrendering to a larger country’s will. Small gains add up: as anyone who plays the Chinese classic strategy game Go knows, one way to beat your enemy is to quietly build relations with small players until your rival is surrounded.

Countries don’t get much smaller than Laos, a poor
country of six million people, most of whom survive by subsistence farming. In 1975, after the Vietnam War, which resulted in the Lao communists overrunning the country, Laos slipped into slumber, a landlocked backwater run. On my first visit in 1998, I noticed that several hundred yards from the airport in Vientiane, the capital, the “highway” turned into a narrow dirt road. Along the sides of the road, water buffalo threshed rice and barefoot children rode the backs of wooden ox carts. Laos’s small, secretive ruling elite also had been ignored by most of the world. For decades, the United States still did not grant Laos normal trading relations, though Laos’s human rights record was no worse than the record of China, with whom America traded vigorously. American sanctions on Laos infuriated Lao officials, who didn’t understand why such a big country like the United States would punish a minnow—especially since during the Vietnam War, America had dropped more bombs on Laos than it dropped on Germany and Japan together during World War II, leaving Laos riddled with unexploded ordnance.

In the late 1990s Laos suddenly found another potential patron—one that didn’t bother with sanctions and, Lao officials said, seemed to understand what a poor country needed to survive. Senior Chinese officials started showing up in Vientiane, dragging Chinese business delegations with them. Though China had long enjoyed relations with Laos, a supposedly brother communist country, now it was stepping up its courtship. And Laos’s leadership welcomed the attention.

Around this time, in the fall of 2000, I was sent to Laos to cover a story. Knowing that I would be spending several days in somnolent Vientiane, I called a woman I knew who lived there and who I hoped might take a romantic interest in me. We met one night and she suggested an evening sipping cold
beers at one of the quaint stands overlooking the broad Mekong River. But we couldn’t find any Mekong stands. Jiang Zemin had arrived in town, the first state visit by a Chinese leader to Vientiane. For Jiang, the Lao government spared no expense, though Laos suffers from African levels of poverty. Laos was throwing endless banquets in honor of the Chinese delegation—and tearing down the beer stands to make room for the parties. A grateful Lao prime minister told Jiang that his trip was “a historical visit” and that China’s economic growth “has set a good example for us in constructing and developing our country.” Jiang responded, playing the developing-country solidarity card: “All countries in the world, small or large, have their own merits. Thus, each should learn from others’ strong points.” Just to make his point clear, Jiang announced, “The characteristics of our ties can be summed up as mutual trust, mutual support, equal treatment, non-interference of the other’s affairs, and sincere cooperation.”

The story of Jiang’s visit had a happy ending for my friend and me. Instead of beers, we migrated to an Italian restaurant in town and hit it off; three years later we were married. It had a happy ending for the Lao government too, if not always for average Lao people. Soon after, Laos, like other countries being wooed by China, was hit with China’s whole toolbox of influence, from aid to trade to promotion of Chinese culture and language. When I returned to Vientiane five years later, a new delegation of top Chinese officials had arrived in town. This time, Laos did not need to move any stands or vendors to make way for the Chinese. The Chinese delegation could meet their hosts inside the giant new cultural hall in downtown Vientiane, paid for by Beijing.
IV
The Tools of Culture

As China has built a global strategy, it also has developed more sophisticated tools of influence, which it deploys across the world. These tools fall into two categories. First, China utilizes tools of culture and diplomacy—tools related to Chinese culture and arts and language and ethnicity. China’s growing economic might allows Beijing to deploy these tools, since of course it costs money to hold cultural summits or send language teachers to other nations. But these tools are not dependent upon trade and investment.

China’s cultural promotion is part of a broader effort at public diplomacy. Public diplomacy, according to one accepted definition, is the cultivation by governments of public opinion in other nations; by cultivating this public opinion abroad, states can more effectively pursue their national interests. Until recently, China either paid no attention to public diplomacy or, when it did, made clumsy attempts that bordered on pure propaganda, like China Radio International, an international broadcaster with programming that merely repeated
Chinese leaders’ statements. According to a study by the scholar Rumi Aoyama, since the end of the Cold War, China has moved away from this pure propaganda toward more nuanced public relations, even changing the name of the Party’s Propaganda Department to the Publicity Department. In the post–Cold War era, Aoyama found, Chinese public diplomacy has five main objectives: “Publicizing China’s assertions to the outside world, forming a desirable image of the state, issuing rebuttals to distorted overseas reports about China, improving the international environment surrounding China, and exerting influence on the policy decisions of foreign countries.”

Since China announced the idea that peaceful development would be the core of its foreign policy, its public diplomacy has taken on another objective—selling the idea that China will not be a threat to other nations, a major undertaking for Beijing. China’s public diplomacy efforts reinforce the concept of peaceful development, efforts like organizing an eleven-nation performance tour entitled “Voyage of Chinese Culture to Africa” and museum exhibits in Malaysia and Singapore to celebrate the six hundredth anniversary of the voyages of Zheng He, or Cheng Ho, a Chinese admiral who sailed across Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, encountering but never conquering other nations. “Zheng He treated other countries with friendship and respect instead of occupying a single piece of land, establishing a fortress, or seizing any treasure,” Chinese Vice Minister of Communications Xu Zu-yuan announced, drawing an implicit contrast with Western colonists of that era. (Zheng He’s voyages, scholars note, did sometimes include violent encounters with locals, and they may have facilitated a kind of Chinese economic colonialism of other regions of the world.)

Part of this new public diplomacy has been an effort to in-
crease cultural exchanges with the developing world. China has begun hosting overseas scholars, the kind of programming that the US State Department has long conducted. “China shows its understanding of Thailand by inviting people from every circle of Thai society to China—artists, academics,” says one professor at Bangkok’s Kasetsart University. “The Chinese inviting of Thai professors to study in China has really grown in the past four or five years.” Beijing also has created a Chinese version of the Peace Corps, run by the China Association of Youth Volunteers, to send idealistic young Chinese on long-term volunteer service projects to developing nations like Laos, Ethiopia, and Burma, where fifteen Chinese volunteers arrived in early 2006 to work on Burmese agriculture and sports projects. 3

China also has expanded the international reach of its media. It has upgraded the Chinese newswire Xinhua, created new overseas editions of the People’s Daily newspaper, established a formal briefing system at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs so that journalists can hold modern press conferences, and expanded and professionalized the international broadcasting of CCTV, Chinese state television. This expansion included hiring Western anchors and making CCTV news look more polished. Satellite television subscribers in Asia now can receive a package of Chinese channels, just as Spanish-speaking viewers can watch CCTV’s new Spanish service. 4

Meanwhile, though Xinhua originally fed news back to Chinese publications—and to the Party—now it is picked up in newspapers across the developing world and even by American news sites like Google. Since newspapers run it, Xinhua also gets cited by scholars as a real news source, just like another newswire; when I pick up the paper in Indonesia or Argentina, I often see stories by Xinhua and wonder whether locals think the service is any different from Reuters.
Yet Xinhua is not Reuters or another private corporation: it remains run by China’s State Council, essentially an organ of the government; the Xinhua office even served as the de facto Chinese embassy in Hong Kong before the handover in 1997. Xinhua takes orders from the Party’s Publicity Department, exhibiting the kind of reverence for government spin that the White House could only dream about. It cannot produce evenhanded coverage of topics sensitive to Beijing, like Taiwan or Tibet. After the death in 2005 of Zhao Ziyang, the most reform-minded Chinese leader, who was purged after the Tiananmen riots of 1989, state media published only a brief obituary, though Zhao had been one of the most important leaders in modern Chinese history. Xinhua’s reporters still receive training, or indoctrination, sessions heavy in seminars on the necessary role of the Communist Party. Its journalists also still provide a kind of intelligence information service for top Chinese leaders. According to the global watchdog Reporters Without Borders, “Hand-picked journalists, who are regularly indoctrinated, produce reports for the Chinese media that give the official point of view and others—classified ‘internal reference’ for the country’s leaders. ... Xinhua remains at the heart of the censorship and disinformation system established by the Chinese Communist Party.”

The new Chinese public diplomacy also includes setting up networks of informal summits, either in China or in the developing world, designed to bring together opinion leaders. These summits allow China to subtly emphasize its role as a potential partner for investment and trade and its position as a leader of the developing world. The larger informal summits include the China-Caribbean Economic and Trade Cooperation Forum, attended last year by nearly one thousand officials from China and the Caribbean; the Boao Forum for Asia,
which brings together Asian businesspeople into a Davos-style World Economic Forum–like event; and the Asean-China Eminent Persons Group, which unites former statesmen and has produced a comprehensive roadmap for the future of South-east Asia–China relations. The Chinese government also has promoted smaller summits, making Beijing a center for meetings of international Chinese-language media and of Chinese studies associations.6

As China has upgraded its public diplomacy, like broadcasting and visitor programs, it also has invested in improving its diplomatic corps. Over the past fifteen years, Chinese diplomats told me, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has begun to retire older, more ideological diplomats, replacing them with a young generation of envoys who speak better English and local languages. One 2005 study suggested that one-half of the country’s four thousand diplomats are less than thirty-five years old. According to another study of China’s relations with Latin America, since the 1980s Beijing has actively tried to upgrade the quality of its diplomats in the Western Hemisphere. It has sent 110 young Chinese officials to a university in Mexico to learn Spanish and deepen their understanding of Latin America. It has improved the capacity of its own think tanks focusing on Latin America, ensuring that comprehensive research was available on the Western Hemisphere for Chinese officials. And China kept its Latin America specialists focused on Latin America, so that someone like Jiang Yuande, China’s ambassador to Brazil in 2006, had already done thirty years of tours around the Portuguese-speaking world, in countries like Angola and Cape Verde, before he arrived in Brasilia.7

China can keep these diplomats in the region because, unlike the United States, which until recently allowed Foreign
Service officers significant leeway to choose postings, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs can mandate overseas assignments. Chinese diplomats say that the ministry has pushed envoys to focus on one country and repeatedly return there, rather than moving from, say, Uzbekistan to Mexico, as an American diplomat might. Top Chinese diplomats in nations like Cambodia or Thailand now often have done three or even four rotations in those countries before rising to the rank of ambassador, developing extensive contacts in the local business and political communities and building language skills to the point that locals sometimes think they are native speakers. “China sends the A team here,” says one US diplomat in Thailand. “Their ambassador here is really plugged in, and speaks excellent Thai.” “It used to be that the Chinese officials just stayed in the embassy, and you never saw them,” says one Asian diplomat who served in the Philippines. “Now they are so skilled on the ground they know more than anyone else. If someone’s wife is having an affair, they know it. If someone is having problems with their kid, they know it.” By comparison, a Council on Foreign Relations analysis of Southeast Asia warned that a “critical shortfall in US regional policy is our lack of a skilled core of professionals familiar with the language, culture, and political-military climates.”

Beijing supports its diplomacy through constant visits by senior Chinese officials to developing nations, and through nonstop coverage in Xinhua. In a study of China’s new global foreign policy, National Defense University’s Philip Saunders found that in 2002 China’s president and premier spent more than four times as many days abroad as they had in 1993. In Asia, a short hop from Beijing but a twenty-hour flight from Washington, the contrast in face time by senior officials can be stark. A Singaporean diplomat estimated that China sends
nearly three hundred senior-level delegations annually to the city-state, far outstripping any American efforts; many visits include the signing of new agreements on trade or investment. As one US ambassador in Southeast Asia remembers, when Southeast Asian nations last year decided to create an early warning system to prevent future tsunamis, the United States sent a low-level official to the brainstorming group. The Chinese, by contrast, sent a senior cabinet-level official, who reaped plaudits for Beijing. “It was like God had appeared at a conference,” the ambassador remembers.9

Across the developing world, in fact, diplomats constantly complain that they do not see enough of top American officials, who have focused intensely on the Middle East. Southeast Asian nations raged that Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice skipped a major annual regional meeting in 2005. One White House policy maker bemoaned that she could not persuade America’s former trade representative, Rob Portman, to make even one extended visit to Southeast Asia. In fact, when I compared visits by top Chinese and American officials—cabinet rank in America or the Chinese equivalent—to Thailand and Cambodia in 2004 and 2005, I found that senior Chinese officials made at least twice as many visits to Bangkok and Phnom Penh.10

Promotion of Chinese-culture and Chinese-language studies is a major component of this public diplomacy. As Hu You-qing, a deputy to the National People’s Congress, told the China Daily, promoting the use of the Chinese language will contribute to spreading Chinese culture and increasing China’s global influence.11 “It can help build up our national strength and should be taken as a way to develop our country’s soft power,” Hu said.
Around the world, the Chinese government has launched several measures to increase the teaching of Chinese. Beijing now funds at least the first year of what it calls Confucius Institutes, Chinese-language and -culture schools created at leading local universities in countries from Kenya to South Korea to Uzbekistan to Australia. China plans to open at least one hundred Confucius Institutes around the world within the next five years. These Confucius Institutes are reminiscent of the British Council or the Alliance Française, which have helped promote British and French cultural brands without being explicitly linked, in people’s minds, to Whitehall or the Elysée Palace. (The name Confucius Institute betrays no links to communism or to the Communist Party, and actually repudiates Mao, since the Chairman had tried to wipe out the teaching of Confucian beliefs.) If local universities that desire China studies beyond the Confucius Institute curriculum suffer from a lack of resources, they can call upon the Chinese Ministry of Education to lead intensive short courses for local Chinese-language teachers, or even to send Chinese teachers for a period of time. In Cambodia, for instance, the Chinese government, working with provincial governments in China, sends hundreds of instructors to Phnom Penh’s Chinese schools, sparking requests for still more instructors from China. Similarly, in countries like Indonesia, Argentina, Kenya, and Thailand, China’s Ministry of Education has begun dispatching groups of language teachers for one- and two-year stints, which are normally at least partially funded by the ministry.12

Beijing also has tried to push instruction in Mandarin and in Chinese culture in overseas primary schools, partly by signing agreements with countries like Thailand to help integrate Chinese into public schools’ curricula, and partly by
helping students in poor nations like Cambodia attend private local Chinese-language primary schools. In Thailand the Chinese Ministry of Education has vowed to help train one thousand Mandarin teachers per year and offer other Chinese-language resources. Generally, these private schools receive some assistance from mainland Chinese governmental and private sources—the Chinese newspapers in Cambodia are full of reports of small grants given to Cambodian Chinese-language schools from mainland Chinese governments and language associations. Because the Chinese-language schools in Cambodia receive this outside funding, they can charge less than many public schools, where impoverished (and sometimes corrupt) Cambodian teachers demand excess payments, in addition to their salaries, just to teach classes. Cambodian parents thus view the Chinese-language schools as providing a finer, less corrupt education, and not surprisingly want to send their children there.13

While promoting Chinese studies in other nations, Beijing also has tried to lure more foreign students to China. The Ministry of Education has done so by advertising Chinese universities abroad, creating new scholarship programs for students from the developing world, loosening visa policies for foreign students, and increasing spending to lure elite foreign scholars from the West to teach in China, thereby upgrading China’s university system. Beijing has focused intensely on Chinese-born scholars working in the West, creating national programs named rencai qiang guo (Strengthening the Country Through Human Talent), charging the Finance Ministry to make funds available to entice these Chinese-born scholars, or haigui pai, to return, and pushing select Chinese universities to use 20 percent of their government funding on hiring scholars.
Returnees have been welcomed from the very top: Hu Jintao himself announced that the returnees would be “irreplaceable” in China today.

The incentives may be working. In places like Cambodia, a kind of feeder system has been created. Students who do well in China-backed primary schools in Cambodia often can obtain assistance from China to continue studies in the People’s Republic, in either middle school, high school, or university. (China has opened roughly five hundred of its primary and middle schools to foreign students.) The Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the Chinese government has provided scholarships for poor Cambodians to study in China since 2000; in Laos, the Chinese government hands out some 230 scholarships per year for students to attend Chinese universities. One study found that the number of Chinese returning to the mainland from Hong Kong, to take one example, rose from seven thousand in 1999 to thirty-five thousand in 2005, though China is not yet attracting back the top echelon of Chinese scholars. Meanwhile, in 2006 China landed one of its university MBA programs in the top twenty-five on the Financial Times’ ranking of the world’s finest business schools, alongside such luminaries as Wharton and Insead in France.15

Taiwan and the United States, both of which historically trained many students from the developing world, unwittingly have helped China’s efforts to woo foreign students. Between the 1960s and the 1990s Taipei provided funds for thousands of ethnic Chinese students from across the world to study Chinese language, culture, and other topics at Taiwanese universities—a traditional source of Taiwan’s soft power. But the current government in Taipei, worried about tight budgets and Taiwan’s weak economy, has cut subsidies for foreigners to study in Taiwan. So while generations of older Malaysian Chi-
nese received their higher education in Taiwan, built links to Taiwanese elites, and developed sympathy for Taiwan, today Malaysian Chinese told me their sons and daughters study in Beijing University or Fudan University in Shanghai. As a result, these children know almost nothing about Taiwan.16

After September 11, meanwhile, the United States tightened student visa policies, making it far harder for students from most developing nations to attend school in America and for academics to come to the United States to lecture or learn. Even for foreign students already studying in the United States, life became harder: in 2003 Washington announced that men from Muslim countries like Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Jordan residing in the United States would have to register with American immigration by a specified deadline or face criminal prosecution. Many foreign students simply left, and no one replaced them. In 2003, for example, the number of Indonesians studying in America plummeted by more than 20 percent.17

Many of the students heading to China for higher degrees, or signing up for Chinese-language courses in Buenos Aires or Jakarta or Bangkok, already come from ethnic Chinese backgrounds. On a hazy Saturday in March 2006, with thick humidity that verged on actual raindrops, I walked through the major Chinese cemetery in the Philippine capital of Manila, set on a high point near the city’s Chinatown, a narrow warren of stores and tiny alleys, where traditional medicine shops featuring personal feng shui advisers abut Filipino Chinese gold merchants and street vendors hiding pirated copies of *Brokeback Mountain* and other new Hollywood releases inside their shirts.

From the cemetery hills I could look out onto Manila’s endless sprawl of poverty, tin-roofed shacks and “jeepneys,”
the main means of public transport for Filipinos—aging Japanese trucks painted with lurid murals of Christ and pictures of naked women, and carrying crowds of passengers sardined into their bays. Although many Southeast Asian nations have prospered over the past five decades, the Philippines has remained a Latin American–esque economy, with a tiny, wealthy elite and a vast underclass. Fifteen percent of Filipinos earn less than a dollar per day, and in Manila tens of thousands of poor people climb through garbage dumps, scavenging through the trash to survive. Manila residents have grown so desperate that thirty thousand of them recently stampeded the gate of a reality television show giving away cash prizes, crushing at least seventy-nine people to death.18

Inside the cemetery, though, it’s easy to forget about the filth and stench and chaos outside. Filipino Chinese have constructed elaborate, gated, aboveground tombs of marble and granite and plaster, some as large as a small home. The tombs sit next to each other in long rows, with small roads leading through the tomb city. Inventive families have commissioned pagoda roofs or detailed metal grilles or gargoyles for their crypts, or constructed vaults that resemble stark modernist architecture, all glass and metal and sharp angles. The most elaborate structures contain full sets of modern appliances like televisions and microwaves, presumably so the dead can enjoy the latest DVD soap operas and prepackaged food in the next life. Every few minutes, I see a late model Mercedes or Lexus pull up to one of the tombs and disburse a large Chinese Filipino family, the boys in sharp suits, the girls carrying packages of offerings like fruit and fresh flowers for their dead relatives, the family drivers in sharp livery wear.

The cemetery reminds me that ethnic Chinese minorities, many originally from the coastal provinces of southeast-
ern China, where arable land is scarce and population pressure intense, have long played an important role in the Philippines—and across the developing world. Even before the Spanish colonists arrived in the Philippines five hundred years ago, small-scale Chinese merchants were trading with indigenous villages across the Philippine archipelago. Some of these Chinese merchants stayed, building settlements or integrating themselves with the local population.  

For centuries, many nations viewed these ethnic Chinese arrivals as outsiders, even after they had lived in places like the Philippines for centuries. And after they left China, the imperial Chinese government shunned them, too. Before the nineteenth century, the Chinese imperial government branded Chinese émigrés as traitors to the nation—traitors to their homeland and ancestors. The Ming government issued orders prohibiting Chinese who emigrated from ever returning to the country. “I believe that the majority of those who go overseas are undesirable elements,” the Ming emperor announced. 

In response, ethnic Chinese outside China often formed close-knit social and business communities, relying upon informal means of raising capital, sometimes agreeing not to compete with other ethnic Chinese companies, and often keeping company shareholdings limited to family members, even as their firms grew into giants. That states targeted Chinese communities during times of turmoil—as in Indonesia in 1965, when fears of communist influence from Maoist China resulted in massacres that targeted Indonesian Chinese and killed at least half a million people—only tightened the bonds among ethnic Chinese and led them to avoid ties to mainland China during the Maoist era.

Like the Philippines, Thailand boasts a sizable ethnic Chinese community, comprising 10 to 15 percent of the total
population—mostly emigrants from Fujian and Guangdong provinces in southeastern China. During much of the twentieth century, as China descended into economic backwardness and Mao’s revolutions alienated the Chinese diaspora, the Chinese in Thailand intermarried with Thais, took Thai names, and became Thai citizens. They came to dominate Thailand’s economy, with a small number of Thai-Chinese families controlling Thai manufacturing.22

The Thai Chinese built conglomerates like Charoen Pokphand (CP), which started from typically humble origins. A CP founder, Chia Eksaw, came to Bangkok from China in 1921 with little more than a signboard, a ledger, and some vegetable seeds. He put out his sign and established a small seed shop in the Thai capital. When his fourth son, Dhanin, took over the business in 1964, he expanded it into a larger feed shop, and then diversified into farm equipment and other agricultural products. CP built close relations with important Thai officials and constantly innovated to improve its feed and chickens and other products. CP grew and expanded across the region, eventually becoming the biggest agroindustrial company in Southeast Asia, headquartered in a high-rise overlooking Bangkok’s central business district and decorated with landscape paintings of Chinese mountains and rivers. By the beginning of this millennium, Dhanin alone controlled personal assets worth more than $1 billion.23

The company also maintained deep links to China, even during the Maoist period. When other foreign investors pulled out of China after the Tiananmen crisis, CP stayed in; it smoothed its China business through unusual favors like finding Thai elephants to provide to a Chinese tourist site. Eventually, in the 1990s, CP became the largest foreign investor in
China, though it probably has since been passed by Western multinationals.\textsuperscript{24} As in Thailand and the Philippines, in Indonesia, Malaysia, Cuba, Peru, Singapore, and many other countries, Chinese diaspora businesspeople have enjoyed similar success. Magazines have estimated the total wealth of the Chinese diaspora at more than $1.5 trillion; in Indonesia the ethnic Chinese comprise roughly 3 percent of the population but reportedly have controlled as much as 80 percent of the nation’s economy. The ethnic Chinese tycoon Robert Kuok of Malaysia (estimated net worth $5 billion) built the Shangri-La Hotels chain; the ethnic Chinese tycoon Li Ka-Shing of Hong Kong (estimated net worth $13 billion) amassed a property empire; the ethnic Chinese tycoon Lucio Tan of the Philippines (estimated net worth $1.9 billion) constructed brewing and banking giants; and the ethnic Chinese tycoon Thaksin Shinawatra (estimated net worth $1.3 billion), who later became prime minister of Thailand, used political connections to start a computer business that he then expanded into a telecommunications and satellite technology empire.\textsuperscript{25}

Of course, few diaspora Chinese reached this level of success. Most arrived in their new countries poor and stuck to small business or hard labor; many failed. Chinese came to Panama more than a century ago as low-wage laborers and concentrated in small-scale retail shops, creating a tight-knit community that follows news about Asia in local Mandarin-language newspapers and Cantonese radio stations. Chinese businesspeople settled in tiny East Timor decades ago, and today working-class ethnic Chinese merchants traverse the country on the back of pickup trucks, peddling clothes and cheap electronics out of burlap bags. Nearly 100,000 Chinese
were shipped to Peru to work as coolies during the nineteenth century; many stayed on as laborers or small businesspeople.26

When Deng Xiaoping opened China’s economy in the late 1970s, he realized that the People’s Republic could draw upon this Chinese diaspora for capital. Deng and other top officials called on overseas Chinese to invest in mainland China and set up Special Economic Zones in places like Shenzhen, near Hong Kong, and Xiamen, near Taiwan and Southeast Asia, which were easily accessible to overseas Chinese capital. (Charoen Pokphand received foreign investment certificate 0001 in the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone.) Beijing passed a range of laws giving diaspora Chinese preferential treatment over other foreign investors and created more than fifty industrial zones specifically for Chinese returning from abroad. Provincial governments in places like Fujian added to these incentives with their own offers of land, industrial parks, and tax breaks for diaspora returnees.27

These policies worked. Between 1990 and 2002 foreign investors—primarily overseas Chinese—invested nearly $30 billion in Fujian Province alone, almost 7 percent of all foreign direct investment in China during that time period. Overall, between 1990 and 2002 just five countries—Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and the Philippines—invested roughly $90 billion in China, with most of the capital coming from diaspora Chinese firms. One study estimates that diaspora Chinese, including Chinese from Taiwan and Hong Kong, account for 80 percent of all foreign investment in mainland China.28

In the past ten years, the Chinese government has begun to view ethnic Chinese as more than merely sources of investment and technology. Diaspora Chinese have become vital to
Beijing’s global charm offensive. In recent years, Beijing has rebuilt relations with ethnic Chinese organizations around the globe—groups ranging from cultural associations to clan organizations to business chambers—and directly called on these diaspora Chinese to help boost relations between China and the developing world.29

Some rebuilding simply involves recognizing diaspora Chinese groups’ importance, by hosting meetings like the World Chinese Entrepreneurs Convention or sending important PRC ministers to visit ethnic Chinese abroad. According to Hong Liu of the National University of Singapore, in 2001 top officials from Beijing’s Overseas Chinese Affairs Office visited more than twenty countries to hold meetings with leaders of diaspora Chinese communities. These meetings inspired diaspora Chinese to return to China; the number of Thais visiting China, for example, rose by more than 60 percent between 1997 and 2003, with most of that visitor traffic coming from ethnic Chinese Thais. China assists with return trips through programs like government-run summer camps for diaspora Chinese children entitled “Travel to China to Find your Roots.” It supports new Chinese history textbooks designed for diaspora schools, produced in Hong Kong and emphasizing China’s history of guochi, or national humiliation, at the hands of external powers.30

Some rebuilding involves cultivating leading ethnic Chinese tycoons in each nation, wooing them to publicly support Beijing. The tycoons’ influence then trickles down into the larger ethnic Chinese community; in many cases, they can push the boards of Chinese chambers of commerce to remove pro-Taiwan members and develop closer ties to Beijing. In the Philippines, for example, Chinese officials and business delegations have taken care to woo Lucio Tan, not only one of the
country’s wealthiest men but also a major political player who was close to former President Joseph Estrada. Tan has installed businessmen close to him at the head of the powerful Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce, which has promoted better relations with China.³¹

China has utilized this strategy in other countries with sizable ethnic Chinese communities. In Panama, for example, a 200,000-strong ethnic Chinese population relies on Chinese-language schools, which begin the day with a common anthem and learn from a standard curriculum. Unlike in Chinese schools in much of the world, this curriculum has an unusual component—the Panamanian students learn that Taiwan is a sovereign nation, near-heresy in most countries. Panama remains one of the few states that maintain diplomatic relations with Taiwan; Taiwan has given some $200 million to Panamanian schools, which are plastered with posters of Taiwanese tourist attractions.³²

But Panama may not recognize Taiwan much longer. As China has become wealthier, and more aggressive diplomatically, it has reached out to Panama’s ethnic Chinese. Whereas Taiwan traditionally brought important Panamanian Chinese opinion leaders to Taiwan for higher education, now China does the same. Whereas Taiwan has long sent Panama cultural entertainment like troupes of Chinese acrobats, now China does the same. Whereas Taiwan historically holds lavish national day celebrations in one of the classiest hotels in Panama City, now Beijing holds lavish national day celebrations—in the same hotel.

On one trip to Thailand, I found myself in one of the square, squat new office buildings that make every area of Bangkok
look the same. A secretary escorted my friend and me into the offices of Amorn Apithanakoon, chairman of Galaxy, one of Thailand’s biggest entertainment companies, which sells arcade games, karaoke machines, and anything else you need for a flashy new nightclub in Asia. Amorn sat in one corner of his massive office, at a small table, next to a Buddhist monk. Amorn had plastered the walls of his office with photos of himself alongside Thailand’s royal family and sculptures made from jade, a symbol of good fortune in Chinese culture. There was so much jade in his office that it resembled the lair of some archvillain gem runner from a B spy movie.

I sat down next to the monk, dressed in the traditional saffron robes and sandals. Amorn had laid three cell phones on the table. The monk and Amorn took turns fondling a new digital camera. “This man is good,” the monk said to me in English, pointing at Amorn, a short older man with sleepy eyes, wearing a finely tailored suit and dirty running shoes. “He’s a good man.” Just to make sure I understood, he said it again: “Good man.” Amorn and the monk returned to speaking in Thai (which I speak), and I learned that the monk previously had worked as a policeman, until he decided to switch to the clergy. Amorn apparently had become one of the monk’s personal patrons. After about twenty minutes of chatting with him, Amorn finally dispatched the monk, who offered a stream of blessings as Amorn lowered his head. The Galaxy chairman handed the monk a wad of cash, and the clergyman left the room.

Like many Thai-Chinese businesspeople, Amorn’s family hailed from southern China. Galaxy had made Amorn rich, but he wasn’t content with just the company. Amorn had founded an organization in Bangkok called Uniting Chinese, which he said was designed to foster interaction among ethnic
Chinese around the world. Despite chatting with Amorn for over an hour, I could never tell whether he started the organization himself or whether someone had pushed him to do it. I did learn that the organization helped promote trips by Thai Chinese back to China, as well as to conferences in Bangkok about diaspora Chinese culture.

But the group also had become a kind of proxy weapon for Beijing. Twenty years ago, a tycoon like Amorn, or a group like Uniting Chinese, would not have attracted much attention from the Chinese embassy in town. But now the Chinese embassy in Bangkok was one of the largest and savviest in the entire Chinese foreign service, and Amorn said diplomats at the embassy had reached out to his organization. They invited him to informal strategy sessions and had cultivated close links with Thai-Chinese business associations that tycoons like Amorn patronized. After our interview, Amorn rushed to a meeting at the Thai-Chinese Chamber of Commerce with the Chinese ambassador.

Whether the embassy in Bangkok had an influence on Amorn or he came to his views all by himself, Uniting Chinese proved a useful vehicle for Beijing to woo diaspora Chinese. When the United States and China got into disputes, like during the EP-3 incident, Amorn would criticize Washington and lead anti-US demonstrations in Bangkok. “I had to protest, I felt too strongly,” he said. Amorn’s organization later wrote articles in local papers stressing that Taiwan needed to return to mainland China, and it helped host conventions of diaspora Chinese in Bangkok. The conventions supposedly promoted the “peaceful reunification” of China but mostly served as an excuse to blast Taipei and demonstrate to diaspora Chinese that anyone who still supports Taiwan has few allies left among ethnic Chinese anywhere. At one conference, Amorn called the
Taiwanese leader “pathetic” and accused him of “wreaking chaos.” At the end of the conference, which attracted more than one thousand people, participants issued a “Bangkok Declaration” that called on all diaspora Chinese to join to “strongly oppose any attempts by Taiwan authorities to bring Taiwan to the brink of ‘independence.’”34
For a man who could be arrested at any moment, Harry Roque Jr. seemed remarkably placid when I met him in March 2006. Dressed in a white barong tagalog, the long, delicately embroidered shirt worn untucked by Filipino men, he welcomed me into his law office in downtown Manila, a small room crowded with stacks of books on Philippine constitutional law and photos of his family. “Three days ago, it was broadcast that I had been arrested,” he said. “Everyone was calling me, but I was still here.” A laugh boomed out of his jiggling stomach, and his wide, round face broke into a grin. Still, he said, though the initial report was wrong, “There’s a short list of people who have been arrested and longer list—two hundred people—who could be arrested.”

Roque’s offense? Just a few weeks earlier, Philippine president Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo had declared a state of national emergency, similar to martial law, citing an alleged coup plot against her. In coordination with the state of emergency, she had created lists of people, including many of her political enemies, supposedly involved in the plot; these targets could
be arrested for rebellion and sedition at any time. The Philippine police had raided the offices of the *Tribune*, a newspaper critical of the government, and had attempted to arrest at least five opposition congresspeople. The congresspeople holed up in the Philippines’ legislative building, a situation akin to Barack Obama and Nancy Pelosi barricading themselves in the Capitol while George Bush’s Secret Service tried to starve them out.²

For several years, Roque, a longtime activist and human rights lawyer, had auditioned for the list, blasting Macapagal-Arroyo’s administration for nearly every decision it made. Recently, Roque had embarked upon a crusade against a government-backed project called Northrail, an attempt to build a railway from Caloocan to Malolos on the central Philippine island of Luzon. The Philippines initially had signed a contract with a Spanish firm to build Northrail. But then, according to Roque and several Filipino politicians, the Philippine government junked that contract and agreed to use Chinese firms, without any public tender; at the same time, the Chinese government offered more than $400 million in assistance for the project, then an additional $500 million. “Northrail signified a shift in policy from China,” which used to keep a low profile in the Philippines, Roque said. “It’s aggressively pushing its aid and capital and goods. The Philippines already had a contract with the Spanish company . . . and just jettisoned this. The speaker of the [Philippines] legislature negotiated directly with China for the project, and the Department of Justice never even gave its clearance for the Northrail.” Along with several other prominent lawyers, Roque had completed a study of the Northrail project that concluded that it was improperly managed and financed, and would not be contracted out for competitive bidding.³

Roque thinks that Beijing understood how to make
Northrail happen in one of the world’s most contentious and corrupt democracies.4 “The Chinese zeroed in on what local politicians wanted, which is why in the contract there was a 30 percent up-front payment in the financing,” Roque says. “You have to wonder, why this up-front payment? Who was this to benefit?”

Worried that Northrail had been handled so opaquely, and concerned that a Chinese contractor hired without competitive bidding might have poor standards of transparency and corporate governance, Roque had filed a case to challenge the project as unconstitutional, further angering the Philippine government. He soon got his answer. The government “hired a Philippine public relations firm to neutralize me in the media,” he said. Now, he feared arrest—for his Northrail opposition and for his criticism of the emergency law. And Roque had not succeeded in stopping the project, though he did stay out of jail. The Philippines’ Supreme Court tossed out one of his petitions, and even as he and a group of plaintiffs filed another suit, the Northrail project marched forward.5

The size of Chinese aid to Northrail also instantly put Beijing in the same league as other traditional aid donors to the Philippines, like Japan and the United States.6 In fact, Northrail provided a window into how quickly China has developed its other set of soft power tools, tools of business. In addition to cultural tools, these levers of power—trade, investment, aid, and the appeal of China’s economic model—make up the second potential weapon in China’s arsenal. Indeed, over the past decade, Beijing has begun to use aid, trade, investment, and the allure of China’s economic model, which combines growth with state control, to charm other nations. China’s tools of business, in fact, have become powerful enough that even when people like Harry Roque raise concerns about
Chinese aid and investment, their own governments sometimes shut them up.

As with tools of culture, not everything wrought by tools of business stems from one grand Chinese strategy. In business, even more than in culture, Chinese companies may make decisions based on corporate rather than national interests, while companies in other nations are not passive actors—they aggressively seek Chinese investment and aid. Still, the policies Beijing has designed have helped its tools of business flourish.

Since 1979 the world has witnessed what happens when you unleash the entrepreneurial activity of more than one billion people, most of whom will work for the monetary equivalent of a Starbucks latte per day, and then combine this with the insatiable desire of foreign firms to tap this labor and also to sell products to the world’s biggest market. As the China business expert Joe Studwell chronicles in his study *The China Dream*, the idea of selling to the Middle Kingdom’s vast population has been a fantasy of Western companies for centuries—in the nineteenth century, English tailors rhapsodized that if they “added an inch of material to every Chinaman’s shirt tail,” Manchester weavers would be flush forever. Today, this dream often results in multinationals committing to China investments without adequate due diligence. According to Studwell, the British brewing giant Bass tried to peddle high-end imported brews to Chinese consumers used to cheap local beer, and advertised Bass drafts with dancers dressed in kilts, which only confused most Chinese. Bass lost millions and shuttered its factories, so angering its local Chinese staff that managers at Bass facilities wound up needing bodyguards.7

Despite multinationals’ misadventures in the People’s Republic, every major company remains convinced that it
must have a China strategy, and many years China attracts the biggest pool of foreign direct investment of any nation, more than $500 billion in total since 1979. The retailing giant Wal-Mart alone has an inventory of goods in China worth at least $18 billion, the size of Bolivia’s gross domestic product. Since the early 1980s China has posted average annual growth rates of more than 8 percent—in a great year the United States would hit 5 percent—and in the near future probably will contribute more than 25 percent of the growth in the global economy. China runs record trade surpluses, and it is moving into value-added industries like automobile manufacturing. The Chinese automobile companies Chery and Geely have begun shipping cars abroad, probably a trial run for entering the US market. China boasts a national savings rate of more than 40 percent, compared with the American population’s negative savings rate in 2005.\textsuperscript{8}

This part of the China story is well known, the subject of bookshelves worth of business tomes and reams of studies by economists examining China’s path to prosperity. Less understood is what happens now. For some nations, fear of China’s military power has been replaced by fear of China’s economic power—of markets being swamped by cheap Chinese goods, companies ruined by China absorbing investment that would have gone elsewhere, workers laid off by competition from China’s massive labor force. Beijing apparently has realized that, like the United States and Japan before it, it also can utilize its economic heft to minimize these concerns, and even to boost its appeal in foreign nations, if it portrays its growth in a certain light, and if other countries can benefit from China’s consumer power.

In pursuing this goal, China has first tried to demonstrate that as it grows, it also will become a much larger consumer of
other nations’ goods, creating “win-win” economics, central to the idea of China’s rising peacefully. This comes from the top: though Beijing, like most governments, cannot coordinate all its policies, in 2004 the Chinese government organized an internal conference on “Economic Diplomacy Toward Developing Countries,” at which officials planned to increase economic cooperation with developing nations.

To be sure, China cannot yet match American or Japanese or European investment in the developing world, and some media accounts overhype Chinese outward investment. In Singapore, one of the most open and business-friendly economies on earth—and a state that has encouraged mainland Chinese companies to enter its market—American companies have invested more than $40 billion. According to the most recent official statistics available, Chinese investments in Singapore have not yet cracked the $1 billion barrier. Instead, Beijing promotes the idea that China eventually will become a major source of outward investment: China’s appeal to the developing world rests in part on portraying China’s potential as an investor.

Chinese officials often do so by providing trade and investment and tourism targets. These targets, for five or ten years in the future, tend to be enormous and to obscure the fact that, at present, Chinese direct investment into regions like Southeast Asia and Latin America still lags far behind investment from the United States and other wealthy countries like Japan. “While China has not committed much money to Cambodia, recent high level visits . . . highlight . . . the promise of more trade and investment,” notes one cable from the US embassy in Phnom Penh obtained through the Freedom of Information Act.

Indeed, when Chinese President Hu Jintao visited Latin America in 2004, he pledged that China would invest $100 billion in Argentina and Brazil. Since overall net foreign invest-
ment in Latin America has dropped from $76 billion in 2000 to $68 billion in 2005 (partly because of investors going to China instead) this Chinese investment could be especially important to the region, and Hu’s pledges dominated the local media. When Chinese officials visit Africa, they can highlight some nine hundred Chinese companies invested in the continent, and promise more of the same; China has created a fund worth $5 billion to encourage Chinese firms to invest in Africa. When Hu met Philippine President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo in 2005, he promised more than $1.6 billion in new Chinese investment and aid to Manila; in 2005, when China hosted Indonesian Minister of Finance Jusuf Anwar, the Chinese announced that PRC investment in Indonesia could triple within five years, to as much as $20 billion.12

China’s outward investment comes partly from a national policy, not just from Chinese companies seeking profits overseas. The Chinese government encourages firms to invest in strategic industries and select countries. In the late 1990s, and then again during China’s economic Five Year Plan for 2001–2005, Beijing created a policy of pushing Chinese companies to invest abroad. Chinese leaders called this policy the “Go Out” or “Go Global” campaign. “To encourage capable Chinese companies to go out is an important policy of the Chinese Government,” Vice Premier Wu Yi told the audience at an international trade fair in 2004.13

During the late 1990s and early 2000s, China’s Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation selected some thirty to fifty top Chinese companies to take the lead in overseas investment. As they look to invest overseas, these national champions enjoy a range of benefits that will help them compete, including low-interest funding from Chinese banks—banks primarily controlled by the government. In 2004, for
example, according to a report by the consulting group Accenture, one of these Chinese banks provided the Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei with a $10 billion low-cost loan to help Huawei internationally.  

Looking to invest abroad seemed natural: as Accenture noted, China recognized that it “needs to develop its relationship with the global economy beyond a simple export-driven model. . . . China’s outward investment has a dual purpose of building China’s political capital and influence around the world.” Furthermore, Accenture found, because many Chinese companies gained experience in China, a developing nation itself, “their better understanding of emerging markets provides a stronger guarantee of success in their initial overseas expansion plans.” In other words, with their background in China’s often lawless business climate, Chinese companies have the experience to invest in Liberia or Cambodia or many other countries with little rule of law.

As China’s national outward investment strategy has developed, provincial governments have announced complementary programs to encourage Chinese companies to venture into neighboring countries. The national government sweetens the pot for Chinese companies with soft loans designed to encourage Chinese firms to invest in neighbors like Laos, with centers for trade promotion providing consultation to Chinese enterprises investing in Africa and Southeast Asia, with information programs for officials in countries like Pakistan on how to attract Chinese investment, and with assistance to business delegations that accompany Chinese officials’ trips abroad.

On these trips, Chinese leaders often bring along large mainland business delegations to meet with local businesspeople and politicians. Developing-world businesspeople thus can execute deals directly with Chinese political leaders and
heads of Chinese companies without worrying about legislators back in China holding up completion of the deals, as might happen in the United States or any other democratic nation. “I went to Beijing with Thai officials and met [Vice Premier] Wu Yi,” says Vikrom Kromadit, CEO of the Amata Corporation, one of the largest companies in Thailand, which manages industrial estates east of Bangkok. “She asked me what kind of companies I’d like in my industrial park, and I told her, and she sent over twenty companies on my list of [Chinese] companies I wanted to get.”17 No American or European politician could so easily direct a business.

Beijing particularly leans on Chinese companies in the energy industry to invest abroad. Even more than in other sectors, these energy companies, which do have some autonomy, remain dominated by the state or at least retain close links to the Chinese government. In interviews with CLSA Asia Pacific Markets, a leading research company in China, state-owned resources firms admitted that Beijing had been pushing them to invest abroad, though they insisted that their own management made the final decisions. Furthermore, as the energy analyst Erica Downs notes, Chinese companies making foreign investments worth more than $30 million require approval from the National Development and Reform Commission, the country’s top planning agency. This suggests that the government has some significant degree of oversight, even if it is not planning each purchase by a Chinese company.18

In the past five years, Chinese firms indeed have embarked upon a frantic shopping spree for commodities, buying up $15 billion in oil and gas fields and companies worldwide, and often paying above market price. In Venezuela, China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) has established a joint venture with Petroleos de Venezuela, the state oil company of
a nation whose leader prides himself on opposing US foreign policy; overall, China has invested roughly $2 billion in Venezuela. In Peru an arm of China National Petroleum Corporation has purchased a stake in Pluspetrol, which has oil fields along the Ecuadorian border. In Sudan, Chinese firms have become the biggest foreign investors in that nation’s oil industry, plowing in some $4 billion. In Nigeria, the state-owned Chinese oil giant CNOOC purchased a $2.3 billion stake in a major oil and gas field in the Niger Delta. In Iran, China has signed a deal to develop one of the country’s major gas fields, putting China in position to become the largest player in a nation with some of the world’s largest gas reserves. In 2005 CNPC purchased PetroKazakhstan, one of the biggest oil companies in Central Asia. In Burma, PetroChina signed a deal in 2006 for 6.5 trillion cubic feet of Burmese natural gas.\(^{19}\) The list could go on, well into several pages.

Just as it focuses on strategic industries, the Chinese government also pushes investment in strategic nations—countries on China’s borders and in regions with resources. In the government’s Five Year Plan for 2001–2005, Beijing focused on three strategic regions of the developing world: Latin America, North Africa, and Central Asia, all of which have extensive oil and gas. Prodded by Beijing and by provincial governments, Chinese firms have poured into Cambodia, Burma, Laos, Thailand, Central Asia, Pakistan, Vietnam, and Pacific Russia. China has become the largest source of investment in Cambodia and, anecdotally, in Burma, Laos, Pacific Russia, and Kazakhstan. According to official statistics, in 2005 China’s outward investment rose nearly 1,000 percent, though many of these investments are merely unfulfilled commitments. Within a decade, China could become the biggest investor in all the
developing nations on its borders, from Mongolia to Vietnam. “If the goal of Chinese investment has been not so much to make money as to win the charm offensive, then victory has already been delivered,” wrote one US diplomat in Asia, in a cable obtained through the Freedom of Information Act.20

Western companies competing with these Chinese firms realize that they cannot match China’s low labor costs or Chinese firms’ willingness to invest in risky places like Sierra Leone or Burma. Instead, Western companies compete by advertising their sophisticated technology and their years of experience operating abroad, but these advantages may be diminishing. “In Indonesia, American companies will say, ‘If you want US technology, you have to go with us,’” explains Walter Lohman of the US-Asean Business Council, a trade group in Washington. “But now, for example with telecommunications, the Chinese are competitive with the technology.” “I was quite surprised with the Chinese knowledge of oil fields,” agrees Lin Che Wei, head of PT Danareksa, an Indonesian state bank that coordinates investments. They seemed as advanced as Exxon-Mobil, Wei says.21

Even if China’s technology lags behind that of American or Japanese or European competitors, some poorer nations think that Chinese companies will be more willing to share what they know, and that Chinese firms, with backgrounds in the developing world, might be better suited for Africa or Latin America or Southeast Asia. In Nigeria, where the government chose the Chinese aerospace giant China Great Wall Industry Corporation to launch a new Nigerian satellite, one foreign affairs official told the Financial Times: “Being a developing country, they understand us better. They are also prepared to put more on the table. For instance, the western world is never prepared to transfer technology—but the Chinese do.”22
While China cannot yet challenge the United States, Europe, or Japan as a source of outward investment, it already can match other major powers as a consumer and as a trading partner. And China’s consumption is focused on the developing world: while China imports little from the United States outside of high-technology products, its imports from the developing world are worth more than seven times its imports from the United States. As a result, countries from Asia, Latin America, Africa, and other regions, hardly passive actors, are scrambling to take advantage of China’s enormous appetites for resources, industrial components, and other products, to play China’s growth for all its worth. Many of these nations, particularly in Africa, saw their economies blossom in the 1960s and 1970s, another time of high demand for commodities, demand that waned in the 1980s. Today China’s demand offers these nations another shot.

By the end of 2006, in fact, Southeast Asia’s total trade with China probably will eclipse its trade with the United States or Japan. In 2005, for the first time in decades, the economies of Asia outside Japan were larger than the economy of Japan, showing China’s increasing importance to the region. Over time, as American and Japanese consumption of Asia’s exports continues to decline, China’s consumption will become even more important to the region’s economies, giving them the potential to benefit enormously from Chinese growth. Eventually, China will become the center of trade and economic integration in Asia, providing Beijing with the goodwill that accrues from being the economic locomotive, the engine that lifts millions of people’s incomes.

South Korea, an industrialized economy with close links to the United States, provides a snapshot of the rapid growth in trade with China. For centuries, China and Korea disputed
parts of Northeast Asia, and in the modern era South Korea normalized trade relations with China only in 1992. Yet within a decade China had passed the United States as South Korea’s biggest export market, and hundreds of thousands of South Korean businesspeople were heading to China for trade. Booming trade was a major reason why Seoul developed what some Koreans called “China fever,” an interest in all things Chinese, from Korean students flocking to Chinese universities to some eight thousand South Korean companies investing in China. Those economic links soon had ramifications for Korea’s political relationships, from Japan to the United States.

Outside Asia, trade with China is skyrocketing as well. In sub-Saharan Africa, Chinese-African trade grew by more than 250 percent between 2001 and 2005, and China has become the continent’s third-largest trading partner, behind the United States and France. Chinese exports to Africa, meanwhile, appeal to a wide section of African consumers, because they tend to be far cheaper than European or American goods. In Latin America trade with China has grown from only $200 million in 1975 to more than $40 billion. Mines across Latin America report that they are working twenty-four hours per day just to keep up with Chinese demand for commodities; companies are melting down all the scrap metal they can find to ship to the People’s Republic. China’s trade with Iran has risen from virtually nothing fifteen years ago to $10 billion annually. In Central Asia the numbers are even more impressive. To take one example, Chinese trade with Uzbekistan, a nation with high barriers to trade, has grown by 1,000 percent in the past five years.

Since most economists project that China’s economy will continue to expand between 7 and 10 percent per year, Beijing can continue its rapid growth in trade. China’s trade volume
with Southeast Asia could reach $1.2 trillion within a decade. In Africa trade with China probably will top $100 billion within the decade, putting China within striking distance of the United States as the continent’s leading trading partner. In Latin America, China could be the region’s second-largest trading partner as soon as 2010.

Sensitive to fears of China’s economic power, Chinese officials also try to reassure developing nations by signing free trade deals and making trade concessions—another economic tool of soft power. Until the past decade, Beijing actively shunned bilateral trade agreements, but today China has learned from its mistakes. In fall 2001, to the surprise of many Southeast Asian diplomats who had been unsuccessfally pressuring other countries to consider a trade deal with the region, Chinese officials suggested creating a free trade zone between China and ten Southeast Asian nations, which immediately leapedfrogged China over Japan, traditionally the region’s economic leader. This Chinese–Southeast Asian agreement, signed in 2002, will create the largest trade area in the world. “We were shocked that the Chinese would come up with a deal,” says one Southeast Asian diplomat. “The Japanese thought they could just wait and wait to negotiate with us, and they were totally unprepared for the Chinese move.” Pressing its charm, China then offered Southeast Asia an “Early Harvest Package,” which even before the trade agreement comes into effect will reduce tariffs on some types of Southeast Asian goods—primarily agricultural products from poor Asian countries.27

In the wake of the Southeast Asian–Chinese free trade announcement, Chinese officials apparently recognized the kind of goodwill they were earning. Since then, China has started work on at least sixteen other trade agreements with
countries from Chile to New Zealand. In all these deals, Beijing presents itself as committed to free trade without imposing any conditions on trade partners related to governance, environmental issues, or labor rights, a stance that plays well in many countries. Beijing also may duplicate the Early Harvest trade concessions in other developing nations. China has signed a deal similar to Early Harvest with Pakistan and has promised African nations easier market access and duty-free privileges for some categories of goods. In the longer run, Beijing promised in a recent white paper, China would attempt to negotiate a free trade deal with African regional groupings.²⁸

The United States, Europe, and Japan, by contrast, have to deal with more powerful and vocal domestic business interests, and with legislatures that respond to these businesses. This is one reason why the United States has not launched a trade agreement with all of Southeast Asia, and why Japan has been unable to complete a bilateral agreement with any Asian nation except Singapore and the Philippines.

Western protectionism has complicated trade with even the poorest countries. As the United States and Vietnam established closer trade relations in the 1990s and early 2000s, twenty-five years after the end of the Vietnam War, Vietnamese catfish farmers in the Mekong River Delta, who previously had sold their catches to Vietnamese state firms for break-even prices, saw an opportunity. Hundreds of catfish farmers began exporting to the United States, and by 2001 Vietnamese catfish exports to America reached $38 million, a significant sum for the Vietnamese farmers but a small figure in the $11 billion US market for seafood imports. Still, American catfish farmers, who had seen the Vietnamese capture at least 20 percent of the US market, lodged a complaint with Washington, charging that the Vietnamese were selling fish
below cost, or dumping. The Vietnamese argued that they could sell fish cheaply simply because of low labor costs, but the US Commerce Department disagreed, imposing steep tariffs on Vietnamese imports.\textsuperscript{29} Vietnamese catfish exports to the United States plummeted.

Back up its investment promises and its trade, China has developed a substantial aid program. From almost nothing in the mid-1990s, Chinese aid now can compete with American aid programs in parts of Southeast Asia, Latin America, and Africa. Chinese aid tends to be opaque; according to several sources, China determines its aid policies through informal meetings of its ambassadors in Beijing, where the envoys essentially bargain over the amounts of assistance.\textsuperscript{30}

A true understanding of Chinese assistance necessitates looking beyond traditional definitions of aid, as assistance provided for economic development. A true understanding must include soft loans given by Chinese banks with the imprimatur of Beijing, assistance not explicitly targeted for economic development but rather for cultural promotion and language promotion, in-kind swaps like China’s trade of armored personnel carriers for dried Thai fruits, or concessional loans given by China’s state-controlled banks.\textsuperscript{31} Already, in fact, China’s Export-Import Bank has become the largest source of loans to Africa, surpassing the World Bank.

The Export-Import Bank, for instance, claims that it makes its own decisions on potential loan recipients without any interference from the central government. But loans made to state companies like Huawei are not the only indications of a connection. Ex-Im Bank officials often travel with Chinese state-linked companies on business delegations accompanying Chinese officials, and then offer loans for deals favored by Chi-
nese officials. As the Export-Import Bank’s own literature admits, it sees itself not just as a commercial institution. “The development of this business has not only proved effective in boosting the economic and social development of the recipient countries but has also improved the friendly economic and trade cooperation between China and other developing countries,” the bank says in an annual report. \(^{32}\)

In Asia, China’s aid has exploded, rising from roughly $260 million in 1993 to more than $1.5 billion in 2004—even as the United States cut its aid and Japan, historically one of the world’s biggest aid donors, shrunk its assistance due to a decadelong downturn in the Japanese economy. By 2004, according to a comprehensive analysis by Henry Yep of National Defense University, China’s aid to the Philippines was four times as large as American aid to the Philippines, China’s aid to Laos was three times as great as American aid, and China’s aid to Indonesia was nearly double US aid. In Burma and Cambodia, Chinese aid vastly outstripped American aid, while in Central Asia, China now rivals Russia, the United States, and Japan in aid projects, such as its $600 million assistance to Uzbekistan. In Latin America, Beijing’s aid rose from nothing ten years ago to at least $700 million in 2004. Between the mid-1990s and 2004, China’s aid to Africa rose from roughly $100 million to $2.7 billion. Even in the remote Pacific, Chinese aid has become a major factor, with Prime Minister Wen Jiabao recently pledging $375 million in preferential loans to tiny island nations. \(^{33}\)

Still a developing country, China could overplay its hand, making promises to other nations that it cannot fulfill. China’s diplomatic style of signing many agreements during foreign visits by its top leaders earns it considerable initial goodwill and positive media coverage. But often the agreements are
merely letters of intent. In Latin America and Asia, when officials from local boards of trade and investment follow up, they sometimes find that Chinese officials had laid no groundwork to put these letters into practice. Indeed, after Chinese leaders make promises of new aid during visits overseas, Beijing sometimes fails to follow through with the cash. Paul Marks, a China specialist at West Point, has spent years reading Cambodia’s Chinese-language newspapers. The papers are full of stories hinting that Beijing, or provincial governments, or private groups in China, had made offers of aid to Cambodia that never came through—new schools that had not received their funding from Chinese sources, unpaid scholarships, Cambodian students who desperately wanted to study Chinese but had not gotten the money to do so.  

But while China’s aid overall still does not always match that of other major powers, and while Beijing sometimes over-promises, it tries to make the most of the goodwill it receives from its funds, an approach Chinese scholars call the “maxi-mini” strategy, of getting the maximum return from the minimum outlay. After the Asian tsunami hit in December 2004, China eventually offered $95 million in assistance, one of its biggest-ever pledges of humanitarian aid, but still far less than Japan’s assistance or US aid, which approached $1 billion. But because China is a new donor, Beijing seemed to win almost as much media coverage in Asia for its tsunami relief as did the United States and Japan. This has become a trend: China generates goodwill from its assistance partly because countries have become used to receiving money from Japan and America for decades, and China is a new donor. And China uses its aid for high-profile projects, like a new parliament building in Cambodia. “Providing a modern replacement for the current run-down headquarters of the Cambodian government will
remind many in the Cambodian leadership who takes care of them,” admits one US diplomat in an unclassified cable.35

The streets of Maputo, capital of the former Portuguese colony of Mozambique, look little different from those of many other sub-Saharan African cities. Open sewers overflow with rotting fruit, beggars and police harass pedestrians for money, and young mothers wander the streets in dirty rags carrying children on their backs. Yet Maputo also seems hopeful. After decades of brutal civil war, Mozambique has enjoyed peace since the early 1990s, and has built a nascent, if fragile, democracy. Taking advantage of the peace, Mozambicans have reconstructed the shattered economy of their capital. Young entrepreneurs in Maputo clinch deals over thimble-sized cups of coffee in the city’s new cafés and plates of fresh grilled fish in the waterfront restaurants and bars lining the capital’s wide public squares. The business district even has sprouted a small skyline of office towers.

In February 2005 I arrived in Mozambique. Walking amid the pink and green Mediterranean-style buildings of Maputo’s oceanfront, signs of its Portuguese colonial heritage, I noticed one structure that stood out—an enormous, blocky building with an Asian pagoda roof nothing like the surrounding architecture. It was the Ministry of Foreign Affairs—built with Chinese aid, which is why it wound up looking like a giant slab of concrete topped with a pagoda.

In recent years China has become a major donor to Mozambique, not only constructing buildings, which China has been doing abroad since the 1960s, but also offering many other types of aid. Beijing has paid for an investment and trade-promotion center in Maputo, offered the country debt reduction, and promised significant other economic assis-
tance, like more than $2 billion offered in May 2006 by China’s Export-Import Bank to help Mozambique rebuild its power infrastructure, ruined by the long civil war. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Mozambique now regards China as one of its most important allies outside of Africa.

Maputo shows how China’s aid has not only grown but also become more sophisticated. In the past, many scholars associated China’s aid with giant white-elephant projects, like large buildings and ministries and similar structures. Since the late 1990s, though, Beijing has developed comprehensive aid programs beyond funding buildings, so that projects like Maputo’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs come along with other initiatives, like debt reduction and economic assistance and training programs for professionals from the developing world. In fact, Beijing will train some ten thousand African professionals annually; China already trains some three thousand professionals from the developing world each year, in programs organized by the Chinese Ministry of Commerce.

As in Mozambique, around the world China also has more closely linked assistance to discrete policy goals, including mitigating concerns about China’s economic rise, developing poorer parts of China, and increasing China’s influence in places where other major powers, like the United States and Japan, seem to be losing influence. In Mozambique this means funding the trade-promotion center, which could help Chinese companies investing in Maputo. In Thailand it means Beijing using its aid to purchase surplus Thai agriculture, a way of conciliating Thai farmers worried about the impact of a looming Asean-China free trade agreement. Along the Mekong River in Southeast Asia, it means major new road-development projects that will link Southeast Asia to Yunnan, an
impoverished province of southwestern China central to the Chinese government plan to boost the economies of western China.\textsuperscript{38}

This aid helps Chinese companies, too—the roads will open routes to ocean ports for Yunnanese farmers and traders. Around the world, when Beijing scouts potential new infrastructure projects, this infrastructure construction winds up benefiting Chinese construction companies. Work on a $1.8 billion dam in Merowe, Sudan, for example, backed by export credits from China Export-Import Bank, will be farmed out to Chinese firms. Chinese companies can rely upon low-interest loans from Chinese banks and can bring cheap Chinese labor to implement the projects.\textsuperscript{39}

In fact, Chinese aid also often comes tied to commitments to provide contracts to Chinese construction firms—a strategy similar to unpopular Japanese assistance programs in the past. In Angola, for example, 70 percent of Chinese-funded projects were reserved for Chinese companies.

China also has used its aid to cultivate important political actors. Beijing is building an informal kind of visitor program, creating opportunities for opinion leaders from the developing world to be wooed in China, including potential future heads of state like Cuba’s Raúl Castro or young Vietnamese and Thai officials. Opinion leaders are brought to China for conferences, trips to study China’s economic model, and contact with the Communist Party, which has aggressively built contacts with parties in the developing world—by 2005, the Chinese Communist Party had established official relations with thirty-nine political parties in Southeast Asia alone. In Cambodia, where Chinese aid will build a new prime minister’s office and the Beijing Diplomacy Institute trains Cambodian officials from the ministries of tourism, foreign affairs,
industry, and agriculture, several politicians say that the Chinese government also has directly provided funds to parties like the ruling party and its coalition partner.40

Some visitor programs may look little different from the kind of junketing for which Congress has long been notorious. “I look around the Parliament, and I see everyone I know taking trips to China,” says the prominent Thai senator Kraisak Choonhavan. “If you’re a Thai MP, it’s the easiest thing in the world to get a trip to China for conferences or other events.”41

In Laos, where Chinese aid built the capital’s main drag and funded hospitals in Luang Prabang, the second city, Chinese junkets have proven even more popular. Some impoverished Lao officials—most take second jobs to supplement their meager government wages—receive sizable per diems when they travel to China for trainings on governance, environmental policies, counternarcotics strategy, and other issues, or when they attend China-sponsored seminars in Vientiane.42

“Now our staff go to China as much as they can,” says a top official in Laos’s foreign ministry. “We have no money, and this is the only training we can get.” Before I leave his office, he touches my arm and asks, “Do you think you have any books you could ship us?”

As China has become an international investor and world trader, the Chinese government has not only lifted restrictions on migration within China but also made it vastly easier for Chinese to leave the country for business and tourism. As Beijing relaxes immigration restrictions and encourages outward investment, Chinese businesspeople, traders, and workers leave China en masse. The fact that China has begun to protect some of its nationals abroad—in April 2006, the Chinese government airlifted more than three hundred people who had been
attacked by rioters in the Solomon Islands, a Pacific nation, during a wave of anti-Chinese violence—also encourages Chinese businesspeople and laborers to feel comfortable moving abroad. One study of Chinese workers in Africa found that the number of Chinese registered in Sudan had tripled since the late 1990s, to roughly 24,000 in 2004, and the trade organization of Chinese labor contractors believes that the number of Chinese workers heading abroad is rising by nearly 20 percent per year; some will overstay their visa and never come home. Barry Sautman of Hong Kong University of Science and Technology found that one database of Chinese in Africa showed 137,000 Chinese residents on the continent in 2002, a number he believes out of date and vastly understated. In Nigeria alone, for example, Sautman found only 2,000 Chinese residents in 2001, but he estimated that some 50,000 Chinese had migrated to Nigeria by 2005, and that South Africa had as many as 300,000 Chinese migrants. Since many of the Chinese migrants live more modestly than Western expatriates, they tend to earn the respect of local Africans—though in the long run, if the Chinese traders replace African businesses they may create resentment.

Asia has witnessed the largest number of Chinese migrants. In Thailand 120,000 Chinese migrants who entered the country in 2003 reportedly did not return home. In Cambodia, China has become the number one source of visitor arrivals, but Cambodia does not rank highly on Chinese tourists’ itineraries, suggesting that most of these visitors are businesspeople, including many who do not return home.

These new migrants are transforming the demographic makeup of China’s border regions, like northern Southeast Asia, a wide swath of land from northern Burma to northern Vietnam. In these porous border areas, recent migrants from
China now dominate towns like Mandalay in Burma or Chiang Saen in northern Thailand or Luang Namtha in northern Laos. At a new glass-and-steel mall in Mandalay featuring almost exclusively Chinese products, Chinese teenage girls wander the floors in small groups. Outside the mall, wives of Chinese businessmen have opened hair salons, Chinese-style coffee shops, and stands selling fashion accessories; in one coffee shop, Burmese boys study Chinese-language books. The girls are part of the wave of 200,000 Chinese tourists and migrants who have come to Burma in recent years, mostly businesspeople from southwestern China and their families, along with laborers in town to work on infrastructure projects outside Mandalay funded by Chinese assistance. China’s influence has become so prevalent in Mandalay, in fact, that locals call the town a “Chinese city,” and some quietly resent the possibility that Chinese migrants dominate business in town.

Similarly, around Luang Namtha, recent migrants now run local markets and establish large agricultural estates, since Laos offers the kind of open land that is becoming almost impossible to find in China. “The Lao government is concerned about the Chinese influence in northern Laos, and they’ll try to get people to go back to China,” says one Western diplomat in Vientiane, Laos’s capital. “But they don’t have the resources to look for people.” As a cable from the US embassy in Vientiane admitted, “the expanding Chinese presence in northern Laos . . . is nothing short of an economic offensive.”

This new migration of Chinese traders and laborers has had another effect. It has created a zone on China’s borders in which Chinese currency is traded freely, despite the fact that it is not officially convertible. In Burma, Mongolia, Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam, businesspeople use the renminbi as a de facto reserve currency, sometimes instead of the US dollar.
northern Laos, migrant Chinese truckers and laborers now stop at the makeshift new bars and nightclubs lining the roadways, often just wooden shacks with tin roofs and signs in Chinese characters—though they all take renminbi. Inside, Lao and Chinese girls stand packed into one corner of the bars until the men pick them out, negotiate a price, and take them to grubby local short-time hotels or trailers for quick sex.

The lifting of restrictions on tourism from China also has allowed more Chinese to take their first vacations overseas. According to the World Tourism Organization, some 100 million Chinese will be traveling abroad by 2020, making China eventually the world’s largest source of tourists. Today, Southeast Asia is the destination of choice for one-third of all outbound Chinese tourists. It will soon become the most important tourism market for Thailand, Singapore, Vietnam, and other Asian nations, and even more important in an era of terrorism, when Americans have grown increasingly fearful of travel abroad. Thailand alone hopes to receive four million Chinese tourists per year by the end of the decade.47

Many first-time mainland Chinese tourists, like the Japanese and Taiwanese before them, travel on short group tours. But as China becomes richer, average Chinese are breaking away from these group tours. They are traveling on their own on extended trips, spending like people from developed nations, and impressing citizens of host countries with their wealth and sophistication and taste. “The Billion Boomer generation—young, career-driven [Chinese] consumers—are spreading their wings,” notes a report on Chinese tourism by the research group CLSA Asia Pacific Markets. “Luxury goods and cosmetics are the most sought after items” by these rich Chinese tourists, CLSA notes. In Hong Kong, mainland Chinese travelers now spend more per day than their Japanese
counterparts; in Thailand, Chinese travelers already stay for as many days as Japanese tourists. Even in Paris, boutiques have added Mandarin-speaking staff to their coterie of English and Japanese assistants.48

The new migrants flocking out of China, the growth of Chinese business, the interest in studying Chinese, the Chinese aid projects, the influx of modern Chinese urban culture—in some places, like Mandalay, Burma, all these elements of soft power are coming together. China’s soft power indeed has proven successful in many cities like Mandalay, allowing China in some cases to supplant the United States as the major external cultural and economic influence. But whether China can continue to enjoy this success without fostering more resentment in Burma—and elsewhere—is a far different question.
Mr. Popular

Driving through the streets of Dili, the waterfront capital of the new nation of East Timor, I passed building after building littered with burned debris. The coastal road outside of Dili resembled an Iberian resort, with rose-and-white homes overlooking beach soccer games and waterfront palms, and Portuguese dance music blaring from car speakers. But the music concealed obvious pain. Rows of house frames lined the tarmac, mere skeletons of former dwellings, some still bearing char marks. For centuries, East Timor had been a sleepy outpost of Portugal’s empire, and even when the Dutch surrendered the rest of the surrounding archipelago to create independent Indonesia, Lisbon maintained control of East Timor. But in 1975, after Portugal granted East Timor its independence, Indonesia immediately invaded the territory (with the tacit consent of the United States and Australia), launching one of the most brutal occupations in history before Jakarta allowed a referendum in 1999. After East Timor voted for independence in that referendum, the Indonesian military delivered a final blow, burning
down much of East Timor, a swath of violence that forced more than 400,000 people from their homes, most of which were destroyed.¹

During the Indonesian period, thousands of East Timorese fled into exile or escaped into Timor’s mountains to wage a guerrilla battle against Jakarta’s troops for an independent and democratic nation of their own. Their quixotic battle attracted global attention, partly because of Timor’s tiny size—its entire population was less than 1.5 million people, yet it was battling giant Indonesia, with the world’s fourth-largest population.² Honoring their struggle, in 1996 the Nobel committee awarded the Peace Prize to the Timorese leaders José Ramos Horta and Bishop Carlos Filipe Ximenes Belo.

When East Timor became an independent nation in 2002, after three years of UN administration, these former exiles and guerrillas became the leaders of their new country. In his bare, windowless office inside the East Timorese government complex—an Iberian-looking structure with a white frontage and long, shuttered windows—I met João de Câmara, director of the government division for multilateral affairs. When Indonesia invaded East Timor in 1975, de Câmara had fled into the hills to serve in the guerrilla resistance. Arrested four years later, he wound up in Jakarta, where the Indonesian government released him so that he could study law. “But then I was arrested in law school, and put back in jail,” he says. “I was there in jail with Xanana Gusmão,” the leader of the Timorese guerrillas. All told, de Câmara spent nearly two decades in Jakarta, either in jail or closely monitored by the Indonesian security forces.³

Where did fighters for freedom like de Câmara turn once they controlled their own destiny? To China. After Timor voted for independence in the 1999 referendum and was put
on the path to nationhood under UN trusteeship, Chinese officials quickly cultivated the Timorese who would be leading the new country; some left-leaning Timorese had ties to China going back to the 1970s. Although in the past China had opposed virtually any UN-led intervention abroad, now Beijing deployed police as part of the UN mission to reconstruct East Timor. Beijing heavily advertised its peacekeeping, though its actual troop commitment to Timor paled next to those of other countries.4

China became one of the major donors in Dili, though Beijing does not actively coordinate its efforts with other major aid givers like Australia and the United States. Besides funding the construction of East Timor’s foreign ministry, China paid for the Timor government to open a new embassy in Beijing and sponsored trainings for the biggest party in Timor. Meanwhile, a wave of Chinese migrants from the mainland have arrived in Dili, some encouraged by Chinese government policies that offer minimal assistance to come to Timor, others persuaded by word of mouth that Timor could be a business opportunity.5

China’s ambassadors in Dili, Portuguese speakers able to communicate with Timor’s Portuguese-speaking leadership, became some of the most active diplomats. More important, the savvy Timorese leadership saw in Beijing an opportunity to use China for its own ends, allowing Timor to avoid becoming dependent on either of its two giant neighbors, Indonesia or Australia. With their Portuguese skills, Chinese diplomats gained close access to Mari Alkatiri, independent Timor’s first prime minister, who had spent the Indonesian years in exile in Portuguese-speaking Angola and Mozambique. Chinese officials could deliver an appealing message, emphasizing both nations’ history of socialism—many Timorese leaders had begun
their guerrilla careers as Marxists. China’s domestic economic success helped as well, as did a vow never to bully small nations like East Timor.⁶

Rewarding China’s diligence (and acting on Timor’s need to find a friend outside Australia and Indonesia), Dili quickly established diplomatic relations with Beijing—in fact, China was the first country with which independent Timor established diplomatic relations. Foreign Minister Ramos Horta announced that China would be Timor’s “closest possible ally,” though Ramos Horta later said he had meant only that China and Timor should develop the closest possible relationship. Since then, the Timorese government has given Chinese companies permission to conduct seismic studies in Timor, putting these firms in position to play a role in extracting the resources of the oil- and gas-rich Timor Sea, which divides Timor and Australia, and which contains deposits that may be worth more than $30 billion.⁷

Though some former independence fighters seem concerned about Timor cozying up to China, Beijing appeared genuinely popular in Dili among average Timorese. Across the half-island, people praised China’s influence, and many young Timorese tried to find ways to study Chinese in private classes. Educated middle-class Timorese who knew anything about the PRC knew that China had once been poor, like Timor, but somehow had become fabulously wealthy.

In East Timor, China’s charm offensive is beginning to show results. Beijing has used a blend of pragmatic diplomacy, increased aid, and an implicit comparison between China and other major powers to woo elites and average people. Timor, like many countries, has seen China rising and has decided that it must make the most of this opportunity. But is China’s
charm working in other parts of the globe? Is Beijing truly becoming more popular, more of a model, more persuasive, more appealing? Have other nations resolved to make the most of China’s newfound assertiveness?

Having traced China’s goals for its influence, its strategies for building influence, and the tools it uses to cultivate that charm, it is possible to judge how successful Beijing has been in wooing the world. The clearest type of evidence is explicit evidence—evidence that directly demonstrates whether China’s charm offensive is gaining ground.

Polls and opinion surveys offer one explicit measure of China’s success. In 2005 the US embassy in Bangkok commissioned a study of Thai perceptions of other nations. This poll revealed that a majority of Thais believed that China would soon become their most important external influence and closest economic partner—a “development that few [Thais] perceive in threatening terms,” the study reported. (Seven years ago, the study found, only 12 percent of Thais thought that China would wield the most influence in East Asia.) Eighty-three percent of Thais polled had a favorable opinion of China.8

Other studies concur. The comprehensive 2005 BBC poll of twenty-two nations, including developing countries like the Philippines, found that 48 percent of people thought China’s role in the world was mainly positive. Thirty percent saw China’s role as negative. “It is quite remarkable that, with its growing economic power, China is viewed as so benign, especially by its Asian neighbors that it could threaten or seek to dominate,” noted Steven Kull, director of the organization that conducted the poll for the BBC. A follow-up poll released in February 2006 revealed positive public opinion toward China and deteriorating public opinion toward the United States in
important developing nations, from Indonesia (60 percent positive for China) to Nigeria (68 percent positive) to Kenya (59 percent). Another study just of Latin America found that there was “ample support in Latin American public opinion, Argentina and Mexico partially excepted, for China’s new role in world affairs.”

Anecdotal research suggests the same, though polls and anecdotes are not conclusive evidence, and need to be considered warily. In interviews with opinion leaders across Asia outside of Japan, I have found far less concern about China’s growing influence than I heard during the late 1990s. Of course, this is partly because many Asians realize that China is growing powerful and that they cannot ignore China’s influence. It is easy, however, to stumble across people furious over American policy, like the elderly Indonesian businessman who grilled me for thirty minutes about why America had allowed him to come lecture to business groups in the United States but barred his wife, a seventy-something woman, from accompanying him on the trip.

Eventually, China’s warm image may recede. One reason why the United States evokes such negative feelings in some countries is that many foreigners now feel they know the United States intimately. In places like Latin America, countries have two hundreds years of experience with the United States acting like a great power; even in Asia the United States has projected its power at least since the Second World War. Leaders and average citizens know America well, and in places like Latin America, some have come to associate the United States with interventions that backfired, causing economic and political misery. The fact that the international media focus on the United States further exposes America’s faults to the world,
like the Hurricane Katrina debacle or the controversy over the 2000 presidential election. “The image of the United States as a promised land—distant, exotic, and glamorous—has faded in the onslaught of familiarity with U.S. products, the media-portrayed image of America, and the vast numbers of people who have traveled there,” notes a leading US business journal. And as American culture becomes so ubiquitous overseas, its exoticism and the excitement it inspires diminish, thereby undermining the glamour of the United States as a model of affluence and innovation. In post–World War II Europe, writes the German scholar Josef Joffe, “save for the tourists and soldiers, America was not a reality but a distant myth, as portrayed in soft brushstrokes on TV by series like Lassie and Father Knows Best.” Today, Joffe notes, “the entire world watches, wears, drinks, eats, listens, and dances American.”

By contrast, for countries outside of Asia, China remains something of a blank slate. After 1979 China retreated from the world and did not attempt to exert power across the globe, so a generation of African and Latin American policy makers had little experience with a powerful China. Though the international media cover China, it does not attract the kind of close attention that the United States draws. As a result, some opinion leaders can believe that China, unlike other major powers, will impose no conditions on other countries or pressure other nations to do what Beijing wants. They can believe that China’s rise will truly be an uncomplicated “win-win,” an opportunity but not a threat.

That honeymoon period will end. As China becomes more powerful, the world media will focus more intensely on the People’s Republic. Some of China’s own dirty laundry, like rising socioeconomic inequality or Beijing’s crackdown on
Muslims in the western province of Xinjiang, will be beamed around the world. And as China becomes more powerful, other nations also will begin to see beyond its benign face to a more complicated, and sometimes negative, reality. Already, in one example, the South Korean media have highlighted statements by Chinese academics that seem to suggest that parts of ancient Korean kingdoms were actually not independent but rather subordinate to Chinese dynasties.¹²

Still, for now China is enjoying the honeymoon. China has gained popularity even in countries whose recent relations with Beijing had proved disastrous. In Cambodia the Maoist Khmer Rouge regime killed as many as two million Cambodians between 1975 and 1979. In one part of Phnom Penh, the Khmer Rouge turned Tuol Sleng, an old high school, into a laboratory of humankind’s worst impulses, chaining prisoners to beds to stretch their limbs, applying shocks to their genitals, burning them with hot metal rods, or hanging them from hooks in the ceilings. (Signs posted at Tuol Sleng informed prisoners not to scream or commit other breaches of decorum.) China served as the Khmer Rouge’s major foreign patron, sending it more than fifteen thousand military advisers. Beijing knew what was going on: former Chinese Vice Premier Geng Biao admitted that he suspected the Khmer Rouge was persecuting its opponents and putting them to death.¹³

In the decade after the fall of the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia had no relations with China, and even when the two nations restored ties, the relationship remained cool for a time. Cables obtained through the Freedom of Information Act from the US embassy in Phnom Penh suggest that China also pressured the Cambodian government not to create a tribunal to try former Khmer Rouge leaders. But today, opinion leaders
China’s appeal is reflected in another explicit sign of success. Chinese-language and -cultural studies have skyrocketed in popularity in the developing world, as average people come to see learning Chinese as vital to business and as providing a kind of popular cachet, the way English long has. In Argentina, the number of people studying Chinese reportedly tripled in 2005, and the new Mandarin program at the University of Buenos Aires enrolled more than a thousand students in just two years of operation. In Malaysia average daily readership of *Sin Chew Daily*, the largest Chinese-language newspaper, grew from 845,000 in 1999 to 1.1 million in 2004, despite a global downturn in newspaper reading. Financial analysts believe *Sin Chew*’s readership will continue to expand as more Malaysians study Chinese and become interested in news about China. Thailand has announced that every public school in the country should teach Mandarin, attendance at Laos’s main Chinese-language school has more than doubled in the past five years, the demand for Chinese in Indonesia has become so great that the country faces a shortage of some 100,000 Chinese-language instructors, and in Cambodia one Chinese-language elementary school alone boasts more than 10,000 students.15

Though not a developing country, South Korea also reflects this trend. For centuries, Korea has enjoyed close links to China. Though history can divide the two nations, especially in debates over which parts of modern-day Korea and China historically belonged to each country, the shared heritage also unites them. As China has become South Korea’s biggest trading partner, and growing numbers of Koreans visit China for holiday or business, private Chinese-language schools
have blossomed in Seoul and other cities. Some 160,000 South Korean high school and university students now study Chinese, roughly 60 percent more than studied the language five years ago, and Chinese-language books and films sell well in Seoul, even as Korean soap operas and movies are hits in China. Chinese has begun to challenge English as the second language of choice in South Korean cities. Indeed, as the number of people studying Chinese grows, more Chinese companies expand abroad, and Chinese becomes the language most used on the Internet, Chinese may become a global second language, the way English is now—the language people want to learn after they master their own tongue. South Korea now sends more than 13,000 students per year to China, a figure equal to the total number of Koreans who studied in the United States between 1953 and 1975, the height of US–South Korean relations.16

Some elite Chinese universities have begun to challenge Western schools as destinations of choice for higher education, especially as China’s provision of university scholarships has begun to be noticed in developing countries. Between 2002 and 2004 the number of Cambodian students in China grew by nearly 20 percent, the number of Indonesians rose nearly 50 percent, and the number of Vietnamese rose nearly 90 percent—even though the Vietnamese government, still suspicious of historic enemy China, has restrictions on the study of Chinese in Vietnam. Overall, the number of Southeast Asians who obtained visas to study in China nearly doubled between 2002 and 2004, and more than 1,600 African students now study at Chinese universities, many on Chinese government scholarships. “For a few years ahead, it will still be the United States as number one, but soon it will be China,” one Thai student told the New York Times, explaining why he chose to study Chinese rather than English.17
In total, the number of foreign students enrolling in China has been increasing by 20 percent per year. By 2008, the Chinese Ministry of Education estimates, China’s universities will enroll more than 120,000 foreign students, compared with some 8,000 twenty years ago. Some of these foreign students come from government backgrounds, as other countries encourage their diplomats and officials to learn Chinese. Singapore, for example, has launched a government effort to send as many top students on scholarships to China as to the United States. “As the Singapore government bolsters the number of scholarships to go to China for its brightest minds, it’s going to become more prestigious for Ministry of Foreign Affairs people to have studied in China,” says Eric Teo Chu Cheow, a former Singaporean diplomat. “Singapore will develop a cadre of diplomats with ties to China, just like we already have ones close to the US.” Singapore proved visionary. In 2003 China trained nearly 1,500 people from 107 countries, primarily government bureaucrats and officials, in public management and technology.18

Desire for learning the Chinese language often sparks a greater interest in Chinese culture. “Chinese culture belongs not only to the Chinese but also to the whole world,” Hu Jintao announced in 2003—revealing a conviction that other countries desire his culture, just as American leaders have always evinced. “It looks like being Chinese is cool,” the publisher Kitti Jinsiriwanich told the Wall Street Journal, explaining his decision to produce a glossy new magazine about ethnic Chinese life in Bangkok and ethnic Chinese pop stars and rappers. His magazine had proven so popular, in fact, that high-rent advertisers like Nokia had tracked him down in his tiny office to hawk their wares. In other developing nations, publishers are launching similar efforts, which portray a glam-
orous Chinese lifestyle similar to what you might see in *Vanity Fair*’s depictions of the United States—a far cry from the drab peasant clothes of the Maoist era, or even from the wrenching poverty of rural China today.19

Meanwhile, interviews with artists across Southeast Asia suggest that many would be as interested today in training in China as in Japan or Europe or the United States, though they recognize that the Chinese government still imposes serious limits on artistic freedom. China has developed an art scene centered in places like Dashanzi, an art-oriented area of eastern Beijing where painters have gutted Maoist-era military equipment factories to put galleries and cafes inside the buildings’ shells. A surprising recent report by UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, revealed that China has become the world’s second-largest exporter of visual arts. China’s scene is beginning to be recognized by collectors—the Beijing Art Fair now attracts nearly one hundred galleries from around the world, and one collector recently paid nearly $1 million at a Sotheby’s auction for a painting by the Chinese contemporary artist Zhang Xiaogang, a high-water mark for modern Chinese art.20 Not content to let Sotheby’s control the market, Christie’s has tried to muscle into contemporary Chinese painting, holding its first-ever auction of modern Chinese art in 2005.

As mainland China has developed an impressive literary scene, meanwhile, translators have been buying up Chinese works. In Vietnam, despite long-standing tensions with China, the Ministry of Culture’s Publishing Department reports that novels by Chinese writers account for roughly half of all the foreign literary books translated in the country. Chinese-language television, music, and film are gaining wider audiences, too. Chinese-themed films have been sweeping cinemas in
Southeast Asia, so much so that the Philippines holds its own Chinese film festival. Chinese-themed films have won top prizes at the Manila Film Festival and attracted the interest of Hollywood studios, which are searching for joint-venture opportunities in China. Several Chinese movies have even begun to make waves internationally, like Sanxia Haoren, or Still Life, which won the Golden Lion for best film at the Venice International Film Festival in 2006. And across Asia, Chinese television serials have staked out viewsherships alongside longer-established Korean and Hong Kong soaps, while Chinese pop singers, classical music stars, and film actors have become major figures in South Korea, part of a first wave of Chinese stars abroad—even as Korean stars, too, have become popular across Asia.21

In some developing nations, meanwhile, the print and broadcast media have become decidedly more positive toward China. In Thailand an analysis of elite English and vernacular media suggests that a decade ago many publications voiced concerns about China’s economic power, human rights abuses, and designs on regions of Southeast Asia, but today it is nearly impossible to find any columnist or writer consistently critical of Beijing. Similarly, in Indonesia the media have been uncritical of China. This despite the fact that pan-Islamic issues dominate Indonesian newspapers’ opinion pages, and Beijing’s crackdown on Chinese Muslims in its western province of Xinjiang includes, according to Human Rights Watch, thousands of arbitrary detentions for “illegal religious activity.” Yet Xinjiang rarely merits even a mention in the Jakarta Post, Tempo, or other top Indonesian publications.22

Partly, this reflects tough Chinese control of foreign news outlets, which limits coverage of Xinjiang and other problems in China. Partly, it reflects Washington’s unpopularity: because
the United States is still vastly more powerful on the world stage than China, American abuses of Muslims at Guantánamo Bay or Abu Ghraib make better-selling stories in the media than China’s abuses. And partly, it may reflect success by Chinese diplomats in other countries in using their influence to prevent local reporters from writing stories that reflect badly on Beijing.

Elites in some developing nations also seem to have embraced China’s growing soft power—they see in it opportunity for their companies and political parties. Across the developing world, mainland Chinese businesspeople and policy makers now are given the type of welcome and access once reserved for Americans or Japanese or Europeans. “Even Chinese diplomats well below the ambassadorial level, like the cultural and commercial attachés, get treated like royalty here,” says one Malaysian scholar. When Hu Jintao arrived in Thailand in 2003, the Thais welcomed him with a state banquet at the royal family’s palace, a rare honor. When Hu stopped in Brazil in 2004, Brazilian President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva upgraded bilateral trade ties and decided to send Brazilian advisers to Beijing to study Chinese economics. “We want a partnership that integrates our economies and serves as a paradigm for South-South cooperation,” Lula cooed.23

In the chaos of Indonesia’s financial meltdown in 1998, many journalists focused on the implications of the crisis for Suharto, the sleepy-eyed dictator who had ruled Indonesia for three decades, maneuvering among his country’s power bases like a masterful puppeteer. With Indonesia’s currency free-falling, Suharto had approved fiscal austerity measures proposed by the International Monetary Fund. Austerity bit into average Indonesians’ pocketbooks, and squatter camps of the
newly poor spread across Jakarta. Students and democracy activists held open protests against the faltering government, unthinkable only five years before. By March 1998 Suharto seemed exhausted and ready to leave—which he did in May, handing power to his vice president, B. J. Habibie.24

With the spotlight on Suharto, many reporters missed an ominous trend. Though Suharto’s government had imposed restrictions on the Chinese Indonesian minority, making it difficult for them to obtain financing from state banks and Indonesian citizenship, there had been no large-scale anti–ethnic Chinese violence in Indonesia for thirty years, partly because Suharto’s authoritarian regime limited open protest. But in January 1998, as Suharto’s grip on power loosened, Muslim leaders across the archipelago began demonizing the country’s Chinese minority, telling young Muslims to “take back the wealth that is rightfully [yours],” as one academic studying the violence recorded. Religious leaders, army officers, and police further whipped up crowds of unemployed young men with anti-Chinese slurs and unsubstantiated reports that Chinese merchants were gouging customers on cooking oil and other staples. By February mobs had begun attacking Chinese-owned shops in the Javanese city of Pamanukan, screaming “Kill the Chinese” and “Chinese out”; some rioters ripped jewelry from the necks and arms of ethnic Chinese women in the streets.25

Violence spiraled. In February a meeting in the Al-Azhar mosque in Jakarta featured speakers calling on Indonesians to fight “traitors” in the country who were stealing the nation’s wealth, leaving little doubt who they considered traitors. Mobs focused on ethnic Chinese–owned businesses like shopping malls and gold stores, and men on motorcycles led some of the rioters to selected Chinese-owned shops, where they locked
the proprietors inside and burned the buildings to the ground. Perhaps as many as seventy thousand Chinese Indonesians fled the country, and many more escaped Jakarta for quieter parts of the archipelago, like Bali.26

At the time, the Chinese government did almost nothing to stop the rioting in Indonesia. During the Maoist period in the mid-1960s, when some Indonesian rioters had targeted Chinese Indonesians, Beijing had stepped in, offering refuge for ethnic Chinese fleeing the archipelago. Similarly, when ethnic Chinese refugees fled Vietnam in 1980, China sent ships to help them. But in 1998 Beijing said nothing for months about the Indonesian riots. More than two months after some of the worst violence, a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman belatedly announced, “China is concerned and sympathetic with the suffering experienced by the Indonesians of Chinese origin,” but Beijing did not apply any pressure on Jakarta to protect Chinese Indonesians.27 This callous approach alienated some diaspora Chinese, but, as interviews with Chinese officials suggest, it was part of a strategy by Beijing to assure its neighbors that it would not intervene in their affairs. The strategy worked: it made it possible for Indonesian leaders to genuinely believe Beijing was becoming more pragmatic and noninterventionist.

When one looks down from A. B. Susanto’s penthouse office today, a view stretching over the elevated, manicured highways of Jakarta’s financial district, it is hard to imagine that the chaos of 1998 took place less than a decade ago. Ushered into the office, I sit on a leather couch in one end of the sprawling room at Susanto’s business strategy firm, the Jakarta Consulting Group, which counts among its clients many of Indonesia’s most prominent companies. Susanto, who just returned from a lecture tour in Australia, had furnished his office, the size of
two hotel suites, with large portraits of himself mounted on artists’ easels and a coffee table covered in business books he had written. He settles his pudgy frame onto the couch opposite me, pulls off his gold cufflinks, and rolls up the sleeves of his crisp peach shirt.28

A. B. Susanto had long been a prominent Indonesian Chinese member of the Jakarta business community, but despite his wealth, until recent years he never became involved in politics. In the past five years, though, he began to sense a shift in views of Chinese Indonesians. After the riots in 1998, tensions calmed in Indonesia, and the country made the transition to democracy and developed closer ties to China itself, mitigating any (irrational) fear that Beijing would try to use Indonesian Chinese as a fifth column to undermine the Indonesian government.

“The population in Indonesia definitely has become more tolerant of ethnic Chinese—of ethnic Chinese politicians,” says Susanto. In this new era of tolerance, several political parties wooed Susanto to run for Parliament in the 2004 Indonesian elections. He chose the National Awakening Party, and ran in 2004, one of at least thirty Indonesian Chinese running for Parliament in that election.

Though he did not win, Susanto was staying in politics.29 In fact, he now felt completely comfortable in the political game, and was waiting for barons to come to him. “I’ve been asked to run for other offices, including vice mayor of Jakarta,” Susanto said, though for now he had turned down all comers. “We can really exert our presence—we [ethnic Chinese] are not afraid to share some of our ideas anymore.”

Analyzing the position of ethnic Chinese in the diaspora—men and women like A. B. Susanto—offers another explicit
way to measure China’s charm. Beijing has actively cultivated the diaspora, and sometimes has tried to use them as links between the developing world and China. And the ethnic Chinese’s position, in society and politics, has been radically transformed in the past ten years. Diaspora Chinese, even powerful businessmen like Susanto, once avoided politics for fear of being tied to China’s policies and negative image, and then being targeted by the majority in their nations.

But today diaspora Chinese increasingly advertise their Chinese heritage, like Americans living abroad in the 1950s and 1960s, a time when the United States’ image in much of the world was much more positive, and advertising your American background might help woo business partners or persuade local politicians to side with you. Of course, many in the diaspora have little connection to mainland China, and many do not even speak Chinese; in this way, they are vastly different from Americans overseas, who obviously remained US citizens.

Still, even if the diaspora Chinese actually have little interaction with China, in many countries perceptions of China reflect upon perceptions of diaspora Chinese. In many cases the diaspora’s identity now has taken on a positive connotation because China is no longer seen as a threat, and because, rightly or wrongly, some non-Chinese view ethnic Chinese as potential links to China.

In Indonesia, ethnic Chinese’s fortunes have benefited from warming relations with Beijing, as well as from the democratization of Indonesian politics and society, which opened people’s eyes to the history of Indonesia’s discrimination. Over the past five years, Chinese Indonesians like A. B. Susanto have become even more integrated into Indonesian society. They now celebrate Chinese New Year, outlawed under Suharto, and visit China for vacations. Banned by Suharto
from creating political organizations, Chinese Indonesians today have founded ethnic associations and self-help groups that assisted ethnic Chinese victims of the 2004 tsunami. Along with Susanto and the thirty parliamentary candidates, more than one hundred Indonesian Chinese ran for regional legislatures in 2004. Perhaps the greatest sign that Indonesians are more willing to accept their Chinese minority? A Chinese Indonesian nearly won the Indonesian version of *American Idol*.30

Other developing nations have witnessed similar shifts in public opinion toward diaspora Chinese. Shortly after coming to office in 2001, former Thai Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra paid a visit to China. Bringing with him a delegation of Thai business and political elites, Thaksin arrived in Beijing before continuing on to Meizhou, the area of Guangdong province that Thaksin’s ancestors had left for Thailand. The prime minister’s visit befuddled the farmers in Meizhou, who probably remembered Thaksin’s relatives about as well as anyone in Poland would remember the Kurlantzick family, which emigrated to America a century ago. But the Meizhou residents played along in the spirit of goodwill, staging a lion dance and chatting with the prime minister in Hakka, a dialect spoken in southern China.31

Returning to Thailand, Thaksin emphasized his ethnic Chinese background and touted his ability to bridge relations between Bangkok and Beijing. Playing up his heritage, Thaksin led some of the largest delegations to the Boao Forum, China’s World Economic Forum–like summit, and ultimately pushed for a closer Thailand-China strategic partnership. Beijing responded, providing funding for the Sirindhorn Center, a new Chinese-language and cultural facility located at Mae Fah Luang University in northern Thailand, and signing an
agreement promising to increase bilateral trade between the two nations to $50 billion by 2010. Today other prominent Thai politicians tout their Chinese background, partly because they believe it will open doors to China, and partly because it seems popular with a public that views Beijing as cool, rich, and attractive. “Every time we sit down with the Chinese [officials], all the Thai are always tracing their ancestry,” says Kraissak, the Thai senator.32

Meanwhile, few Thais accuse local Thai companies with close links to Beijing of favoring the People’s Republic, even as some Thai firms and Thai leaders receive criticism for their alliances with Western companies or Western countries. When Thailand tried to negotiate a free trade deal with the United States in 2006, more than ten thousand protesters greeted the negotiating team during their meetings in Chiang Mai, a city in northern Thailand. Demonstrators fought with police and burned the Thai negotiator Nit Pibulsongkram in effigy, complaining that he was too American, because he had formerly been the Thai ambassador to the United States and had family links to America.33

Contrast this with average Thais’ response to news about Charoen Pokphand, the agricultural giant that was the first foreign investor in China. CP, I learned, is quietly building warehouses across Bangkok to import Chinese goods; some of those Chinese agricultural imports probably will displace Thai farmers. CP’s chief reportedly examined prospective hires’ facial features to see whether they have ethnic Chinese ancestry. CP has advised the Thai government on its relations with China, and reportedly even helped the Chinese government with its overseas lobbying efforts.34

But China is now seen as Thailand’s close friend, a friendship facilitated by China’s diplomacy, aid, and cultivation of
diaspora Chinese in Thailand, and because Thailand sees the benefits of latching onto China’s rising economic star. So few Thais lash out against Thailand’s trade negotiations with China, or Thai companies that benefit from close relations with Beijing. The Thai media rarely criticize CP for being “too Chinese.” When I asked many Thai opinion leaders whether they were concerned that CP might benefit at the expense of Thai farmers, most seem befuddled at the question. Not a single one said yes.
These are the early days of China’s charm offensive, which can make it difficult to draw hard and fast conclusions, but there are other ways, beyond what we saw in the last chapter, to measure Beijing’s successes and failures. Results of opinion studies, interest in Chinese culture and language, respect for Chinese officials, and treatment of diaspora Chinese are explicit, relatively obvious signs of China’s charm success. It is also possible to look at *implicit* signs of China’s success—by recalling China’s goals, and then examining whether it is achieving its goals.

China has hardly enjoyed unchecked success in achieving its goals, and it still faces many significant obstacles. Since China’s soft power also contains coercive elements, it can be hard to tell how much China is pulling other nations and how much it is pushing. Nor has Beijing consistently used its power to compel other nations to take actions not already in their own self-interest; other countries may use aspects of Chinese soft power to their own benefit.
Still, by examining China’s goals, we can infer that China has enjoyed some success wielding soft power. China’s goals include maintaining peace and stability on its borders, portraying itself to other nations as a benign and constructive actor, possibly becoming a model of development to other nations, obtaining resources needed to power the Chinese economy, isolating Taiwan, and demonstrating the possibility that it can eventually become a great power—one day even an equal of the United States.

Beijing has built peaceful relations with most of its neighbors, creating the kind of stability China long has desired. As China has become more popular, leaders across Asia could not rally domestic political support by persisting in disputes with Beijing. Beijing has settled most of its border issues, which previously threatened its peaceful relations.¹

China also has begun to convince developing nations that it can be a constructive player in global affairs. To be sure, Asian nations like Vietnam clearly still harbor fears that China seeks to dominate the region; countries like Vietnam build ties with other Asian nations, and with the United States, to counterbalance Beijing. China’s neighbors have some reason to worry: the history of interactions between China and the rest of Asia stretches back millennia, and gives little reassurance to other Asian countries. As the historians John King Fairbank and Merle Goldman write, historically China viewed the nations of Southeast Asia as inferior vassal states. China carried out a foreign policy in which it sought to dominate these countries without militarily controlling them; other Asian countries offered the Chinese court lavish gifts, probably to keep Beijing from invading.²

These memories have not vanished, from the minds of either Chinese leaders or their neighbors. As Chinese foreign
policy specialists recently told the former intelligence officer Robert Sutter, secret Chinese Communist Party documents consistently refer to a goal of having China be the leader in Asia.³

Still, other nations are balancing less against China than in the past. Only a decade ago, after China’s military staked a claim to the South China Sea, fearful Southeast Asian nations united to condemn Beijing’s actions. Today, the Southeast Asian nation closest to the disputed sea, the Philippines, has established closer military ties with China—a decision, Philippine politicians agree, it can make only because the Philippine public has grow more enthusiastic about China’s influence. Indeed, a Pentagon-sponsored report obtained through the Freedom of Information Act noted, “Philippine officials and scholars generally have a very positive view of China.” They are not alone. As a panel of Asian experts convened by the National Bureau of Asian Research, America’s leading Asia research group, concluded, “Southeast Asian states generally perceive China’s rise as more of [an] opportunity.” “The majority of Asian states currently view China as more benign than malign, and are accommodating themselves to China’s rise,” agrees George Washington University’s David Shambaugh, in one of his most recent studies of Asian reactions to China.⁴

This appeal could boost Beijing’s influence, just as American popularity after the Second World War allowed leaders from a range of nations to ally with the United States, since appearing close to America helped them in their domestic political environments. In democratic nations like the Philippines or Thailand, China’s appeal today allows leaders in the region the political space to move closer to China, since public sentiment supports warming relations. In Thailand, for example, former Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra’s aides believed that their boss’s touting of ties to China helped him win votes
among businesspeople and other elite sections of society. In less democratic nations, like Venezuela, where a small circle of leaders makes decisions, China’s appeal to those elites may serve the same function, allowing them to build consensus on warming relations with Beijing.

In South Korea, meanwhile, some government officials told former intelligence officer Sutter that they were concerned about how popular China was becoming among South Korean legislators and the general public. One internal poll of incoming South Korean legislators, they warned, showed that 63 percent viewed China as the most important nation for Seoul. Though these officials wanted to make relations with the United States the top priority of Seoul’s foreign policy, they said that “they faced a difficult challenge in achieving these tasks in the face of widespread South Korean public opinion, and the opinion of recently elected legislators, that gave China the top priority in South Korean foreign policy and took a dim view of the United States.”

Many of these leaders already display greater comfort working with China. In the run-up to the December 2005 East Asia Summit, a pan-Asian forum on economic and regional political issues, semiauthoritarian Malaysia consulted closely with China on EAS policy making, reflecting the warmth between the Malaysian and Chinese governments. Some Asian countries eventually may consider upgrading their strategic partnerships with Beijing to formal alliances. Again, if they have more comfort working with Beijing, it is because China has become less threatening, and more popular, with elites and with the general public.

Some of this warmth clearly comes from other countries’ fear of getting on Beijing’s bad side—they have no choice but to deal with China’s rising strength. “This government sees
China as the power that will engage Asia and dominate the
destiny of Asia,” leading Thai commentator Kavi Chongkittavorn told the Washington Post. Similarly, Cambodian Prime
Minister Hun Sen in 1988 wrote, “China is the root of all that
is evil in Cambodia,” remembering that Beijing had supported
the murderous Khmer Rouge in the 1970s. In 2005 as China
poured in aid to Cambodia, Hun Sen announced that Phnom
Penh’s relations with Beijing were “entering into the best stage
in history.” “The People’s Republic of China has achieved this
amazing volte-face through a patient and economical applica-
tion of military and development assistance, loans, invest-
ment, and the cultivation of the Sino-Khmer community,” ad-
mitted a classified cable sent by former US Ambassador to
Cambodia Charles A. Ray. Similarly, partly because of China’s
dominance of trade with Thailand, a Thai foreign ministry
official, Sihasak Phuangketkeow, was careful to tell the Wash-
ington Post that Thailand’s relationship with the United States
was “not more special than relations with China.”

Some countries now appear comfortable enough with China’s
rise that they do view it as a model of development. In places
like Vietnam or Iran, where regimes are attempting to main-
tain control while growing the economy, policy makers seem
convinced that if they learn from China, they can duplicate
China’s success in promoting development while forestalling
political liberalization. In Vietnam younger policy makers
have adopted what they call a “Chinese model” of slowly open-
ing the economy while retaining control of the political sys-
tem. Across the border, policy makers in Laos see China as a
source of inspiration. “We see that the economy of China has
grown, and we think that there are lessons for Laos’s economy
from China—the building up of socialism while also having
sustained economic growth,” said one China specialist at Laos’s foreign ministry.9

Iran and Syria provide even clearer examples of the appeal of the China model. In Syria, the leadership has openly touted its desire to move toward a Chinese model of development. In Iran conservatives from the office of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khameini have traveled to China to study the Chinese development model, and the applicability of the China model to Iran became a major topic of debate in the 2005 Iranian elections.10

In Latin America and Africa, the China model of state-directed growth and poverty reduction holds appeal as well. China successfully advertises its model of development as a contrast to the neoliberal, free-market Washington Consensus, which failed many developing nations. In a poll taken in 2002, after a decade of weak growth in the region, a mere 35 percent of Latin Americans said that the state should allow the private sector to control economic activity, showing the level of frustration with free-market economics and its supporters in the West. Another study showed that support for democracy was declining sharply, with more than 50 percent of Latin Americans agreeing with the statement “I wouldn’t mind if a nondemocratic government came to power if it could solve economic problems”—a sentiment that could prove amenable to China’s model of economic liberalization combined with political control.11 Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, Brazilian President Lula has sent teams of advisers to Beijing to learn from China, while Raúl Castro has traveled to China on numerous occasions, spending long periods learning at the side of China’s former Premier Zhu Rongji. According to the Cuba expert William Ratliff, Raúl invited one of Zhu’s top advisers back to Cuba, where he gave lectures to hundreds of top Cuban officials and executives.
Similarly, in Africa many opinion leaders tout the Chinese model as a solution to the continent’s long history of underdevelopment. According to Barry Sautman, the specialist on China-Africa relations at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, one leading Nigerian writer has argued that “China has not allowed any . . . World Bank to impose on it some neoliberal package of reforms. . . . Their strategy has not been a neoliberal overdose of deregulation, cutting social expenditure, privatizing everything under the sun, and jettisoning the public good. They have not branded subsidy a dirty word.” Even the head of the African Development Bank announced, “We can learn from [the Chinese] how . . . to move from low to middle income status.”

Even democracies that historically have placed communal rights above a Western emphasis on individual liberties can find things to admire in China’s model. I Wibowo, a specialist on Chinese studies in Indonesia, which is still struggling to recover from the Asian financial crisis, says, “Indonesians might not know much about China, but they know that China has been successful in making their economy grow, [and] they see China as a model”—a place where some individual sacrifices have created prosperity. “There’s great admiration of China,” agrees Dewi Fortuna Anwar, former assistant minister for foreign affairs in the Indonesian government. “Indonesians look at China and see a situation Indonesians would like to emulate.” Next door in Malaysia, “China’s model of government mobilizing society for economic gain, while keeping down tension—this is attractive here,” says Gavin Khoo, a research fellow at the Asian Center for Media Studies, a Malaysian think tank. “There is little emphasis on individual rights and freedoms here, even among average people.”

The Chinese vision of diplomacy, in which countries
rarely intervene in each other’s affairs, also appeals to elites and populaces in some democracies—particularly in freer nations like India and Thailand and Brazil and Mexico, which face serious rights problems at home. India, for example, has earned criticism from American policy makers for its crackdown in Kashmir, as has Thailand for its brutal battle against a Muslim insurgency in its deep south. Indeed, many of these countries, like Thailand, chafe at American criticism of their human rights records. “China doesn’t lecture . . . on democracy, human rights, or deregulation,” argues Frank Ching, a leading Hong Kong–based commentator on China. “As a result, [countries are] wooed more successfully by China.”

The appeal of the China model, of course, depends on China’s continuing to post astounding growth rates. Any slippage would cost it dearly in soft power; in the old Soviet Union, when sympathetic foreign visitors actually came to the USSR and saw how poorly its economy was performing, they often became far less enthusiastic about the potential spread of the Soviet model around the world. China clearly faces obstacles to long-term growth. China’s banking sector remains riddled by nonperforming loans and shady deals with state-linked enterprises—several state recapitalizations of the banking sector have failed. Only three years ago, one of China’s largest financial institutions, China Construction Bank, was insolvent, and while the Chinese government estimates that its banking sector faces roughly $130 billion in bad loans, most Western analysts believe the true number is far higher. Meanwhile, China faces an income divide between its prosperous eastern half, which has attracted most of the foreign investment and has cities like Shanghai that rival New York, and the interior, rural areas, which look more like Africa, with farmers struggling to eke out any income and living in simple huts
without modern amenities. “The income gap . . . has exceeded reasonable trends,” the Chinese news wire Xinhua admitted in 2005. Rising income inequality has sparked waves of protest in China: even China’s public security minister admitted that there were some eighty-seven thousand “mass incidents” in China in 2005, up from fifty-eight thousand in 2003.15

In poorer countries like Laos, Cambodia, Kazakhstan, North Korea, and even the Russian far east, the appeal of China’s model, of life in China, is more than an abstract idea: people want to get to China itself. This isn’t a new concept for Americans or Europeans, who expect to see millions of foreigners coming to the United States or the European Union to make a better life for themselves and their families. Mexicans and Central Americans look to the United States as an example of a successful, wealthy neighbor and a place to make money; Moldovans and Ukrainians now see the European Union the same way.

This is how many Laotians and Burmese and Cambodians and North Koreans see China today—as a promised land, even though China’s per capita gross domestic product, outside of a few rich eastern cities, remains low compared to the United States or the European Union. In Africa, Latin America, and parts of Asia, many people already perceive China as a wealthy nation, because they hear about China’s economic progress and see Chinese business delegations jetting into town to buy up their resources, and because they know far more about wealthier Chinese cities like Shanghai than they do about poor interior areas of China.

Just as Central Americans want to get to the rich United States, some of these people want to get to China. In Burma laborers tell of developing plans to sneak across the porous
border at night and then stay in China permanently. In far western China, Kazakh, Pakistani, and Uzbek traders flock to the bustling Chinese markets, and then often stay on, trying to blend into western China’s ethnically diverse society. In Laos, Laotian women search for Chinese husbands, whom they believe might take them back to China. To Laotians, “China kind of symbolizes modernity—they move to Jinghong [a city in southwestern China] and they can go to shopping malls, live a modern life,” says Antonella Diana, an anthropologist at Australian National University specializing in Laotian perceptions of China. “Lao citizens want to strategically get married to Chinese [even though this does not guarantee Chinese citizenship] because it’s a way to enhance your living standards,” she says. “They view China as . . . a ticket out of their lives.”

As we have already seen, Beijing’s state-linked companies are amassing stakes in numerous foreign oil and gas fields, though they are far from matching the holdings of major Western companies like ExxonMobil. Still, China’s skillful resource diplomacy has allowed Beijing to diversify its base of oil and gas suppliers. In 1995 China obtained more than half its crude oil from just two nations, Indonesia and Oman. By 2003 Beijing obtained 16.8 percent of its oil from Saudi Arabia, 13.8 percent from Iran, 10.3 percent from Oman, and smaller percentages from other nations.

Foreign leaders now sometimes sell resources to China because dealing with Beijing is less politically dangerous than selling to Western firms. If they sell resources to American companies, leaders find themselves vulnerable to accusations by political opponents of being too pro-American. As one survey of the Middle East by Mamoun Fandy, then of Rice Uni-
versity, discovered, Arabs “find in Beijing a counterweight” to American power.18

In contrast with several years ago, when Beijing could only pick off small oil fields in second-tier countries, China has built inroads with the most important suppliers, like Saudi Arabia. In January 2006 Riyadh and Beijing signed a landmark deal expanding oil-sector cooperation between the two nations. China National Petroleum Corporation, one of China’s major oil companies, has rapidly set up offices in Saudi Arabia, and the Saudi government also is considering creating a strategic reserve of Saudi Arabian oil in China, which Beijing might be able to rely on the way Washington relies upon America’s strategic reserve. Trade between the two countries is rising by more than 50 percent per year, and Saudi businesspeople and officials have been impressed that Chinese diplomats take the time to learn their language. “Their Arabic is fluent. They don’t even talk slang,” one Saudi businessman marveled about his Chinese hosts.19

Though some energy analysts believe that China may have overpaid for resources, the price of a barrel of oil has more than doubled since 1999, and global reserves of cheaply obtainable black gold are decreasing, as major fields in countries like Saudi Arabia reach maturity.20

Though China’s declared policy is noninterference, and though many nations have found that China does not make as many demands as the United States, Beijing has begun to get what it wants from its foreign relations. In fact, China has skillfully used soft power to influence nations to act according to Beijing’s wishes.

In a dramatic shift, China has subtly begun to dominate the internal dynamics of regional organizations in Asia. These
groups have begun to shape their decision making to accommodate Beijing, making choices they know will please China.

Take the most prominent example. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, the most important regional group, is of course supposed to take its interests into account first, making decisions based on Southeast Asia’s needs. But several Southeast Asian countries, like Burma, Cambodia, and larger and wealthier Thailand, have developed such close ties to China that they often seem to be considering Beijing’s interests while they are making decisions in Asean.

Indeed, Southeast Asian diplomats say that in the past three years, consensus at Asean meetings often is delayed as member nations analyze how Beijing will react to any decision. “A lot of Asean countries clearly take into consideration what the Chinese think—and info quietly gets leaked back to Beijing about who’s on their side,” says one senior Southeast Asian diplomat. “Asean nations are trying to figure out what China wants ahead of time.”

China also has begun leveraging its influence with individual nations. In Zambia, where China is one of the largest investors in the local copper industry and one of the biggest sources of aid, the Chinese ambassador in 2006 warned that Beijing might cut off diplomatic ties if voters picked an opposition candidate known for protesting China’s poor labor policies and threatening to evict Chinese companies from the country. The ambassador’s comments, which sent shock waves through the local media, marked the first time in the post-Mao period that China had overtly tried to influence an African election. The effort may have been a success: the opposition leader lost the presidential election.

In Cambodia, too, China uses its soft power to force Phnom Penh to take actions it might not otherwise choose.
China has become the most important foreign influence and aid donor in Cambodia, and Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen shuttles to and from Beijing constantly. Yet by 2006 it also was clear that China’s decision to dam upper portions of the Mekong River, which runs down through Southeast Asia, could have a disastrous impact on Cambodia. In some parts of the river, water levels had fallen so low that the Mekong had turned into flat plains. China had refused to join the Mekong River Commission, the main organization monitoring the river, and continued blasting and damming its sections of the waterway. China even commissioned an environmental impact assessment of its dams that was the ecological equivalent of a drive-by shooting—a one-day trip in which scientists saw virtually nothing. “Hun Sen knows what China is doing,” said one Cambodian scientist. Like the prime minister, the scientist was convinced Chinese dams on the upper part of the Mekong River were drying up Cambodia’s Tonle Sap, the biggest freshwater lake in Southeast Asia, which is fed by the Mekong and provides the major protein source in Cambodia.23

Still, said one senior Cambodian environmental official, every time Cambodians complain privately to the Chinese about the Mekong River, a Chinese delegation visits countries in Southeast Asia, offers promises of aid, emphasizes how popular China has become, and makes promises to uphold environmental standards. “They know Asian leaders can go back to their people and say, ‘We have this commitment from China,’” he says—it will appear that these leaders are building relations with China, which average people support. And Beijing’s aid goes far in poor nations like Cambodia. As a result, the official said, Hun Sen had publicly declared that Chinese dams would pose “no problems” and instructed his diplomats not to make any complaints about the Mekong.24
As China becomes more aggressive, however, it could squander its own gains. “The Chinese diplomats I’ve dealt with have become increasingly sure and proud of their status, and disdainful of Southeast Asian nations,” says one Singaporean diplomat. As the Chinese diplomats abandon their style of appearing to listen to every nation’s concerns, he says, they will lose some of their appeal. In Singapore, one of the Southeast Asian nations more skeptical of China’s charm offensive, China’s growing diplomatic assertiveness has suggested to some Singaporean officials that China’s charm is merely a façade, one reason why Singapore has boosted defense cooperation with the United States in recent years. Similarly, says James Wong, a leading Malaysian commentator, “The Chinese angered many Asians by so openly confronting Japan at the East Asia Summit,” where China’s delegation refused to meet Japan’s delegation and Beijing pressured other attendees to disregard any proposals backed by Tokyo.²⁵

Beijing also flexes its muscles to isolate Taiwan. Countries are dropping Taiwan partly because they desire closer relations with Beijing and partly because they fear offending China. Either way, for many nations cutting ties to Taiwan now makes sense—it hurts very little but pleases China enormously. In Latin America, where Taiwan retains nearly half of its formal allies in the world, China’s economic success, aid, and broader popularity have in recent years swayed Dominica and Grenada to switch recognition to Beijing, while Guatemala has opened commercial relations with China, often the first step toward recognition. Latin American nations have prevented Taiwan from obtaining observer status at the Organization of American States, the region’s most important international grouping.²⁶

Matters could get worse for Taipei. If Panama switched
recognition to Beijing, other Central American nations probably would follow, since Panama is the most important nation in Central America still recognizing Taiwan. In 2004, during Panama’s presidential election, one leading candidate announced that if elected he would open ties to Beijing. Though he lost, his position cannot have reassured Taipei, and several prominent Latin America scholars believe that within a decade Taiwan will retain no formal allies in Central or South America.27

In Africa, another region where countries still recognize Taiwan, the die seems cast as well. The Central African Republic and South Africa switched recognition to Beijing in the 1990s. In 2003 Liberia switched to China, and in late 2005 China won over Senegal, one of the most important democracies in Africa, even though Taiwanese President Chen Shui-bian had taken a personal tour through Senegal touting the importance of new democracies sticking together. In 2006 Chad cut diplomatic ties to Taiwan. “We are losing the people sympathetic to us,” admits Joanne Chang, formerly one of Taiwan’s top representatives in Washington.28

Governments are slashing even their informal links to Taiwan. In the 1990s leaders from many developing countries that officially recognized Beijing hosted Taiwanese leaders for quiet meetings and traveled to Taipei for informal visits, as former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad and former Singaporean Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong did in 1997. They also allowed Taiwan to open informal embassies abroad, normally known as Taipei Economic and Cultural Offices. Cambodia was one of the first to push the Taiwanese out. In 1998 Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen announced that he did not want a Taiwanese informal embassy in Phnom Penh, depriving Taipei of this important forum. Other Asian coun-
tries halted the informal diplomacy routine. In 2002, after Beijing publicly exposed a visit by Taiwanese Vice President Annette Lu to Bali, the Indonesian Foreign Ministry announced it knew nothing of her visit—surely a lie—and refused to let her come to Jakarta, where she probably had planned some informal meetings with the government. Shortly after the Jakarta incident, the Philippine government announced that it would refuse any visit by Taiwan’s president. The following year, after China blasted Lee Hsien Loong, then Singapore’s deputy prime minister, for making an informal visit to Taipei, Malaysia announced it would bar any ministers from trips to Taiwan.29

Chinese diaspora organizations have become wary of Taiwan as well, and the allure of Taiwan has faded. Over the past decade, Taiwanese companies have relocated large chunks of their factories abroad to China: by the period between 2002 and 2004, nearly half of Taiwan’s entire outward investment went to China.30 At the same time, Taiwan’s opposition group, the Democratic Progressive Party, grew in strength and ultimately defeated the long-ruling Kuomintang in the presidential election of 2000, putting itself in power for the first time.

These changes may have helped Taiwanese businesses and benefited Taiwanese democracy, but they damaged Taiwan’s precarious soft power. Taiwan’s investments in other parts of the developing world plummeted as Taiwanese firms moved to China. Meanwhile, the Kuomintang had spent decades building up links to ethnic Chinese organizations around the world and to leading politicians—women and men like the Philippines’ former President Fidel Ramos, whose father had been Philippine ambassador to Taiwan and who himself had built close relations with the Kuomintang leadership.31
After nearly two decades in opposition, the Democratic Progressive Party came to power with weak ties to foreign leaders and to the ethnic Chinese diaspora. Still, the DPP quickly cashiered many of the Kuomintang-era diplomats, costing Taiwan years of experience and strong links to diaspora Chinese organizations.32

Taiwan has paid a price. Diaspora Chinese organizations have started holding international meetings specifically to denounce Taiwan, like the 2004 get-together in Bangkok, where some one thousand ethnic Chinese held a two-day meeting entitled “Global Overseas Chinese Congregation of Anti-Taiwan Independence.” Obviously aware of the vast potential of trade with China, they are making decisions in their best interest. The Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Panama has moved closer to the PRC, pushing for the Panamanian government to switch diplomatic ties and formally recognize Beijing. When Chen Shui-bian has visited Panama, other diaspora Chinese groups like the China Council for Peaceful Reunification have announced that they did not welcome his visit. In the Philippines, Ellen Palanca, a China expert at Ateneo de Manila University, closely monitors these trends. “The Filipino-Chinese business community historically was very pro-Taiwan, but in the past five years they’ve started to become more pro-PRC,” says Palanca. Like many Filipino analysts, she believes that the influence of pro-Beijing Filipino-Chinese tycoon Lucio Tan has swayed the diaspora Chinese community.33

Countries have proven willing to isolate other perceived enemies of China—again, both because they desire warmer relations with Beijing and because they fear cooler relations. At the request of Beijing, Cambodia in 2002 barred the Dalai Lama from attending a Buddhism conference. Later, the South Korean government essentially refused the Dalai Lama a visa.
Similarly, China seems to have persuaded other countries to crack down on the Falun Gong, the spiritual movement that frightened Beijing in the late 1990s by holding coordinated nationwide demonstrations, some of the largest in China since the 1989 Tiananmen movement. Soon after, Chinese security services arrested thousands of supposed Falun Gong members, sending them to labor camps and sometimes executing them. China then targeted the group’s actions overseas. In 2001 the Thai government, under pressure from Beijing, forced Falun Gong to cancel an international meeting in Bangkok. Explaining Thailand’s actions, the country’s police minister bluntly told reporters, “We want to keep good relations with China.” Thailand established a precedent, and in the following years, Indonesia prohibited marches by Falun Gong supporters and sentenced Falun Gong activists to jail, and Malaysia filed charges against Falun Gong adherents.34

The ultimate test of a country’s influence is its ability to create a string of friends around the world; great powers build relationships spanning continents. China has begun creating an alternative pole to Western democracies in international organizations and global diplomacy. On Iran, on North Korea, and on many other issues, the United Nations Security Council now faces a long-term serious divide among its five permanent members. China, along with Russia, can increasingly assemble a bloc that can stop US, British, and French action against oil and gas producers, like Sudan or Burma, or simply halt action against authoritarian states, like Belarus and North Korea, even if those countries do not possess petroleum.

China has assembled these coalitions to protect itself as well. In 2004 the United States sponsored a resolution at the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, the global
body’s main rights watchdog, prodding China toward greater openness and respect for human rights. China proposed a motion urging “no action” on the Americans’ idea—a motion calculated to prevent a potentially embarrassing debate and vote on China’s rights record. The no-action resolution passed, with the support of twenty-seven nations. Half of those countries were from Africa, including Sudan, Eritrea, and Zimbabwe. Many had benefited from aid and targeted investment from China, and few wanted to see any human rights resolutions levied against Beijing. China had set a precedent: it now had enough allies that it could beat back any future challenge at the Commission on Human Rights.
VIII
Wielding the Charm

Mong La, a village in northeastern Burma, lies more than three hundred miles from the nearest city, has no air links with the world, and sits in one of the poorest, most mountainous regions of one of the poorest nations in the world. Towns near Mong La lack electricity, paved roads, running water. In these towns’ simple huts of thatch and wood, naked, hungry-looking children squat in the dirt, fighting over scraps of food.¹

An unlikely place for an Asian version of Las Vegas. But in the late 1990s, that is exactly what Mong La became. Fueled by investments from the United Wa State Army—a nearly twenty thousand–strong militia group operating in northeastern Burma, situated in a region of Burma with few laws—Mong La proved an ideal spot for casino gambling. Beginning in 1998 businesspeople with links to the UWSA, allegedly along with the Burmese government, constructed garish casinos in the one-lane frontier town, complete with Vegas-style neon billboards, tons of fake marble, and croupiers in tuxedos. The formal attire worked in the casinos, but the dealers seemed
strangely out of place when they left the gaming palaces to walk Mong La’s narrow dirt streets.²

The casino tycoons brought in Vegas-style entertainment, too—with a twist. Casinos built up Mong La dance revues and staffed them with “ladyboys” imported from Thailand, known as katoeys in Thai—either transvestites or, more commonly, transsexuals who had undergone sex-change operations at one of the Bangkok hospitals. The ladyboys played all the dance roles and then posed afterward for photos with patrons. For a few bucks, gamblers could shoot photos of themselves fondling the dancers’ surgically altered body parts.³

On any weekend night in the late 1990s, more than a thousand visitors from China streamed into Mong La, getting little trouble from either the Burmese or the Chinese customs authorities. By one estimate, Mong La received as many as 350,000 Chinese tourists a year. In town, where Mercedes taxis ferried gamblers from one Mong La hotspot to the next, the Chinese visitors could spend more than $12,000 each at some of the city’s more exclusive tables. After an evening of gambling, Chinese punters would hit one of the large karaoke halls, where they could sing Chinese, Thai, Korean, or English songs, hook up with platinum blond Eastern European prostitutes, or drink hundreds of dollars worth of imported Scotch, before retiring to the lavish hotels that had appeared almost overnight in town.⁴

According to one estimate, the Mong La casinos grossed as much as $5 billion in revenues between 1998 and 2004. (By comparison, Burma’s entire annual gross domestic product has been estimated at $7.5 billion.)⁵ Some of that money helped build Mong La’s services and infrastructure: the city offered a better electric grid than Burma’s decrepit capital, Rangoon. Even better, Mong La created jobs for many local villagers.
But much of the Mong La casino profits were plowed back into corrosive activities. One cut undoubtedly went to the Burmese military junta, which the international monitoring group Freedom House ranks as one of the world’s worst regimes. Since the Burmese junta reportedly spends less than one-half of one percent on health care, but devotes some 40 percent of the budget to its military, it is unlikely that much of the regime’s casino money ever helped average Burmese.\(^6\)

One cut undoubtedly went to the UWSA itself, a drug-running private army the US State Department has called the world’s “most heavily armed narco-traffickers.” The money probably helped the UWSA flood amphetamines and heroin into neighboring countries like Thailand, Laos, and China. (The Golden Triangle region of Burma and Laos is the world’s second-largest source of opium poppies, the precursor to heroin.) The drugs created an epidemic of amphetamine users in Thailand, where as many as two million Thais used the drugs, 3 percent of the entire population. The heroin seeped into southwestern China, which soon faced an epidemic in border cities like Ruili, where junkies shot up openly on city streets, and needle sharing and prostitution led to rising HIV rates.\(^7\)

As Mong La was prospering, China was becoming vastly more influential in Burma. After the United States imposed sanctions on Burma in 1997 and 2003, American companies avoided the country, and China became Burma’s major source of investment and aid.\(^8\) Chinese businesspeople flowed into northern Burma, and Beijing received Burma’s leaders on lavish state visits, even as Europe and the United States banned top Burmese leaders.

In the fall of 2003 China started to use that influence to do some good in Burma. Worried about the flow of drugs out of northeastern Burma, and angry that Chinese officials were
blowing state money at overseas casinos, including in Mong La, the Chinese government’s attitude toward Mong La and other casinos on China’s borders changed. Beijing restricted visas for travel to Mong La, forbade Chinese to stay overnight in the one-time casino capital, and even massed troops on the Burmese border. China instituted tough measures on travel by senior cadres to casinos in other countries, like North Korea, where one Chinese official reportedly had lost more than $300,000 in state funds and other monies. One Chinese media outlet reported that because of the crackdown, “103 overseas casinos in counties surrounding Yunnan, Guangxi, Heilongjiang, Jilin and other provinces and autonomous regions had been shut down.” At the same time, China cracked down on drugs entering from Burma, prodding the Burmese government to fight narcotics within its borders and stepping up enforcement cooperation.9

Cooperation produced results—Chinese police started seizing heroin along the border. By the spring of 2006 Mong La no longer resembled a frontier Vegas. Most casinos had closed their doors and boarded up their windows, though some were launching online gambling operations to survive. No one sang in the karaoke halls; no one slept in the hotels. No one shopped in the stores full of fake brand name clothes. Even the dancers had gone home to Thailand, though an occasional solitary katoey still wandered the empty streets.10

Mong La, along with the Chinese government’s response, reveals one side of Beijing’s growing influence in the world. China could use its growing power to promote positive change, like fighting narcotics in Burma and cooperating with its neighbors to stop drug trafficking and the spread of HIV.

But only a few hundred miles from Mong La, China has
used its influence in a vastly different way. Chinese companies, including many with close government links, have decimated Burma’s northern forests, which are supposedly protected from logging, and which have been called “very possibly the most biodiverse, rich temperate area on earth.”

With soaring demand for housing in China’s cities, and with China’s own forest cover depleted or protected, China’s builders needed new sources of lumber. In Kachin State, the far north of Burma, the Chinese companies found a solution. Between 1984 and 2005, according to one report, the number of Chinese logging companies operating near Kachin State rose from four to more than one hundred. Investigators for the watchdog group Global Witness reported seeing “vast quantities of timber” stockpiled in towns along the China-Burma border. Nearly all that felled timber probably was illegally cut.

China itself has some of the world’s weakest environmental controls, and Beijing has repressed green activist groups, fearing they could spark broader protests against the government; in October 2005, China arrested members of Chinese activist group Green Watch. Given this background, Beijing and Chinese provincial governments seemed unlikely to intervene in the deforestation of its neighbor, though China officially had signed international bans on illegal logging. “By taking action [to fight deforestation], the government of the PRC can demonstrate that it takes its responsibility as a regional and global power seriously, and provide leadership for other timber importing countries,” Global Witness argued. But China did nothing of the sort. Chinese officials seemed to encourage the illegal timber trade, with local leaders allegedly encouraging the cross-border cutting.

By 2005, Global Witness reported, “large tracts of forest adjacent to the China-Burma border have been almost entirely
logged out,” mainly by Chinese companies. Its estimate sug-
gests that 98 percent of Burma’s exports of felled timber to
China come from illegal sources, such as supposedly protected
forests. Global Witness further reported that revenue from the
timber trade was funding low-intensity local conflicts inside
Burma.  

Burma is not unique. Global Witness believes that half
of China’s total felled timber imports—wood from not only
Burma but also many other nations, including Indonesia—
come from illegal sources. Overall, between 1997 and 2005,
China’s imports of forest products more than tripled in vol-
ume, with illegal wood accounting for much of that.  

Today China is a rising power whose role in the world’s future
remains unclear. Beijing could wield its soft power responsi-
ably. As one analysis by the US National Intelligence Council
suggests, in the coming years China may “remain an authori-
tarian state . . . but respect the rules of the order, work within
the existing framework [of international institutions] and seek
to change it by peaceful and legitimate means.” American lead-
ers unsurprisingly urge China to go in this direction. “China
has a responsibility to strengthen the international system that
has enabled its success,” said former Deputy Secretary of State
Robert Zoellick, a longtime Asia hand, in a major policy ad-
dress in September 2005. China should “recognize that the in-
ternational system sustains their peaceful prosperity,” Zoellick
added.  

Some Chinese officials seem to agree with Zoellick. After
all, Beijing argues that it wants only peace and harmony in the
world; the Chinese government’s 2005 white paper on foreign
policy claims, “To achieve peaceful development is a sincere
hope and unremitting pursuit of the Chinese people.” As Fu
Ying, the former Chinese ambassador to the Philippines and current envoy to Australia, notes, “Throughout history, the rise of most of the world’s large countries was inevitably the result of bullying, weakening, and exploiting other countries.” China, Fu Ying argues, will be different. Or as one Chinese diplomat told me, if China is truly going to become a world leader, it will have to use its soft power to serve the global good, and it must use the United Nations and regional groups to solve serious problems.17

Yet as China’s soft power grows, its influence also could prove disastrous in other countries—an obstacle overseas to environmental protection, to better labor policies, to corporate governance. Whichever way it goes, of course, in a more interlinked and globalized world, where countries can utilize much faster tools of communication, China’s influence will spread faster than that of other rising powers, like the United States, Germany, and Japan, did during the early twentieth century.

China could essentially wind up exporting its own domestic weaknesses. Before China became a major player on the world stage, its internal policies were a potential nightmare for people in Shenzhen or Guangzhou or Shenyang. Today Chinese policies could be a nightmare for people in São Paolo or Guatemala City or Surabaya.

Consider China’s labor policies. Most Chinese companies still do not treat their employees well at home, and developing countries have few of the tools necessary to enforce labor rules on powerful multinationals, whether from America or China. Chinese companies have no experience dealing with independent unions, since the All China Federation of Trade Unions, an organization controlled by the Communist Party, runs all unions in the country, and the government sometimes jails people who try to start independent unions.
Most Chinese corporations do not know how to interact with nongovernmental organizations, activists, shareholder groups, and other groups overseas. Many Chinese heavy industries, such as coal mining, have horrible safety and environmental records. Being a coal miner in China must rank among the world’s most dangerous occupations; thousands of Chinese miners die in accidents each year, often because their employers did not purchase even minimal safety equipment.¹⁸

There are clear positive signs of how China will use its soft power. Beijing seems ready to embrace multilateral institutions. In the past decade, besides enthusiastically joining regional groups and creating its own multilateral initiatives, Beijing has sent Chinese peacekeepers or police under the UN flag to desperate places like Haiti and Liberia and East Timor. In Liberia, China has contributed some six hundred men to the UN mission, and today China has more troops participating in UN peacekeeping missions than any other permanent member of the Security Council.¹⁹

China also has begun to mediate other nations’ disputes—a task of responsible great powers. This is a significant change from China’s recent past, and can scarcely be overstated. If Beijing is to begin playing a role as a mediator of conflict, joining with the United States in solving many problems, it could dramatically transform power dynamics in Asia and elsewhere.

In some cases, China has proven a proactive mediator. On most days, the street outside the Thai embassy in Phnom Penh, Cambodia’s capital, fills early with pedicab drivers shuttling old women to market and Thai diplomats greeting local businessmen with modest bows. But one winter day in 2003, a far different crowd gathered outside the Thai mission. For centuries, Thailand and Cambodia have bickered over their bor-
ders, their ancient history of wars and incursions, and their modern-day politics.

In January 2003 Cambodian newspapers misquoted a Thai television pop star as calling Cambodians “worms” and questioning whether Angkor Wat, Cambodia’s gargantuan ancient temple complex, should be returned to Thailand, which controlled the temple at several points in history. Stoked by the report, and by Cambodian politicians’ anti-Thai comments, mobs attacked Thai-owned businesses across Phnom Penh, causing millions of dollars worth of damage and forcing many Thai citizens to evacuate the city on Thai military aircraft.

Hundreds of young Cambodian men ran toward the Thai embassy, where they smashed through the mission’s glass doors. Inside, they pulled down pictures of Thailand’s beloved king, Bhumibol Adulyadej, and stomped on his face. Thailand’s ambassador scrambled out the back of the embassy, hopped over the guard wall, and ran down to the river, where he escaped the rioters, James Bond style, in a speedboat. Nothing angers a Thai more than an insult to the country’s monarch, who has led Thailand through fifty years of political turbulence. When the Philadelphia City Paper, a local free weekly, once ran a throwaway advertisement for a local bar portraying the Thai king as a hip-hop star, the Thai deputy consul in America warned that the ad could disrupt US-Thai relations, and Thais from Bangkok deluged the paper’s offices with angry phone calls and thousands of emails.

Not surprisingly, images of Cambodians stomping and burning the Thai king’s picture infuriated Thailand’s population. In response, Thailand moved an aircraft carrier near the Cambodian border and threatened to send commandos into its neighbor’s territory. A border war seemed possible. “Cambodia must burn,” one Bangkokian told Time magazine. “This
is the worst incident in international relations between Thailand and Cambodia,” Thailand’s prime minister announced.  

Both countries needed someone to broker their feud, and Cambodia has poor relations with the United States. So the two sides turned to Beijing. After the Chinese ambassador in Phnom Penh issued a statement asking Cambodia and Thailand to cool down, Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Wang Yi called in the Thai and Cambodian representatives in Beijing and helped them lay out their grievances. In private, several diplomats told me, the Chinese minister warned the neighbors to normalize relations as soon as possible, or risk angering China—something neither Cambodia nor Thailand wanted to do, since both are increasingly reliant on trade and aid from China. Chastened, the two sides began to patch up their relationship, with Cambodia’s own king, Norodom Sihanouk, sending a personal apology to the Thai monarch. By March 2003, Thailand and Cambodia had reopened their customs posts, and their relationship had normalized.  

China has started mediating even more important disputes. In October 2002, after a decade of supposedly cooperating with international efforts to monitor its nuclear program, North Korea admitted that it had been secretly enriching uranium. Soon after, a top North Korean official, Li Gun, took US Assistant Secretary of State Jim Kelly aside at a meeting in Beijing. Li Gun nonchalantly informed him that the North, one of the most closed and unpredictable countries in the world, possessed nukes and might be willing to sell them to other nations.  

With few levers to pressure North Korea, and no access to high levels of dictator Kim Jong Il’s isolated regime, the United States and North Korea’s Asian neighbors turned to China, Pyongyang’s longtime ally and major provider of aid, food,
and energy. Beijing pushed North Korea and the United States to hold bilateral talks. Later China volunteered to host six-way talks on the North Korean nuclear program involving Beijing, Moscow, Pyongyang, Seoul, Washington, and Tokyo. The former US envoy to North Korea, Charles Pritchard, admitted that without China’s help, there would have been no six-way talks at all. And when the North Koreans balked at coming to the table, Chinese officials engaged in rounds of shuttle diplomacy to bring them in and also handed North Korea increased aid. At the same time, top Chinese officials invited Kim to booming southern China in order to study China’s economic reforms, potential models for remaking North Korea’s Stalinist economy. To support reform, China stepped up training for key North Korean bureaucrats, teaching them about modern economic management.\(^\text{25}\)

After several rounds of discussions, when North Korea declared that it would withdraw from the six-party talks, Beijing openly expressed anger with the North. To put more pressure on North Korea, Beijing reportedly shut off an oil pipeline to Pyongyang for three days in 2003, then cracked down on North Korea’s banking in the Chinese territory of Macau.\(^\text{26}\) Again, China simultaneously offered new disbursements of aid to North Korea, and when North Korea tested a nuclear weapon, China agreed to the major step of imposing sanctions on Pyongyang, temporarily cut off oil exports to North Korea, and sent a high-level delegation to Pyongyang to try to defuse the crisis, bringing the North back to the bargaining table.

Beijing wasn’t shy about taking credit for its diplomacy. “With respect to the nuclear issue on the Korean Peninsula, China has worked tirelessly with the other relevant parties, and succeeded in convening and hosting” the talks, noted the 2005 government white paper on Chinese foreign policy. Even some
impartial observers agreed. “I think we should really focus on the positive aspects of [the six-party talks], including the absolutely rightful role of China,” said Aleksandr Ilitchev, a Russian UN expert on North Korea.\textsuperscript{27}

Getting Pyongyang to the table helped China’s appeal with other countries, too. Since the talks began, South Korean President Roh Mun-Hyun, a former human rights lawyer who has led Seoul toward Beijing’s orbit, consistently has looked to China for cues on how to handle North Korea.\textsuperscript{28} Asian news outlets, meanwhile, typically portrayed China as a rational actor mediating between two angry, unbalanced nations led by madmen—North Korea and the United States.

Besides mediating disputes, China has utilized its charm in other positive ways. Over the past five years, as China has developed a serious heroin problem in parts of the country, it has worked not only with Burma but also with many other nations in battling drugs. According to America’s Drug Enforcement Administration, Chinese authorities “clearly understand the threat posed by drug trafficking.” Beijing has signed several UN drug conventions, hosted major multinational meetings in China on drug control, and started training Asian prosecutors on combating transnational crime like drug trafficking. Working with Asian neighbors and with the United States, the Chinese authorities in 2003 busted one of the biggest drug syndicates, an organization known as “125.”\textsuperscript{29}

Beijing also has taken a proactive stance on fighting trafficking in human beings. “The Chinese authorities . . . have become relatively progressive on issues of human trafficking,” says Heather Peters, an expert on trafficking who has worked for several UN agencies. Peters says the Chinese government has supported her efforts to teach women in Chinese border
regions about HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases. Beijing also has put pressure on China’s neighbors to participate in these educational programs. In 2004 China created a joint effort with Vietnam to fight human trafficking along their common border—an effort that included educational campaigns and stepped-up law enforcement.\\(^{30}\)

Meanwhile, after facing international criticism in 2003 for initially covering up the outbreak of SARS disease in China, an outbreak that soon spread across the world, the Chinese government has begun using its influence to promote cooperation in fighting dangerous diseases. As avian flu became the latest potential pandemic to emerge from Asia, Beijing responded. China vowed to help other countries develop bird flu early warning systems and to work with international organizations to strengthen quarantines. Later, in January 2006, China hosted a global donors’ conference on fighting avian flu.\\(^{31}\)

China’s growing soft power also is having some economic benefits. China’s enormous consumption of resources offers an opportunity to developing countries, and they are trying to make the most of China’s needs for oil, gas, minerals, and other commodities. China now drives trade in Asia, a role the United States and Japan historically filled, and China’s commodity demands are allowing Latin American and African nations to run trade surpluses and potentially use the money to build stronger social and educational institutions. These surpluses forestall the kind of debt that once crippled many developing world economies. They have another benefit, too—feeding China’s economy creates jobs, reducing the kind of social unrest that in many Latin American countries has driven migrants north toward the United States.

Even countries facing intense competitive pressure from
China understand this opportunity. Though Mexico’s industries compete directly with China’s, a comprehensive opinion survey taken in 2004 shows that few Mexicans worry about China—“the development of China as a world power rank[s] at the bottom of the list of threats that Mexicans consider critical.” Malaysia has run trade deficits with China, but a study of Malaysian businesspeople found that “in spite of the purported threats of free trade from China, the majority of the private sector respondents views China positively.” While Malaysia’s previous prime minister warned, “China is an economic threat for Southeast Asia,” the current Malaysian leader, Abdullah Badawi, an advocate of the China–Southeast Asia free trade deal, asserted that “Malaysia does not feel threatened by the emergence of China as an economic powerhouse.”

Yet China’s exports also may threaten developing nations’ industries. China’s exports overlap by more than 50 percent with those of countries like Thailand and the Philippines, foreign investment in developing regions like Latin America that compete with China fell by half in the early 2000s, and nations like Laos import eight times as much as they export to China. Since joining the World Trade Organization in 2001, China has displaced Mexico as the second-largest exporter to the United States; nearly 225,000 workers in Mexican maquiladoras, factories near the US border, may be endangered by competition from Chinese manufacturing. One study of Thailand-China economic relations found that Thailand already runs a trade deficit with China of more than $1 billion annually, and Vietnam’s Ministry of Trade warns that the country’s trade deficit with China will soon top $2 billion.

In the long run, developing nations may become less sanguine about trade with China if leaders perceive Beijing as an unfair competitor, due to China’s labor practices, dumping, un-
dervaluation of its currency, and state support for certain in-
dustries. China’s labor costs in producing clothing, to take one
example, are roughly one-half Mexican labor costs.\(^{34}\) Many of
China’s overseas investments are made by state-owned compa-
nies, which do not necessarily have to prove their profitability
to shareholders. And though cheap Chinese goods are wel-
comed by some poor consumers in the developing world, who
cannot always afford Western products, Chinese companies
have been accused of dumping low-quality, sometimes pirated
goods on markets across Africa, Latin America, and Southeast
Asia, taking a loss at first in order to win market share.

Some foreign leaders are beginning to respond. In Octo-
ber 2005 Brazil’s foreign minister told reporters that Brazil has
not reaped the new investment from China it had expected
when it granted Beijing market economy status, and Argentine
leaders expressed frustration that imports from China were
growing at more than three times the rate of exports to China.
In response, Argentina’s government imposed new nontariff
barriers on categories of Chinese imports. In fact, though the
international financial press has highlighted European Union
and US actions against Chinese exports, nearly two-thirds of
trade investigations against China in 2005 actually were initi-
ated by developing countries. Brazil alone has imposed at least
twenty antidumping clauses and safeguards against categories
of Chinese exports. In Ecuador the government has passed
laws to limit Chinese investment, and potential competition
from China was a reason why Central American nations signed
a 2005 free trade agreement with the United States, since they
believed that it might entice some garment companies to keep
production in the hemisphere rather than switching to China.\(^ {35}\)

Similar complaints have begun to surface in Asia and
Africa. Though China has promised that trade would be a win-
win proposition, like other major powers it also has tried to
protect its own population from some of the negative effects of slashing trade barriers. Even as Chinese agricultural products flood into Thailand, Thai farmers have faced difficulty selling their products to China, encountering high value-added taxes and other obstacles. “Breaking into China’s market is not as easy as some might think,” admitted one Thai academic studying Thailand-China trade relations. Across northern Thailand, farmers now question whether it was wise to sign a free trade deal with Beijing, and farmers, textile companies, and small manufacturers in Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, and Indonesia express the same fears of trade with China.36

This difficulty of trading with China, and the suspicion that China is acting rapaciously, may be seeping into local perceptions of Beijing. In Nigeria militants in the Niger Delta have warned Chinese investors that they will be “treated as thieves” robbing Nigerians of their valuable oil resources—a charge the militants previously laid against Western companies. In the Nigerian commercial capital of Lagos, police have begun expelling recent Chinese migrants from local markets because Nigerians complained that Chinese goods are undercutting local products. In Zambia the populist politician Michael Sata has rallied support among the poor by claiming that Chinese imports are undercutting Zambian products, while Zambian companies cannot export any finished goods to China. “Chinese investment has not added any value to the people of Zambia,” Sata declared. Responding to his rhetoric, Zambians have targeted Chinese shops in Lusaka, the capital.37

China’s growing soft power also could lead it to export its environmental problems. Within China, environmental protection is almost nonexistent, and despite a government campaign for more sustainable development, most officials, focused on keeping up growth rates, care little about the ecological conse-
quences of construction and industrialization. As the China environmental expert Elizabeth Economy has revealed, Beijing has demonstrated little commitment to river and watershed preservation within China, destroying the Yangtze River and other major waterways. Two-thirds of Chinese cities fail World Health Organization standards for air quality, by far the worst rate of any large country. Several cities rank among the highest rates of airborne carbon monoxide in the world.38

This environmental recklessness spreads across borders as China’s global influence grows. Ten years ago, China’s environmental mismanagement was a problem for a citizen of polluted Lanzhou city or someone living along the Yangtze; today it is a threat to citizens in Burma or someone living along the Amazon. Besides the logging of its neighbors, China may fund a massive Burmese dam that could proceed without adequate environmental studies, and China’s Export-Import Bank reportedly declines to sign environmental guidelines commonly adopted by credit providers from Western countries. In northern Laos, according to a consultant with the Asian Development Bank, a major aid donor, Chinese firms tasked to build part of the country’s new highway simply refused to produce any environmental impact assessment. “The Chinese just went ahead and did their part of the road, without any assessment,” said the consultant, who worked on the highway, “They would just never talk to me.”39

China also has ignored fears about the impact of Chinese dams on the Mekong River—Beijing has silenced critics, and continued building dams and blasting parts of the river. While China stalls, scientists estimate that fish catches in part of the river have fallen by half; the giant Mekong catfish, a monstrous creature that can top six hundred pounds, soon may become extinct. Whole stretches of the Mekong, which must support a
growing human population that could double within thirty years, are becoming too dry for farming.\textsuperscript{40}

In its aid, infrastructure building, and business deals, China also demonstrates little respect for transparency and other aspects of good governance. In other words, how Chinese companies act at home reflects how they may act overseas. In Cambodia local activists accuse both the Cambodian government and Wuzhishan LS, a Chinese state–linked firm, of forcing hundreds of villagers off their land in a Cambodian province called Mondulkiri, and replacing them with large-scale agriculture. Critics contend that Wuzhishan then sprayed the area, which includes ancestral burial areas, with dangerous herbicides. “The government and the company have disregarded the well-being, culture, and livelihoods of the . . . indigenous people who make up more than half the population of the province,” announced the United Nations’ special representative for human rights in Cambodia.\textsuperscript{41}

Wuzhishan’s behavior so infuriated locals that despite the Cambodian government’s usual rough treatment of demonstrators, villagers took to the roads in Mondulkiri to protest. Five hundred villagers tried to march to the local capital to petition the governor, while another pack of six hundred launched a demonstration. Local police officers fired water cannons into the crowd, knocking several women unconscious. One group of Mondulkiri ethnic minority protesters even seized Wuzhishan’s trucks and blockaded roads with old tree branches, backing off only after Cambodian police armed with AK-47s threatened to jail them.\textsuperscript{42}

More generally, the state-led business model China suggests to the developing world could undermine the rule of law in Africa or Latin America or poorer countries in Asia. To be sure,
American or European or Japanese companies also sometimes abdicate corporate responsibility, cook their books, or hand out bribes. And some Chinese companies operate transparently at home and abroad, install quality management, and practice corporate responsibility. China’s true private sector, that group of companies without ties to the state, boasts several high-quality multinationals that operate with real oversight and modern corporate boards.

But for the most part, Western and Japanese firms are private companies separate from their governments. These companies have some degree of accountability to their shareholders and boards, offer the public information about their environmental and labor practices, and can be sanctioned, whether by America’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or similar legislation in other countries, by the media, or by democratically elected legislatures. When Enron collapsed in a mountain of supposed fraud, American prosecutors indicted its corporate leadership, and the US Congress passed tougher laws on corporate accounting policies. When the US oil company Unocal allegedly contributed to forced labor in a pipeline in Burma, Burmese villagers affected by the oil project sued Unocal in an American court and won a settlement from the company estimated at more than $30 million.43

Chinese firms generally do not operate under the same burdens of oversight. As Minxin Pei of the Carnegie Endowment has found, the Chinese state and state-linked companies still account for nearly 40 percent of China’s Gross Domestic Product, control more than 50 percent of industrial assets, and dominate more than 60 percent of the financial sector. Chinese firms with state links often display poor corporate governance, including a lack of transparency. China’s own official news agency revealed in 2004 that some four thousand corrupt offi-
cials had fled the country, carrying with them $50 billion in state money. Chinese courts and prosecutors rarely apply the kind of scrutiny to Chinese firms that the United States did to Enron; according to Pei, one study of twelve thousand Chinese, across several provinces, found that people perceived China’s judiciary to be one of the five most corrupt public institutions in the country.

Yet at least Beijing has to play by some rules. Constrained by its need to demonstrate rule of law in order to maintain China’s attractiveness to investors, Beijing has managed to prosecute the most egregious white-collar criminals in China, like senior officials at the Bank of China accused of stealing nearly half a billion dollars. Driven by the need to keep the population placated through consistent economic growth, and unable to repress all interest groups in such a large and diverse country, Chinese officials have used the state-dominated model of development to do considerable good. Though corruption ravages Chinese officialdom, the central government and provincial governments have used enough of the state’s wealth to pull hundreds of millions of people out of poverty.

In the poorest parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America—where the rule of law often simply doesn’t exist, the media are far less sophisticated than Chinese financial publications, economic policy makers are not insulated from politics, and leaders have no problem stealing all, rather than part, of the state’s wealth—the state-dominated China model of development could be an invitation to disaster. In parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the China model could be an entrée for already rapacious governments to act even worse. In Indonesia, for example, one reason why Chinese companies have success winning deals, admits an oil executive, is that the Chinese companies basically bribe whomever they need to pay. This behavior
only adds to graft in one of Asia’s most corrupt nations—an-gering local good-governance activists, who then blame China for their problems.46

The small Peruvian town of San Juan de Marcona, an old port on the Pacific long since bypassed by larger harbors, offers a window into some of the problems that occur as China exports labor and environmental policies to poor nations. In 1992–1993, Shougang International Trade and Engineering, a Chinese state steel company, purchased Hierro de Peru, a state-run iron mine near San Juan de Marcona, for roughly $118 million. At first, residents of San Juan de Marcona, a town of thirteen thousand people, welcomed the Chinese company’s investment, sure that it would revitalize the dismal economy in the town, some two hundred miles away from the capital, Lima. The Chinese company promised to invest $150 million in the mine to modernize its facilities.47

The locals’ delight soon faded. Even as Shougang’s profits rose due to strong prices on the international market for metals, the company did little to improve the mine or its safety facilities, spending only $35 million. The mineworkers in San Juan de Marcona began to complain. They complained about serious environmental problems, like Shougang’s alleged dumping of chemical waste in the nearby ocean, killing the fish around town that provided a source of protein. They complained about lax safety standards, charging that the mine lacked safety harnesses and workers suffered many accidental electrocutions. They complained about their dismal pay. “Shougang has turned us into slaves,” one local told a reporter, complaining that her husband worked fifteen hours per day at the mine for roughly fourteen US dollars, less than half the average miner’s salary in Peru.48
The Peruvian government began to investigate. Peru’s Labor Ministry recorded 170 accidents, including two fatal ones, at the mine in one year alone. Peru’s government slapped a $14 million fine on Shougang for failing to spend the money to improve the mine. The company paid the fine, but its managers still didn’t improve working conditions, probably because paying fines seemed cheaper than spending money to upgrade. Shougang had no background experience of dealing with protests or unions, and the Peruvian government would not take more steps to punish the company. “There is a culture problem,” Peru’s minister of mines told Reuters. “The Chinese managers see their way of doing things as discipline, while the workers see it differently.”

Eventually, the relationship between the miners and the company deteriorated so badly that the employees could not control themselves. Starting in 2001 the miners began going on strike nearly every year; at some points, more than one thousand strikers demonstrated at one time. In 2004, a year when Shougang’s parent earned a record profit of $150 million, the strikers blocked local roads accessing the mine, asking for a raise of eighty-five cents per day and better safety conditions. Some angry locals reportedly covered the town’s walls in anti-Chinese graffiti and threatened the mine’s management. The following year, strikers again walked out of work, this time complaining that the company, which is supposedly responsible for providing water to the town, paid for only four hours of water per day.

The miners’ activism got them nothing. When their labor unions protested too much, Shougang simply fired them. To fix their problem, the company brought in imported laborers from China to replace them, a common practice among Chinese companies investing overseas. Or it hired temporary Pe-
ruvian workers, whom it employed without offering them any benefits at all.51

Exporting China’s own poor standards on labor issues, the environment, and corporate governance could foster blowback against Beijing in many other countries: in one ranking of eighty nations’ adherence to corporate responsibility, China placed sixty-sixth, below other developing economies like India.52 The Chinese government probably realizes this, one reason why China recently has hosted high-profile meetings on issues like corporate responsibility, such as the United Nations Global Compact Summit in Shanghai in November 2005.

Foreign opinion leaders and the general public realize that China could export its domestic problems, a recognition that could limit China’s soft appeal. Local workers have protested Chinese firms’ labor policies not only in Peru but also in South Africa, the Pacific Islands, and Zambia, where one miner told reporters that his Chinese managers “make me work seven days a week [and] pay me $30 a month.” In South Africa trade unions have warned the government that it must control Chinese investment, and trade union leaders tore off their T-shirts during a meeting when they discovered that the shirts had been manufactured in China, thus potentially in factories with minimal labor standards.53

Foreign populations also recognize Chinese firms’ low safety standards. In Zambia, where a Chinese firm runs the Chambishi copper mine, and where locals had been overjoyed that the company had revitalized Chambishi’s decrepit infrastructure, forty-nine miners died in an accident in April 2005. Soon after, the dead miners’ families complained that they had received no compensation at all, and Chambishi’s Chinese managers stayed away from the men’s funerals for fear of being
attacked. “The Chinese don’t put safety concerns . . . as that important,” one professor at the University of Zambia told the Chicago Tribune.54

Though China’s demand for resources is powering some African and Asian and Latin American economies, local opinion leaders also recognize the potential environmental consequences, like the deforestation of Southeast Asian nations like Indonesia and Burma, and African nations like Gabon. In Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia, activists and some politicians have aggressively campaigned against China’s damming of the upper portions of the Mekong River, while Filipino activists have launched a campaign against China’s poor environmental standards in mines it has purchased in the Philippines. In Brazil, nongovernmental organizations like Amazon Watch warn that Chinese investments could damage Amazonian indigenous groups and their native environments.55

Even as China’s corporate governance could undermine labor and environmental standards in other countries, China’s aid policies could undermine efforts by Western governments and international financial institutions to demand better governance and environmental regulation from aid recipients. Led by the World Bank, international development specialists have moved toward an aid model that distinguishes between governments that fight corruption and those that do not. This model tries to impose some transparency, so that aid benefits a wider spectrum of people in the developing world. America’s Millennium Challenge Corporation, which offers aid to countries that “rule justly, invest in their people, and encourage economic freedom,” offers one example of this trend. The World Bank’s anticorruption strategy, a priority of new bank President Paul Wolfowitz, offers another example
of this trend of setting more stringent conditions before granting aid.\textsuperscript{56}

Committed to this new, tough aid model, in late 2004 the World Bank threatened to suspend hundreds of millions of dollars worth of assistance to Cambodia because of Phnom Penh’s allegedly rampant corruption and its crackdown on civil liberties. The United Nations’ special representative in Phnom Penh warned of an “increasingly autocratic form of government and growing concentration of power in the hands of the prime minister.”\textsuperscript{57}

Five or ten years ago, Cambodia would have had to comply with the World Bank and the donors’ demands. Not now. “Western governments would like to use their assistance to [Cambodian Prime Minister] Hun Sen to put pressure on Hun Sen, so he turns to the Chinese,” said Sokhem Pech, a leading Cambodian academic. Beijing then rewards Hun Sen. On a visit to Cambodia in April 2006 Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao promised Phnom Penh $600 million worth of loans and grants. Meanwhile, the World Bank did not cut Cambodia off, perhaps because it feared that it would then have no influence in the country. Foreign diplomats in Cambodia say that Western donors now feel they have no choice but to continue assisting the Cambodian government in order to maintain some leverage over Phnom Penh’s human rights record and political future. Similarly, in neighboring Laos, after the World Bank considered withholding support from a new dam project called Nam Theun 2 because it could potentially destroy the local environment, China made it clear that it would help finance the dam instead. Worried that China’s backing could result in an environmental disaster, the bank agreed to support the dam.\textsuperscript{58}

Africa, the biggest recipient of foreign assistance, has become perhaps the most glaring example of the potentially corrosive
consequences of Chinese aid. After Western donors withdrew aid from the autocratic government of the Central African Republic in 2003 following a coup, China stepped in, providing key assistance to the regime.59 As a result, the Central African regime has been able to tighten its rule.

Eventually, this Chinese assistance could lead average citizens in Africa, and in other regions, to question whether Beijing really is a power that does not interfere in nations’ affairs. After all, if China uses its influence to support elites in countries like the Central African Republic or Cambodia, to the detriment of average people, it is very clearly interfering.

Beijing’s assistance has proven even more critical in the southwest African nation of Angola, where China’s demand for resources, foreign aid, and commitment to noninterference all come together. During three decades of civil war, a tiny elite in Luanda, Angola’s capital, siphoned off revenues from the country’s oil deposits, the second-largest in Africa. The elites holed up in Luanda’s seaside mansions, ringed with barbed wire and protected by private security companies, and they used the oil money to fund the ongoing conflict and line their own pockets. Meanwhile, most of Angola’s twelve million citizens lived in dire poverty, earning less than two dollars a day and surviving in shacks made from tin and old bricks and scrap metal, built on top of each other across Luanda’s shantytown sprawl. One corruption watchdog, Global Witness, reported that one-third of Angola’s state revenue goes missing, essentially meaning that it has been siphoned off. An Angolan newspaper found in 2003 that the nation’s president, José Eduardo dos Santos, had somehow become Angola’s richest man.60

In 2002 Angola’s government and the rebels finally laid down their arms, paving the way for free, competitive elections in the future. Peace also offered an opportunity for foreign aid organizations to get back into the country and help rebuild the
shattered social services and decrepit oil infrastructure. To ensure that Angola used aid money wisely, the International Monetary Fund tried to force the government to agree to provisions that would slash graft and improve economic management.\textsuperscript{61}

Angolan government ministers at first seemed receptive to loans linked to intensive, on-the-ground monitoring by IMF staff designed to ensure that the aid and oil money actually got plowed into social programs. Angola even promised to join Britain's Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), a program designed to monitor how resource wealth gets spent. By the beginning of 2005 IMF officials had reason to believe that they stood on the verge of a financing agreement with the country.\textsuperscript{62}

At the last moment, the Angolan government broke off talks with the IMF. China had stepped in, offering Angola loans and credits for reconstruction that may be worth as much as $6 billion. The Chinese money came with no conditions for accountability—only an agreement to use Chinese firms for the reconstruction—and no demands like the EITI program.\textsuperscript{63}

For the Angolan leaders, though perhaps not for average Angolans, China’s policies jibe with their own disdain at Westerners trying to tell them what to do. (One reporter for the \textit{Financial Times} remembered an executive at Angola’s state-owned oil company ranting at him after the journalist asked a question about transparency.)\textsuperscript{64} International corruption watchdogs warn that the Chinese assistance, given with no conditions, will allow the Angolan government to revert to its old habits, skimming the petroleum cream for itself. Already Angola has backed off its EITI commitment and postponed a mission by the World Bank designed to teach the country about transparency.

Some of the Chinese cash may even go directly to the
government, funding progovernment propaganda in advance of the national election—and offering a sign to other African leaders of what they can get by joining up with Beijing. “The African [leaders] are very welcoming of the Chinese,” the South African economic analyst Dianna Games told reporters. “They feel it’s easy money. In Angola in particular, the Chinese don’t ask many questions.”65
E ven as China has wooed the world, America has alienated many of its oldest friends. Australia, where legislators jeer President Bush, is but one example. In the 2005 BBC poll of twenty-two nations, not only did 48 percent of people believe that China’s role in the world was mainly positive, only 38 percent thought the United States had a positive influence on the world, about the same number as for Russia, a near-authoritarian regime run by a dour former KGB man. The follow-up BBC poll in 2006 displayed similar results. In some of these nations, Osama bin Laden enjoyed higher favorability ratings than the United States—a trend that led former US Ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke to wonder, “How can a man in a cave outcommu- nicate the world’s leading communications society?”

Although China’s soft power rise does not depend on an American soft power decline, plummeting American appeal could contribute to China’s growing appeal. But before we ex-
amine, in the next chapter, how China’s appeal can affect the United States, we must understand why and how America’s brand has been tarnished. The tarnishing began in the 1990s, after the United States had vanquished the Soviet Union in the Cold War and seemed at the peak of its power. The trend became worse after 2001—so bad that dislike for American policy has often mutated into hatred of American culture, people, and companies, and, sometimes, American values themselves.

After the fall of the Berlin Wall, America seemed to have no competitor for global soft power. Representative democracy and free-market capitalism were now spreading throughout the world, and leaders of newly democratic countries looked to the United States for cues on how to build their political systems. President Bill Clinton, the symbol of US-style democracy, was welcomed overseas like a rock star, as on a trip to former enemy Vietnam, where the president waded through crowds of jubilant Vietnamese as if he were the pope.2

America’s rivals couldn’t keep up. The former Soviet Union was preoccupied with itself—disintegrating into chaos and discovering capitalism and democracy, all at the same time. China remained weak and, in the wake of the Tiananmen crackdown, had become a pariah in much of the world. The European Union struggled to unite with the former communist Eastern European nations. Though Japan had built itself into an economic colossus, Japanese culture, outside of its business models, had little impact on the wider world. (Today, with Japan in economic decline, its culture actually has become more popular internationally.)

Meanwhile, American companies’ dominance in information technology powered the US economy and placed US businesses at the leading edge of the 1990s Internet revolution
and of the process of international integration that came to be called globalization. American music, film, and television dominated local markets in nations ranging from India to Indonesia. English was becoming the universal language of business, and companies around the globe copied American management style, shareholder capitalism, and other corporate practices.

But with the Cold War won, Americans seemed to look inward, as if tired of the world’s burdens. For nearly a decade, America turned to its own problems, debated its own culture, and feasted on its own scandals, highlighted by the Clinton impeachment trial. “Since World War II, America has accumulated huge, huge reservoirs of goodwill all over the world,” said Kishore Mahbubani, Singapore’s former ambassador to the United Nations and one of the world’s most respected foreign policy thinkers. In part, Mahbubani believes, America built this goodwill by serving as a beacon of morality and democracy. In part, it built this goodwill by leading in the creation of institutions during the Cold War, like the United Nations, designed to integrate the United States with the globe and to create a multilateral order in trade, aid, and diplomacy. “But, unfortunately, at the end of the Cold War, when there was a massive opportunity for America to take advantage of these reservoirs of goodwill to build a better world, America did the opposite thing: it walked away from the world,” Mahbubani continued.3

The numbers do not lie. Throughout the 1990s the White House and Congress slashed programs that had bound America to the world. Washington hacked up the Foreign Service and stopped paying America’s share in international institutions like the United Nations. Several blue ribbon studies revealed that the US government cut funding for foreign affairs
programs from more than $5 billion in 1994 to $3.64 billion in 2000. Because of this, from 1994 to 1997 the State Department could replace only 53 percent of the staff it lost through retirement, resignation, and death. According to one report, these cuts resulted in “decrepit facilities” at US embassies that put American diplomacy “near a state of crisis.”

Washington eviscerated US public diplomacy, the government-funded programs designed to influence public opinion abroad. State Department international exchange programs had introduced future foreign leaders like Afghanistan’s Hamid Karzai to the United States. Libraries and American Centers operated by the United States Information Agency (USIA) had offered foreigners a window into American society. US government–sponsored tours by artists and musicians had brought jazz, Pop art, and many other American trends to foreign audiences. Now Washington was destroying those success stories. “We cut out a lot of what we do well,” admitted Lloyd Neighbors, a former public affairs officer at many American embassies. “We wound up closing our United States Information Service libraries.” Indeed, State Department funding for educational and cultural exchange programs declined every year between 1993 and 2002. By the late 1990s the United States Information Agency, once the main outlet of public diplomacy, had roughly half as much staff as it had in the 1960s.

American leaders also turned away from Washington’s commitment to multilateralism. The United States failed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol or the International Criminal Court, and President Clinton did not expend much political capital trying to push for their ratification. This was an initial sign that the United States would no longer support the multilateral institutions it had helped create after the Second World War. At the same time, the Clinton administration refused to
intervene in the genocide in Rwanda, further undermining Washington’s credibility as a moral actor. That the world’s sole remaining superpower would not lift a finger to help in times of great crisis, even as it slapped sanctions on nations like Burma and Pakistan, created a legacy of resentment. America had put itself in the worst possible position, appearing demanding of other nations but unwilling to provide the world with help or moral leadership.

Worse, as democracy swept through the world, the United States did not embrace many of the actors newly empowered by democratization. As regions like Latin America and Africa made the transition to democracy, conservative elites, many of whom had studied in the United States, could no longer dominate politics. Long-suppressed popular movements, from indigenous groups in Latin America to religious parties in Turkey, came to the fore, gaining power at the ballot box. The United States could have worked to gain the trust of these new actors. It could have leveraged the fact that America’s democracy promotion had helped empower them. Instead, Washington chose to continue dealing primarily with elites in most developing nations, who tended to be more conservative, even repressive.

Later, during the Bush administration, this ignorance of how democratization had changed other nations’ relations with America would come back to haunt the White House. Democracies like Chile and Turkey would prove accountable to their own people—people who did not want to support the war in Iraq and other White House objectives.

This retreat from the globe seemed to enjoy popular support among the American public. Numerous studies showed declining interest among Americans in global events and foreign
aid: polls taken in 1993 and 1997 revealed that just one out of eight Americans thought that the United States should be the globe’s single leader. Despite the fact that much of the United Nations’ peacekeeping force is staffed with soldiers from low-income countries, in a poll of Americans taken in 1995 by the Program on International Policy Attitudes (PIPA), the majority of respondents were convinced that America offered more than its fair share of troops to United Nations peacekeeping.⁶

During the Clinton years, the White House did pay close attention to one element of foreign policy—international economics. Clinton seemed personally fascinated by economic globalization, and his top economic policy makers, like Treasury Secretaries Robert Rubin and Larry Summers, were attuned to international business, finance, and trade. But American intransigence on many free trade initiatives fostered ill will abroad. American business leaders and politicians seemed to ignore fears that, because of globalization, US film and media and consumer products would overwhelm local industries. The free market–oriented, neoliberal economic model promoted by the United States and by Washington-based international financial institutions failed to deliver strong growth to many poor nations. “The 1990s turned into a period of severe disappointment as free markets led to rampant corruption and unfulfilled expectations in Latin America,” argues Cynthia Watson, an expert on Latin America at the National War College.⁷

Across the world, as America’s cultural and corporate power grew unchallenged, many average citizens began to see globalization essentially as Americanization. If they saw it this way, they often viewed American-led globalization as a threat to their societies and national identities—one reason why the antiglobalization activist José Bové became an overnight ce-
lebrity in 1999 by smashing up a McDonald’s franchise in the French town of Millau. Of course, even as they worshiped Bové, the French remained among the world’s biggest consumers of Ray Kroc’s products—the kind of schizophrenia and desire for American products and culture that could eventually allow the United States to rebuild its global soft power.8

Some foreigners also linked globalization with unwelcome elements of the United States’ social model, including laissez-faire capitalism. This fear of adopting American-style socioeconomic models grew as ever fewer foreigners perceived the United States as a meritocracy—perceptions sparked by Americans’ late-1990s worship of the stock market and Internet start-ups at a time when much of the developing world was facing financial crises.9 These perceptions would only grow stronger in the 2000s. Foreigners first witnessed revelations of American executives living plutocratic existences while average American workers’ incomes stagnated, then, in 2005, saw the savage poverty revealed by Hurricane Katrina.

By the end of the 1990s nations also had other models to look toward—other models of successful development. During the Cold War, the United States had held itself up in contrast to the Soviet Union, whose totalitarian system and stagnant economic development made America look more efficient and successful. With the Soviet Union gone, the “American Dream” was matched up against other models, like China and the European Union, not against the villainous USSR.

As the 1990s came to a close, then, the United States had squandered many of its Cold War gains, though it remained more popular than it is today. Too many foreigners no longer noticed US foreign aid: one study of Moroccans showed that “older focus group members recalled US food aid and libraries in their youth, but they said no one sees US aid now.”10
fear of American-led globalization exploded, resulting in violent anti-US and antiglobalization protests at meetings of the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the World Bank in places like Quebec City, Genoa, and even in the United States—in Seattle in 1999.

Since 2001 America has turned this resentment against the United States into outright anger. Shifting from the neoisolationism of the 1990s, the White House has become intensely engaged with the world. But in the process, it has alienated many former friends and sparked worries about Washington’s excessive involvement in other nations’ affairs.

To start with, tough security measures launched in the wake of September 11 made it harder for foreigners to obtain American student, work, and tourist visas, or to apply for political asylum in the United States. No one doubts that America had to bolster security after September 11. But tighter security was bound to alienate foreigners. The cost of applying for a US visit visa quintupled between 1998 and 2004, and new security restrictions slowed reviews of visa applications. Not surprisingly, the State Department’s refusal rates for all forms of visas rose between 2000 and 2003.11

The security measures were understandable, but the White House made significant mistakes in public diplomacy. Under an increasingly partisan board of governors, the Bush administration prodded Voice of America, long the flagship of US broadcasting abroad, to become less impartial. Management demoted Voice of America’s news director, a move some at VoA suspect was punishment for the director’s refusal to air positive coverage of the war in Iraq. This demotion threatened VoA’s image as an impartial news broadcaster. Meanwhile, the administration’s new broadcasting efforts, like Radio Sawa, a
pop music station aimed at average people in the Middle East, failed to have much impact on Middle Easterners’ opinions of America, because they shied away from serious news. “Radio Sawa has failed to present America to its audience,” argued a draft report by the State Department’s inspector general obtained by the *Washington Post*.12

More broadly, the administration did not develop an effective public diplomacy strategy, even more important in an age when globalization can instantly spread rumor and anti-American sentiment around the world, and when tight security measures at American embassies overseas make it even harder for US diplomats to meet foreigners and promote America’s appeal. When I visited the US embassy in Jakarta, where the mission indeed faces a serious terrorist threat, I passed through rings of barbed wire, barriers, and numerous security checks to meet my contact, who had had to preclear me for entry the day before.

Ultimately, though most American diplomats joined the Foreign Service to meet people in other countries, security measures will only put them at an increasing disadvantage compared with diplomats from countries that do not feel as threatened by terrorism. The war on terrorism also stretches the US Foreign Service, since it must staff large missions in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other hotspots in the war on terror. “It didn’t help that the US didn’t have an ambassador in Australia for eighteen months [between 2004 and 2006], even while the Chinese were making inroads,” said Allan Gyngell, a former senior policy adviser to the Australian prime minister.13

There was no shortage of warnings: every think tank and advocacy group in Washington seems to be issuing reports on how to improve America’s image abroad. Reported the Government Accountability Office, the US government watchdog,
“Public diplomacy efforts generally lacked important strategic communication elements. . . . These elements include having core messages, segmented target audiences, [and] detailed strategies and tactics.”\textsuperscript{14}

The White House realized that it needed one figure to command public diplomacy. But by 2006 the Bush administration already had picked its third public diplomacy czar, the White House confidante Karen Hughes. The first two public diplomacy czars, the advertising executive Charlotte Beers and the longtime diplomat Margaret Tutwiler, quit after short tenures. Once in place, Hughes embarked on “listening tours,” primarily in the Muslim world, in which she preached about America but did strikingly little listening. When confronted with difficult situations amid skeptical foreigners, Hughes just resorted to platitudes, informing a Turkish audience, “I am a mom, and I love kids. I love all kids.”\textsuperscript{15}

To its credit, at least the Bush administration has tried to revive the Foreign Service and foreign aid. The White House has developed an innovative new program for delivering aid to well-governed poor nations, the Millennium Challenge Corporation. Though the first MCC head appointed by the administration, Paul Applegarth, was criticized for his poor management, the MCC at least demonstrated to developing nations that America was back in the aid game. Meanwhile, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice decided upon an ambitious restructuring of the US Foreign Service. Under the realignment, Rice would shift some one hundred Foreign Service officers away from overstuffed but comfortable posts in Western Europe and place them in important, if less comfortable, developing countries. She also vowed to reopen many one-person Foreign Service missions in important outposts of the developing world, like Alexandria, Egypt, and Medan, a
provincial city in Indonesia. Just having one US diplomat on the ground in these places could prove vital for extending the American government’s presence.\textsuperscript{16}

Washington’s near-exclusive focus on terrorism in the years after September 11 only adds to alienation overseas. In a small number of foreign countries seriously threatened by terrorism, such as Israel and Singapore, this focus on terror makes sense. But in many countries where terrorism is not a threat, an almost exclusive focus on counterterrorism by the world’s biggest power, which should be able to focus on many issues at once, seems unwise. At meetings of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) group in Chile in 2004 (APEC includes several Latin American nations), President Bush focused on counterterrorism cooperation and weapons of mass destruction. Yet most APEC nations, like Chile, have only limited interest in terrorism issues, and APEC originally was supposed to just discuss issues of economics and business. So the president’s focus at these APEC events, and at many other summits, befuddled some foreign opinion leaders. As the Malaysian lawyer and columnist Karim Raslan told the \textit{New York Times}, Washington’s “obsession” with terrorism had become irrelevant to average people in Asia. “We’ve all got to live, we’ve all got to make money,” Raslan told the \textit{Times}. “The Chinese want to make money, and so do we.”\textsuperscript{17}

Meanwhile, the White House and Congress ignored economic globalization, an ignorance symbolized by tin-eared treasury secretaries and congresspeople transforming the war on terror into economic demagoguery, for example, by attempting to block a Dubai company from operating six US ports, though there was no evidence this would compromise security. When Chile’s neighbor, Argentina—held up as an example of neoliberal economics during the 1990s—melted
down into an economic crisis in 2001 and 2002, the Bush administration did not respond. Instead, the White House poured scorn on the Argentines. “They have been off and on in trouble for seventy years or more,” Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill remarked about Argentina. “Nobody forced them to be what they are.”

On a one hundred–degree day in Phnom Penh in January 2006, I saw firsthand how the US government’s lack of interest in economic globalization and its focus on terrorism was costing America friends. Outside one of the offices of Cambodia’s Ministry of Commerce, I met Mean Sophea, a squat middle-aged man with small eyes and a broad forehead. It was a weekend, but he had been rushing from meeting to meeting, and now he dabbed his slick forehead with a mound of paper napkins.

Mean was in charge of trade preferences in the Cambodian Ministry of Commerce, which meant that he was one of the people responsible for studying how tiny Cambodia could compete in the global economy. He had few resources at his disposal; he kept all statistics on Cambodia’s textile exports on a laptop computer. When I asked for information about Cambodia’s economy, I didn’t need to make a formal request: he simply called up files from his hard drive and burned me a CD of the government’s economic data.

From outside the building, Mean led me up a narrow staircase that stank of old fruit and into a small office that reminded me of every other bureaucrat’s office I had ever seen in the developing world. The only decoration was a garish, faux-Impressionist painting of Angkor Wat, Cambodia’s famous twelfth-century temple complex. A small fan shuddered and sputtered. Mean’s assistant kicked the fan. The fan stopped
moving at all. Sweat dripped off my forehead onto the linoleum-covered floor.

In 1999 Cambodia had signed a unique trade agreement with the United States, the first to link duty-free access to American markets with labor standards in factories overseas. Under the deal Cambodia and the International Labor Organization together would certify that the workers in Cambodian garment factories received fair pay and decent labor conditions. The better these conditions became, the more Cambodia would be entitled to export garments duty free to the United States. In theory, the better these conditions became, the more Western companies would be interested in importing from Cambodia, since they would receive preference in selling Cambodian goods to America and could advertise to American consumers that they had not used sweatshop labor.20

This agreement worked—at least at first. Cambodia's garment industry gained jobs, won foreign investment, and cultivated major buyers like Nike. According to the Asian business expert Sheridan Prasso, the agreement led to large increases in foreign companies’ purchase of Cambodian garments, and in 2003 garments accounted for 97 percent of Cambodia’s exports and earned one-third of the country’s entire gross domestic product. While the United States had purchased $1 million in Cambodian textiles in 1996, it bought $1.1 billion in 2003, making America the biggest market for Cambodian goods. The garment industry fed Cambodian families and built Cambodians houses back in their hometowns. By the early 2000s, 25 percent of Cambodia’s population depended in some way on garment workers’ wages.21

But in January 2005, according to a World Trade Organization decision, the world eliminated quotas for garment imports—quotas like the duty-free access to America enjoyed by
Cambodian goods. After January 2005 Cambodia would face the same duties as bigger rivals like Indonesia and China, which have many more workers, lower wages, and worse labor conditions.22

Since the Clinton administration had pushed Cambodia to sign the 1999 agreement, Mean and other Cambodian trade officials thought that the White House now should help Cambodia’s garment makers survive by continuing to give them preferential access to America’s markets. “We need US help. We need quota-free access for garments, or our garment makers will die,” Mean pleaded with me. “We must have help.”

Mean’s pleas didn’t get him anywhere. Washington had developed a closer relationship with Phnom Penh in recent years, but the cooperation centered on counterterrorism. The Cambodian government started cooperating in 2003, arresting alleged members of the Al Qaeda offshoot Jemaah Islamiyah. The United States then helped Cambodia participate in a multinational counterterrorism exercise. But counterterrorism assistance should not have been the extent of the relationship. Several savvy American politicians, like former Arizona Congressman Jim Kolbe, had realized how the United States could build greater goodwill in poor nations. Kolbe had proposed the Tariff Relief Assistance for Developing Economies Act. This bill would have given Cambodia and thirteen other poor nations duty-free access to the United States.23 But the bill didn’t go anywhere. Perhaps in the run-up to 2006 midterm congressional elections, American legislators didn’t want to alienate the United States’ own tiny, and shrinking, textile sector, which still had some lobbying clout.

In the first three months of 2005, after the elimination of garment quotas, Cambodia’s garment factories suffered, and some closed.24 Looking for help, Mean had turned to China,
which had been cultivating the Cambodian cabinet for nearly a decade. Mean personally feared that Cambodia might be overwhelmed by Chinese imports—China’s giant textile sector competed directly with Cambodian garments. Still, on the advice of one of his superiors, he had taken a study trip to the booming southern Chinese city of Guangzhou, where Chinese officials told him that they would soothe Cambodia’s pain by considering lifting tariffs on certain Cambodian exports. The Chinese loaded him with reports about efficiencies attained in China’s garment factories, and he rolled some of these management buzzwords off his tongue, trying the phrases out as if they were new toys—“supply chain,” “labor-management relations.”

Mean smiled briefly, then frowned again. “But how can we sell garments to China? China itself produces garments much cheaper than we do.” His voice rose and he stood up, and then sat down again. “They use cheap labor, even forced labor,” he said. “I don’t know. I don’t know what to do.”

Worse than the White House’s indifference toward economics, the excesses of the war on terror, like abuses at Guantánamo Bay, undermined the attractiveness of American values, since that attractiveness rested in part on perceptions of the United States as a humane and lawful actor—as compared with, say, China. These excesses also undermined American attempts to promote democracy and human rights abroad, since repressive nations could always turn the spotlight back on the White House’s own unattractive policies. “The treatment of prisoners at Guantánamo and in Iraq, and US policies in other corners of the Muslim world . . . have all undercut US moral standing in the region,” reported one panel of Asia experts.25

China’s annual report on America’s human rights record
captured how America had lost some of its ability to criticize. For years Beijing has been producing this document to rebut American criticism of Chinese abuses. In the past China used the report to make mild complaints about problems like income disparity in America. But now Beijing had more than enough ammunition. “In 2004 the atrocity of US troops abusing Iraqi POWs exposed the dark side of human rights performance of the United States,” noted China’s 2005 report. “The scandal shocked . . . humanity and was condemned by the international community.”

The White House also eviscerated multinational institutions, from the Kyoto Protocol to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty on nuclear weapons. The Bush White House reportedly even opposed a United Nations treaty to promote cultural diversity, which has strong support around the world, particularly in nations proud of their local film and music industries. To take one of the saddest examples, as the *New York Times* reported, Washington considered cutting off aid to impoverished nations like Niger—a relatively pro-US Muslim country in Africa that has suffered repeated famines—if they supported the International Criminal Court, which the White House opposed. By comparison, the United Kingdom’s government, which also went to war in Iraq, continues to back international institutions ranging from Kyoto to the International Criminal Court. The United Kingdom’s global image has remained strong.

A freer international media now magnified Washington’s mistakes. Satellite television stations like Al Jazeera, which tend to be skeptical of the United States, have spread through formerly media-poor regions of the world. These globalized media have made the White House’s actions—for good or ill—instantly accessible to people around the globe. In one study of
Moroccans’, Egyptians’, and Indonesians’ views about America, no one in the focus group had a positive thing to say about the US president, and the authors reported that “among educated, otherwise polite young women, reactions to the mention of America included ‘Go to Hell’ and ‘I hope God will destroy them.’” Some Moroccans, Egyptians, and Indonesians even compared President Bush to Satan.

American policy today is as unpopular as at any point in the United States’ modern history. Some anti-Americanism has become so strident it is almost comical. In one recent poll of South Korea, a country the United States continues to help defend against nuclear-armed North Korea, roughly half of young South Koreans surveyed said that their nation should support North Korea if Pyongyang and Washington were to go to war. Only 11.6 percent thought that South Korea should back America in a North Korea–United States conflict.

Evidence of American unpopularity is both wide, as suggested by broader polls, and narrow, as revealed by specific weaknesses in American appeal. The Council of Graduate Schools, an organization of American universities, found that the number of international graduate school applications to US universities fell 28 percent between 2003 and 2004, its first decline in more than thirty years. Applications dropped 5 percent further between 2004 and 2005. France now receives more applications for asylum than does the United States.

What is more important, unlike previous periods of unpopular American policy, when people in many countries distinguished between their dislike for US foreign policies and their personal respect for American people, American values, American culture, and American companies, today these distinctions are disappearing. In the early 1980s many countries
criticized Washington’s decisions to increase rhetorical pressure on the Soviet Union and to deploy new nuclear missiles in Europe, but American culture, companies, and people remained popular. A 1983 Gallup poll revealed that many Europeans disdained President Ronald Reagan’s policies but approved of the American way of life.\textsuperscript{31}

That has begun to change. In a 2002 poll of forty-three nations, majorities of people in thirty-four of the countries were unhappy with the growing influence of America—not just American policy—on their nation. In another study, large percentages of respondents in eighteen nations had a declining view of American \textit{people} between 2002 and 2005.\textsuperscript{32}

Foreigners also seem to be losing interest in America’s core values—like the idea of America as a land of opportunity, an idea that vanishes if foreigners believe that the United States is no longer a meritocracy. In a 2005 Pew study of people from sixteen countries, in which respondents were asked, “Suppose a young man who wanted to leave this country asked you to recommend where to go to lead a good life—what country would you recommend?” most of those polled placed other nations above America as choices for emigration. US companies took a hit, too. Even in relatively pro-American countries in Western Europe, recent studies suggest that some consumers avoid American brands, and a study by Anholt-GMI, an organization that ranks the “brands” of nations, found that respondents from a range of nations ranked the United States only eleventh overall in terms of its cultural, political, popular, and business attractiveness.\textsuperscript{33}

This unpopularity matters. Even without China on the scene, America’s declining popularity decreases Washington’s soft power, and potentially makes the United States more likely to
resort to force rather than persuasion to meet American objectives. One recent bipartisan report on American diplomacy concluded as much, warning that if the “downward spiral [in diplomacy] is not reversed, the prospect of relying on military force to protect US national interests will increase.”

In just the past four years, the impact of American unpopularity has become clear. With America so unloved, and with American leaders having failed to understand how democratization in Africa, Latin America, and Asia had changed international relations, the United States was unprepared for the run-up to the war in Iraq. At the time, many leaders of democracies felt that they could not support the US-led war in Iraq, for fear of the popular backlash against them if they joined the coalition. So Chile, Mexico, and Turkey did not support the US intervention. Similarly, even though Indonesia clearly faces a serious domestic terrorism problem—a problem highlighted by the 2002 Bali bombing—Indonesian leaders for years refused to publicly support the US-led war on terror or to openly cooperate with Washington on counterterrorism.

These countries’ decisions had serious consequences. Unlike in the past, when the United States could twist arms among these countries’ leaderships and get what it wanted, now Mexican and Chilean and Turkish leaders had to be accountable to their electorates. Without the votes of Mexico, Chile, and others, the United States failed to get the United Nations Security Council to endorse war against Iraq, a decision that made the conflict look illegitimate in the eyes of many nations, and ultimately made it difficult for Washington to persuade countries to contribute to Iraq’s reconstruction. Because Turkey refused to provide a base for the invasion, there was no initial US troop presence in northern Iraq, giving Kurdish militias rein to push Sunnis and Shia out of
their homes and setting the stage for deadly interethnic conflict in northern Iraq.36

In Indonesia, the government’s refusal to cooperate with American counterterrorism efforts deprived Jakarta of intelligence, and allowed terrorist groups to proliferate, taking advantage of Indonesia’s weak rule of law to establish themselves across the archipelago. FBI agents working in Indonesia complained about a lack of cooperation from local authorities, and then–Indonesian President Megawati Sukarnoputri failed to appoint a national counterterrorism coordinator. Eventually, Indonesia’s policies rebounded against it, and against the United States. A string of post-Bali bombs in Indonesia further scared off tourists and investors and targeted American companies like the JW Marriott Hotel in Jakarta, where a 2003 attack killed twelve people.37

By the end of 2006, more than three years after the invasion of Iraq, the White House still had not succeeded in restoring America’s popularity, even in longtime allies like Turkey. The isolationism of the 1990s had set the stage for America’s declining soft power, undercutting America’s ties to the world. While the United States reengaged with the world in the 2000s, the style of its reengagement—unilateral action, bellicose rhetoric, public diplomacy that seemed all style and no substance—only further alienated many countries. As Karen Hughes was setting off for her first listening tour, a congressional panel pulled no punches, capturing all of these trends in American declining appeal. The panel reported, “America’s image and reputation abroad could hardly be worse.”38

Of course, America still possesses numerous strengths, including core values and ideals that remain attractive to many foreigners. America could draw upon these strengths to stage
a comeback, to potentially combat China’s influence, and win back the world; in some countries, like Indonesia, the United States has already come back from the depths of its unpopularity. But until America uses those inherent strengths, Beijing will be able to wield its soft power to push back against American power and, potentially, to threaten American interests.
n June 14, 2001, China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan founded the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, or SCO, an organization focused on Central Asia. At the founding summit, the members declared that the SCO would be devoted to enhancing regional economic, cultural, and security cooperation. As the Chinese foreign ministry put it, in a rambling statement, the SCO would “strengthen mutual trust and good-neighborliness and friendship among member states, developing their effective cooperation in political affairs, the economy and trade, science and technology, culture, education, energy, transportation, environmental protection and other fields.”

The rest of the world paid little attention to SCO’s founding; most American officials dismissed it as a useless talk shop. As the Central Asia scholar Greg Austin wrote, “The Shanghai Cooperation Organization has been ridiculed in many Western commentaries . . . for its apparent lack of focus and lack of achievements.” But between 2001 and 2005, Central
Asia went from an obscure region of Muslim-majority “’Stans” to one of the world’s most vital regions. As diminishing global oil reserves and growing energy demands pushed up world oil prices, the resource-rich Central Asian states—Kazakhstan alone produces more than one million barrels of oil per day—became, comparatively, even resource-richer. After September 11, the region’s land borders with Afghanistan, and its old Soviet bases, placed it in the center of the fight against Al Qaeda. US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld suddenly had to bone up on his Uzbek. Foreign reporters descended on cities like Tashkent and Dushanbe to cover the battle for Central Asian oil and the links between Central Asian radicals and Al Qaeda members holed up in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

After September 11, Washington secured basing rights in Central Asia, though some of the region’s leaders appeared concerned that the United States would use its presence to help topple their governments. As it became clearer that the war on terrorism had no end in sight, it also became clearer that the Pentagon wanted to keep a semipermanent garrison of US troops at Central Asian bases. For its part, Beijing was not pleased with the idea of American soldiers permanently stationed next door, and its paranoia only grew after democratic revolutions in the former Soviet states of Georgia and Kyrgyzstan. Combined with the democratic revolutions, American troops stationed in Japan and South Korea, and American defense relationships with Singapore, Mongolia, the Philippines, and Thailand, having US soldiers in Central Asia made some Chinese strategists feel surrounded. “As the war on terrorism continues in Afghanistan, [the] US military presence in Central Asia has become a reality. However, the United States will never be satisfied with this reality,” wrote the Chinese commentator Gao Fuqui. “The entrance of the United States into
Central Asia serves as a springboard from which to contain the rise of China.”

China had been cultivating Central Asia before the world discovered the region. Beginning in the mid-1990s, Chinese officials like then-Premier Li Peng courted Central Asia’s leaders, promoting Chinese investment and trying to boost trade through proposed border free trade zones. Supporting China’s charm offensive, the Chinese government invested in public diplomacy in Central Asia and increased its aid programs. Beijing established a Confucius Institute for Chinese-language and cultural studies in Uzbekistan. It created programs to train Central Asian officials and politicians, and promised the ’Stans that Beijing would fund a $1.5 billion highway linking China to Central Asia.

Once the SCO was formed, China could use the multilateral organization for leverage as well, to present itself as a natural leader of the region, or at least a regional coleader with Russia. China would be the friend who would not interfere in domestic politics, even as American officials touched down in Central Asia to make demands for basing rights. Chinese investment also received local media coverage, which molded perceptions of China. At the same time, America’s image plummeted—in one Pew poll, a majority of people in Uzbekistan did not want American ideas and customs spreading to their country.

China’s appeal seemed to be working in Central Asia. Just as important, China’s rise offered the Central Asian nations leverage to pursue their own national self-interests—with China becoming a major player in the region, countries that resented growing US influence now had another power to turn to. By 2005 China was ready to use its subtle influence in Central Asia to support the region in taking a clearer stand against
America. Before the 2005 SCO meeting, China quietly offered increased aid to Central Asian nations. After the Uzbek government cracked down on opposition in 2005—a crackdown that culminated in the massacre of more than four hundred people in the city of Andijan—and American officials criticized the Uzbek regime, China quickly backed the Uzbek policies, hosting Uzbek leader Islam Karimov for a state visit to Beijing, where China feted him with a twenty-one-gun salute.6

In July 2005, at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization summit, SCO countries warned against any countries—clearly meaning America—“monopolizing or dominating international affairs” and demanded that Washington provide a timeline for withdrawing American forces from SCO member countries. Soon Uzbekistan rescinded America’s basing rights. Now Washington was paying attention to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. General Richard B. Myers, chairman of America’s Joint Chiefs of Staff, resorted to tossing a kettle-calls-the-pot-black charge at Moscow and Beijing: “It looks to me like two very large countries were trying to bully some smaller countries” in Central Asia, Myers told reporters. “China’s interest in building relations with Central Asia is not startling given its long history in the region, but the agility and creativity it has exercised in doing so has taken many by surprise,” admitted Bates Gill and Matthew Oresman, China specialists at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Washington think tank.7

The story of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization teaches several lessons—lessons about China’s growing global influence, and potentially about the future of China’s relations with the United States. In a short period of time, and under the US radar, China amassed significant soft power in Central Asia through aid, formal diplomacy, public diplomacy, investment,
and other tools. Even as China’s role in Central Asia expanded, the region became far more important to both China and America. Central Asia became critical to America for its energy reserves and its role in the war on terrorism. Meanwhile, Central Asia became crucial to China for its resources, its support for China in international organizations, its trade potential, and its geostrategic position.

In some respects, Chinese and American interests coincide in Central Asia—and around the world. Many of China’s interests, as we have seen, are only natural—peace, access to resources, friends, and allies. China’s soft power often has benefited the United States. In Central Asia, Beijing has helped prod the Central Asian governments to round up suspected terrorists, promoted regional economic cooperation, and become a growing market for Central Asian goods, potentially reducing economic instability. But sometimes China’s interests conflict with American interests, including America’s own alliances, need for energy, and commitment to democratization. When China discovers that its interests do not overlap with America’s, it now has the tools to build allegiances to Beijing—and it can find countries looking for a great power to balance their relations with America. In the worst-case scenario, China might use its soft power to subtly prod countries to choose between itself and the United States.

As China becomes more powerful, it has begun to face international pressure, as an important nation, to use its soft power more responsibly. In one sign of growing engagement with the United Nations, Beijing recently sent some one thousand peacekeepers to southern Lebanon after the Israel-Hezbollah war. Beijing’s Foreign Ministry has created a new department for external security affairs, to handle larger
peacekeeping duties and other tasks like protecting Chinese citizens abroad.\(^8\)

Despite its unconditional aid to countries like Angola, China also is thinking about working with other aid donors so that its assistance does not undermine World Bank or IMF programs supporting good governance. In some respects, China’s aid fills gaps—China constructs roads and bridges across Africa and Latin America, where most major donors abandoned funding infrastructure decades ago, and it often produces infrastructure far more cheaply than contractors working for Western aid organizations. China may make its aid programs more transparent and sophisticated. In crises like the Asian tsunami, China has coordinated with other donors. On other occasions, in Cambodia and East Timor, Chinese officials were invited to meetings of all major donors, and began attending, showing their interest in working with other countries. Beijing also has quietly told aid specialists that it wants to build a Chinese version of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), a permanent aid bureaucracy.\(^9\) Building a Chinese USAID would make Chinese aid more accountable, since it would create an independent organization full of aid specialists rather than relying on the Chinese Ministry of Commerce—which simply links assistance to China’s immediate political and economic needs—to disburse aid.

Beijing also may be warming to the idea that Chinese support for authoritarian regimes can create instability—instability that, in the long run, doesn’t benefit China itself. In Burma the junta’s backward, erratic rule has not only created the drug and HIV crises that threaten China but also endangered local Chinese businessmen, who never know when the political situation will turn violent or whom they must pay off to keep operating.
Fearful of Burma’s instability, Chinese officials have not only cracked down on gambling and drugs in the China-Burma frontier but also pushed for political reform inside Burma. According to several Burma watchers, Chinese officials have held quiet meetings with activist organizations battling the Burmese government, bringing these opposition figures to China for talks. During the most recent visit of Burma’s prime minister to China, Chinese officials pushed Burma to improve its dialogue with opposition groups, with Wen Jiabao calling for “reconciliation” in Burma. “China is increasingly circumspect in its defense of Burma,” one diplomat told the Burma analyst Larry Jagan. Even more surprising, Beijing has allowed Burma’s human rights crisis to be placed on the agenda of the UN Security Council, a momentous decision for a country skeptical of allowing the United Nations to meddle in other nations’ affairs.  

The Burma example may become representative—China may increasingly use its soft power to promote stability in places where the United States has little influence. Having China, along with the United States, prodding these countries means that leaders in places like Burma or North Korea cannot write off the pressure as merely an American initiative. China is especially likely to use its influence when Beijing fears that instability in another nation could spill over into China, either by spreading drugs and disease (Burma), or by causing massive refugee flows (North Korea), or by exacerbating terrorism (Central Asia)—and when those countries do not possess significant amounts of oil, gas, or other resources.

China’s soft power can help the United States in other ways. As we have seen, by providing a new, growing market for developing nations’ commodities, China has allowed African, Asian, and Latin American countries to amass large positive
balances of trade (at least for now), pay off some of their debts, and reduce potential financial instability. Even Chinese competition with Latin American and Asian exports could have a positive impact, tangentially benefiting the United States. In Latin America, competition with China is leading nations to address their own obstacles to economic competitiveness, for fear of losing foreign direct investment to China. These are problems often cited by US firms operating in Latin America as obstacles to better business. In Africa growing Chinese competition is providing a similar wake-up call, especially in more developed economies like South Africa or Kenya. Similarly, the China–Southeast Asia free trade agreement has forced the region’s leaders, who have many of their own bilateral grievances, to think of Southeast Asia as a unified economic bloc, and to move faster on a free trade agreement linking ten countries in Southeast Asia. Again, lower trade barriers within Southeast Asia would benefit American multinationals—companies like Ford that have developed regionwide supply chains in which they make some parts in Thailand and other parts in the Philippines, then ship completed automobiles to dealers in Indonesia.¹¹

Some Asian leaders believe that China’s soft power will have its greatest impact not on the United States but on Japan. Japan, which also focuses on cultivating influence in Asia, certainly has found itself on its back foot. During its own period of stunning economic growth, from the end of the Second World War until the early 1990s, Japan failed to cultivate soft power. Japanese companies did invest heavily in Asia, helping nations like Thailand grow from making toys and shoes to building computers and personal digital assistants. Japan lavished aid on the developing world as well. During the 1990s and early
2000s, Indonesia, Japan’s largest aid recipient, often received nearly $1 billion in assistance from Tokyo each year.\(^{12}\)

But Tokyo seemed to believe that this cash alone would win friends. Though aid and investment helped to improve Japan’s image, during its economic boom Japan never became an object of cultural interest, a draw for emigrants, or a model of development. With only a small diaspora in the developing world, Japan could not undertake the kind of outreach to overseas Japanese that China can with diaspora Chinese. And Tokyo, chastened by shame over its World War II history, was loath to advertise Japan with high-profile public diplomacy. “We don’t need to do the kind of official visits to show what we’re spending in aid in a country,” one Japanese diplomat told me.\(^{13}\) The Japanese foreign ministry did not heavily advertise its aid programs, or hold out Japan as a model, or take the lead on regional trade agreements.

Without unsubtle advertising, however, average people in other nations often do not know where the donated vaccines for their children or the new road for their town came from. Too often, Tokyo does not even try to leverage the fact that it is a democracy to appeal to average people in the developing world, making it hard for Japan to differentiate itself from China. After the Burmese government refused in spring 2006 to release opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi from house arrest, every democracy on the UN Security Council wanted to put more pressure on the Burmese regime. Alone among free nations, Japan argued that the United Nations should do nothing.\(^{14}\)

As a result, Japan did not build as much goodwill among leaders or average citizens as one might have expected, given the size of its aid and investment. Few opinion leaders in a place like the Philippines had genuinely warm feelings toward
Tokyo; even fewer had lived or studied in Japan. During the 1980s and the early 1990s, as China remained weak and Japan’s economy boomed, these mistakes did not matter much. And of course, Japan did not directly compete with America’s soft influence, since Tokyo and Washington were close allies. But when Japan’s economy sank into decadelong stagnation in the 1990s, and China began to exert influence and subtly prod other nations to pay less attention to Japanese leadership, Japan’s past missteps grew in importance.

By the late 1990s and early 2000s a combination of factors further undermined Japan’s soft power. As the United States became more unpopular, Japan, a close American ally, suffered by association. With no room for flab in their overseas operations, Japanese companies shifted investments away from other parts of the developing world and toward China. Worried about popular anger within Japan over Tokyo’s lavishing money abroad while the domestic economy tanked, the Japanese government slashed foreign aid: in its 2005 budget Japan’s Finance Ministry cut overseas development assistance for the sixth straight year. Meanwhile, the conservative Japanese leader Junichiro Koizumi, prime minister between 2001 and 2006, alienated other nations in Asia by visiting the Yasukuni Shrine, a controversial Tokyo memorial that commemorates more than two million Japanese war dead but also explicitly honors fourteen veterans convicted of class A war crimes by a post–World War II court. Next to the controversial shrine stands a museum that downplays Japan’s behavior in the war, like its massacre of some 300,000 Chinese civilians in Nanjing.15

China skillfully played on this anger, condemning Koizumi’s visits and using Yasukuni against Japan in public settings. (China’s spotlighting of the Yasukuni situation, of course,
helps the Communist Party at home, by directing potential popular anger toward Japan and away from the Beijing government.) As Japan has pushed in recent years for a permanent spot at the UN Security Council, one of Tokyo’s most important goals, China has repeatedly brought up the Yasukuni visits to remind the world of Japan’s wartime aggression and to persuade Asian nations not to support a permanent Japanese seat. During a summit in South Korea held in 2005, China’s foreign minister, Li Zhaoxing, wondered, “What would European people think if German leaders were to visit [shrines] related to Hitler and Nazis?”

By the early 2000s Japan was hemorrhaging influence in the developing world. “In the 1980s, the US ambassador would be lucky to see [Malaysian Prime Minister] Mahathir Mohamad and the Japanese ambassador was there three times a week—not anymore,” says one American policy maker. Indeed, when China proposed a free trade deal in 2001 with ten Southeast Asian nations, Japan appeared caught off guard. Suddenly China, not Japan, was driving trade talks in Asia, and many Asian opinion leaders perceived Tokyo as lagging and out of touch. When nations in Asia and Africa that had been major recipients of Japanese aid refused to back Tokyo’s bid for a UN Security Council seat, the message came home: the Japanese foreign ministry realized how badly it had slipped. Japan belatedly acceded to Southeast Asia’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation, but because China had signed on first, Japan received little press coverage for this decision. Japan came up with a framework for a free trade agreement with Southeast Asia but did not take discussions very far, partly because Japan’s farmers resisted opening markets.

Opinion leaders across Asia already believe that China’s charm eventually will overwhelm Japan’s fading influence, es-
pecially as Japan’s population ages and its investments abroad decline. “The Chinese are just moving much faster than the Japanese,” said Ajit Singh, the former secretary general of Asean. “The Japanese are mired in bureaucracy and now they’re always looking over their shoulder” at China. Even American policy makers sympathetic to Tokyo admit as much. “It’s amazing how much influence Japan has lost,” marveled one senior American policy maker.¹⁸

But China’s growing soft power will threaten the United States as well: the emergence of China’s soft power is already having a strategic impact on US foreign policy. China could wield its influence in a growing clash over resources. Like China, the United States needs continued access to oil and gas, since estimates suggest that America could be importing nearly 70 percent of its oil in two decades, up from just over 50 percent today. Oil and gas do not trade on a completely free market, tend to be controlled by state-linked companies—and may be running out. Stores of easily accessible petroleum, like the fields in Saudi Arabia, could be dwindling. Colin Campbell, the former chief geologist for Amoco, argues that 2006 may have been the peak production year for oil, after which reserves and production will hit a long downward slope.¹⁹ With oil becoming scarcer, Latin American and West African and Asian oil remain among the cheapest for the United States, and the easiest for American companies to refine and use.

The United States cannot afford to lose access to these reserves to any potential competitor. As we saw in Chapter 7, China has enjoyed success in winning access to oil and gas, and Beijing views energy as a zero-sum game. “For China’s leaders, energy security clearly is too important to be left to the markets,” argues the Asia energy specialist Mikkal Herberg, who
believes competing US and Chinese demands for energy will eventually lead to a clash over resources. “The Chinese are seeking to achieve assured sources of supply in Latin America through a strategy that focuses on securing the entire supply chain in critical industries,” believes R. Evan Ellis, a Latin America specialist.20 “This strategy of ‘vertical integration’ involves using strategic purchases and investments to ensure an acceptable amount of leverage over . . . all elements of the supply chain.”

In Venezuela, for one, China not only promises new investment and aid but also provides Hugo Chávez with a potential alternative consumer to the United States, which has endured frosty relations with Caracas. For now, Venezuela, home to the largest oil reserves outside of the Middle East, remains reliant on shipping its oil to the United States, and China has resisted suggesting that it will lead Caracas to shift its oil industry toward Beijing. But Venezuela eventually may wean itself off of American markets. Chávez has announced plans to double oil exports to China, and Venezuela is building its shipping fleet, making an investment in long-term growth in exports to the People’s Republic.21

Beijing does not want Chávez to openly tout his China connections—in 2005 China’s ambassador in Venezuela pointedly told reporters that “the natural markets for Venezuelan oil are North and South America.” But though China has been cautious about directly threatening American access to oil, as Beijing’s energy needs skyrocket, it could find itself with little choice other than to compete with the United States. Already, the Chinese state-linked oil company Sinopec has expressed interest in upgrading a pipeline from Venezuela that would run through Panama and to the Pacific, orienting Venezuela toward China, and Chinese companies have helped Venezuela
become less dependent on American technology in other industries, including telecommunications.22

Any major shift in Venezuelan oil shipments could badly damage America’s economy. Caracas sends some 1.3 million barrels of oil a day to the United States, making it America’s fourth-largest supplier of crude. According to Michelle Billig, a former analyst at the US Department of Energy, in June 2004, after a strike in Venezuela decreased the country’s oil production, Venezuela’s shipments to America crashed. “Over the next three months,” Billig says, “the [Venezuelan] crisis kept some 200 million barrels of oil and gasoline from the world market,” forcing the price of a barrel of oil to a twenty-one-year high.23

If Venezuela shifted to sending more oil to China, it could set a model for its neighbors as well. As with Venezuela, China’s socialist history, and its long-standing outreach to populist groups in the developing world, offers Chinese leaders residual bona fides in dealing with leftist leaders in nations like Bolivia or Ecuador. If Latin countries run by populist leaders see that Venezuela shifts to supplying China and does not suffer economically, other leaders, like Bolivia’s Evo Morales, would recognize that they too could use relations with China to reduce America’s dominance in the Western Hemisphere without damaging their own economies.

Getting deep into Latin American oil also could draw the Chinese military into the region, which would clearly challenge American power. This scenario lies in the future, but in a 2004 white paper explaining its defense planning, Beijing, in a departure from past strategy, accepted the idea that the Chinese military could become engaged in power projection abroad to protect economic interests and secure strategic assets.24 If this idea of power projection becomes a central component of Chinese military strategy, and if China comes to see
its assets in Latin America—resources and ports, access to pipelines—as vital, the People’s Liberation Army may seek closer relationships with many Latin American militaries.

A similar situation could unfold in Nigeria, the fifth-biggest supplier of oil to America, which like Venezuela has a political elite sensitive to the idea that it is selling the country’s resources to rich Western nations. This is a criticism leveled at the Nigerian government by opposition groups and armed radicals operating in the Niger Delta, which pumps two million barrels of oil per day yet remains one of the poorest parts of the country. Beijing has enjoyed initial success in Nigeria, leveraging the idea that China, as a nonmeddling, developing nation, could be a better partner than Western states; China has won some $4 billion worth of preferential Nigerian exploration rights. If Beijing builds on its initial success in Nigeria, once again China will come into direct conflict with America’s need for vital resources.

China might be able to apply the type of appeal it uses in Venezuela and Nigeria to producers in the Middle East, who also see in China a potential alternative consumer. As the energy analyst Erica Downs writes, Chinese scholars now argue that Beijing could utilize “opposition to American hegemony” to improve relations with leaders in the Middle East. By partnering with China, these regimes would reduce domestic criticisms that they are too pro-American. Saudi officials have begun speaking openly about potentially cutting off oil to the United States—presumably if America’s image in the Muslim world declines so much that Riyadh cannot afford an alliance with Washington.²⁵

America’s demand for oil, when combined with a reduction in exports from Venezuela or Nigeria, could have even more dangerous consequences. Facing a world in which oil
producers now have another large consumer, the United States has abandoned some of its own commitment to promoting democracy, for fear of alienating autocratic oil states. After delivering a speech in May 2006 in which he blasted President Vladimir Putin for destroying Russian democracy, Vice President Richard Cheney jetted off to Kazakhstan, a dictatorship whose oil production could nearly triple by 2015, and where the United States wants the Kazakhs to build a pipeline that would bypass Russia. In Kazakhstan, Cheney “expressed [his] admiration” for the country’s “economic and political development.” Soon after, the administration invited Kazakh leader Nursultan Nazarbayev to visit the White House, though the State Department’s own report on human rights in Kazakhstan put it simply: “The government’s human rights record remained poor.”

Meanwhile, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice hosted Teodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, who has ruled Equatorial Guinea with an iron grip since a coup in 1979. Obiang also appears extraordinarily corrupt—as documented by the journalist Peter Maass, Obiang is accused of depositing at least $13 million into accounts at the shady Riggs Bank in Washington. As the two leaders together met the press, Obiang seemed uncomfortable—at home, he could toss pesky reporters in jail—but Rice held his hand. “You are a good friend,” Rice cooed.

China’s soft power also could help it push countries to decide between Washington and Beijing. Already, partly due to China’s improving image, which makes other countries comfortable with closer ties to Beijing, nations in Asia, as well as in parts of Africa and Latin America, are using Beijing as a hedge against American power. China could take advantage of these changes. As these shifts are occurring, right now Beijing has supported
only nations, like Uzbekistan, looking to break away from closer ties to the United States, but in the future it could more aggressively push countries to make those decisions.

China is already trying to draw upon its charm to push back against American power in Asia. Even as it publicly accepts America’s presence in the region, Beijing has helped initiate multilateral forums, like the East Asia Summit, that exclude the United States. Similarly, Dennis Blair, then commander of American forces in the Pacific, proposed in 2001 that Asia create what he called “security communities” in which the United States would increase its defense cooperation with Asian nations to create a kind of informal regional security organization. But many Asian nations vetoed the idea, in part because China quietly applied pressure on them to reject it.28

In the Philippines, defense officials told me that China is pushing for much closer military relations, the kind of strong defense ties the Philippines enjoys with America now. If Beijing were to develop this close cooperation with Manila, the Philippines’ cooperation with the United States would almost certainly decline, since it would be difficult for Manila to have close security ties with both powers. “The Chinese would like joint military exercises [with us], huge defense assistance,” says one Philippine official.29 Five years ago, Philippine defense planners would have balked at this idea. But as China becomes more popular in the Philippines, he says, this is no longer out of the question, because the Philippine public could be sold on close defense ties with Beijing. “China-Philippines defense cooperation can be expanded,” he said. “My gut feeling is that the Philippine public would support this.”

In the future, China could prod countries like the Philippines or Thailand, which are already using China as a hedge, to downgrade their close relations with the United States, or
could push countries like Singapore to stop providing basing rights for America. It could pressure countries not to intervene if the United States and China were to go to war over Taiwan, as it has done with Singapore, protesting angrily and threatening to impose economic sanctions when Singaporean Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong visited Taiwan. China’s protests obtained results: Lee later promised that Singapore would not support Taiwan in a war, if Taiwan provoked the conflict by making moves toward independence, as China often accuses it of doing.30

China might even drive a wedge between America and its closest allies. For fifty years, Australia has been bound to the United States through the ANZUS treaty, which states that any armed attack on a country covered in the treaty would endanger all the countries, compelling them to come to the besieged nation’s assistance.

But as we have seen, Australians no longer feel so warmly toward America, an alienation captured in the 2005 poll by Australian research organization the Lowy Institute, in which only half the Australians surveyed had positive feelings about the United States. At the same time, China has aggressively wooed Australia, sending its finest diplomats, building up cultural exchanges, offering a strategic partnership, and aggressively promoting the importance of China’s demand for natural resources to the Australian economy. China has become Australia’s second-largest trading partner, behind Japan, and Australian mining companies like BHP Billiton have posted record profits—in February 2006 BHP Billiton announced the highest half-year profit in Australian history. Australia’s close commercial relationship has received major coverage in the Australian media, making China seem more benign.31
As in Central Asia, China’s soft power has begun to help it gain harder objectives in Australia. With Chinese consumption becoming crucial to the Australian economy, and China itself becoming vastly more popular, Australian politicians have started to back away from ANZUS. At a press conference held in Beijing in August 2004, Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer told reporters, “The ANZUS obligations could be invoked only in the event of a direct attack on the United States or Australia.” Downer continued, with his comments clearly suggesting that Australia would not help the United States fight a war with China over Taiwan. “Some other activity elsewhere in the world . . . doesn’t invoke it.” A surprised US State Department issued a sharp rebuke and sent six cables to Canberra to ask the Australians for an immediate explanation of Downer’s comments, and Australian leaders publicly repudiated Downer.32

China has tried to build on this potential Australian-US divide. In March 2005 a top Chinese Foreign Ministry official suggested that Canberra “relook” at the ANZUS treaty and reinterpret it so that Australia would not be compelled to help defend Taiwan. “We all know Taiwan is part of China, and we do not want to see in any way the Taiwan issue become one of the elements that will be taken up by bilateral military alliances,” he warned. Just to make sure there was no misunderstanding, he added: “If there were any move by Australia and the US in terms of that alliance that is detrimental to peace and stability in Asia, then [Australia] has to be very careful.”33

Iran. Uzbekistan. Sudan. What do all these countries have in common? Freedom House ranks all of them as “not free,” its lowest possible rating.34 Governments in all of these places show little respect for human rights. And China courts all of
them, selling its model of controlled development and assisting them to build the same model.

This is the most dangerous part of China’s soft power—the most dangerous to the world, and, potentially, to American influence. Despite its smooth highways and flashy shopping malls and reams of Starbucks, China remains an authoritarian country, a Leninist regime if no longer a Marxist one. Despite promises of reform, under Hu Jintao China actually has proven less tolerant of domestic civil society than under Jiang Zemin. “Plans by some officials to ease regulations and give more room to civil society, including grassroots groups, appear to have been shelved,” says Human Rights Watch in its annual report on human rights in the PRC. Despite media coverage suggesting that Chinese officials are allowing more popular protests, the US State Department recently reported, “There was a trend [in China] towards increased harassment, detention, and imprisonment by government and security authorities of those perceived as threatening to government authority.”

Though China may be backsliding on reform, American leaders and foreign policy elites in other free societies have embraced the idea of promoting democracy. When the Berlin Wall fell, America was led by George H. W. Bush, a traditional realist wary of interfering in other nations’ affairs, except in cases of overwhelming American security interests. Since the end of the Cold War, the elder Bush’s brand of realism has all but perished, even in the wake of the disastrous Iraq war. The idea that rich nations should use their power both to intervene in humanitarian disasters and to reform autocracies has migrated from the creed of a select few American thinkers once perceived as naïve idealists to the core of the United States’ national security strategy. As Western leaders witnessed—and often ignored—genocides in the 1990s, nations realized that
they had to intervene in catastrophes like those in the Balkans and Rwanda; otherwise, these mass killings would happen again, and dangerous leaders in the developing world would lose any respect for the threat of foreign power. As the post–Cold War era’s failed states bred civil conflict and havens for terror like Afghanistan, world leaders recognized that developed countries could not isolate themselves from the unrest of the developing world.

Just ten years after George H. W. Bush left office, America’s National Security Strategy announced, “The events of September 11, 2001 taught us that weak states, like Afghanistan, can pose as great a danger to our national interests as strong states.” To defeat terror, the National Security Strategy promised, America would “actively work to bring the hope of democracy . . . to every corner of the world.” Many liberals, too, agreed that helping create strong civil societies and democratic systems in the developing world is not just a good in itself—it is the key to security, to combating instability and terror. Subscribers to this belief included foreign leaders like Britain’s Tony Blair and Germany’s Joschka Fischer and members of both major parties in the United States. Even John Kerry, who during the 2004 presidential campaign heaped criticism on the White House for its mismanagement of the Iraq War, bought into the idea of using American power to promote democratization. “Kerry and his foreign policy advisors are not doves,” the writer Paul Starobin noted in a 2004 profile of the Democratic candidate. “They are liberal war hawks who would be unafraid to use American power to promote their values.”

Academics provided rigor to these theories. In one prominent study, Harvard professor Alberto Abadie found that nations with the highest levels of political freedom had relative few incidents of terrorism. Another study, by the economists
Alan B. Krueger and Jitka Maleckova, demonstrated a link between terrorism and the lack of civil liberties within societies.  

Beijing’s support for authoritarian regimes, stemming from its vow of noninterference, runs exactly contrary to this American foreign policy. Though their interests sometimes overlap, fundamentally the United States and China do not agree on how diplomacy and international affairs should be conducted. And though Beijing can be persuaded to support better governance in places, like Burma, with limited resources and such horrendous regimes that they breed instability in China, it is much harder to persuade China to act against terrible governments with oil, like Sudan, or whose policies have no direct impact on China itself, like Zimbabwe. In the future, China’s ability to support its friends will only grow stronger as China builds its global soft power.

In the spring of 2005 once-prosperous Zimbabwe, which because of government mismanagement now boasts the world’s worst inflation, held a dismal election. As election day drew near in Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital, President Robert Mugabe’s goons detained hundreds of activists and opposition politicians. On election day, when thousands of opposition voters claimed that they had been physically prevented from going to the polls, Mugabe unsurprisingly won a smashing victory, then announced that he could remain in power until he was one hundred. (He was eighty-one at the time.) The US embassy in Zimbabwe announced that its election monitoring had uncovered “several patterns of irregularities that raised concerns about the freeness and fairness of the process.”

After the election, Mugabe further consolidated his power, launching what the Zimbabwean government called “Operation Drive Out Trash.” As part of this campaign, the
state evicted from their homes hundreds of thousands of urban poor, who tended to be opposition supporters, then forced the poor people to burn down their own houses.39

During the sham elections, no major international power would endorse the Zimbabwe vote—except China. Beijing didn’t just endorse the election; it may have actively helped Mugabe win. During the run-up to the election, China offered planeloads of T-shirts to Mugabe backers, sent the Zimbabwean government jamming devices to be used against independent radio stations, and provided Zimbabwe with riot-control gear. “Providing African countries with aid without any political strings within our ability is an important part of China’s policy toward Africa,” Hu Jintao confirmed in a speech.40

China’s assistance went along with Mugabe’s broader “Look East” policy of cultivating Beijing, under which the government helps students at Zimbabwe’s public universities learn Chinese, and Zimbabwean officials tout China’s economic model as a solution for their nation’s financial woes. Beijing responded by promoting a trade deal with impoverished Zimbabwe and sending economic advisers to Harare. China even hosted Mugabe for a state visit, where one of China’s leading universities honored the Zimbabwean leader, who had alienated his entire region, for his “brilliant contribution” to global relations.41

Mugabe appeared ecstatic over his good fortune. “The Chinese are our good friends, you see,” he told one interviewer, barely able to contain a smile. At a rally held on Zimbabwe’s independence day at a stadium in Harare, Mugabe declared, “We have turned east, where the sun rises, and given our back to the West.” Many in the crowd, forced to attend the rally, did not agree, but Mugabe paid them no mind, warning that state security forces would “descend mercilessly” on anyone who
questioned him. As he spoke, Chinese fighter planes looped over the stadium, which had been built for Zimbabwe by China.

Few Western nations have tried to pressure Beijing to back off of its support for Mugabe. On Iran, however, a much more dangerous actor, Europe and the United States have tried to persuade China to work with them. But Iran is a major source of oil for China, providing some 14 percent of Beijing’s imports, and unlike Burma or North Korea, which sit on China’s borders, domestic events in Iran do not directly affect China.

Since the election of hard-line president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in May 2005, Iran has become more unstable and threatening. Under Ahmadinejad, the Iranian government has cracked down on writers and even bloggers, purged Iran’s civil service of its most moderate members, and called for Israel to be “wiped off the map.” At the same time, Ahmadinejad has become more aggressive in touting Iran’s nuclear program, which many Western experts believe is designed to build weapons; Ahmadinejad prevented inspectors from visiting suspected Iranian nuclear sites, called Iran’s nuclear program “irreversible,” and oversaw new tests of Iranian missiles. Ahmadinejad even presided over a bizarre event on Iranian state television, in which the president celebrated Iran’s nuclear ambitions by speaking in front of men dressed in traditional Iranian costumes, who danced around a silver box Ahmadinejad claimed held enriched uranium.

With Iran defiant, the Bush administration, along with Britain and France, pushed for a UN Security Council resolution that would require Iran to stop its uranium enrichment or face such potential consequences as multinational sanctions. But the Chinese Foreign Ministry stood fast. Although Beijing expressed concern about Iran’s nuclear ambitions, China opposed any efforts by the Council to censure Iran. The Beijing
People’s Daily newspaper announced, “The real intention behind the US fueling the Iran issue is . . . to pave the way for regime change in that country.” At the same time, China expanded its oil interests in Iran, tying itself closely with Tehran by proposing a $100 billion deal to develop a new Iranian oil field. Although China later quietly applied pressure on Tehran, working behind the scenes to come up with a nuclear compromise, it still refused to accept any intervention in Iran’s domestic affairs.44

Even in cases of genocide, China seems willing to choose noninterference when the crisis does not threaten its immediate interests. By the fall of 2003 veteran Africa watchers had begun warning of impending disaster in the western Sudanese region of Darfur. Local villagers told foreign aid workers that the Arab janjaweed, militias reportedly backed by the Sudanese government, were attacking black tribes. The janjaweed, they said, were trying to wipe out entire tribes, destroying their towns, possessions, and even their tools.45

Over the next year, janjaweed attacks escalated. The World Health Organization reported that as many as ten thousand people were perishing per month in Darfur. United Nations monitors sent to the region in April 2004 came back with tales of massacres, gang rapes, and worse. By September 2004, then–Secretary of State Colin Powell told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, “We concluded—I concluded that genocide has been committed in Darfur.”46 In response to the crisis, the UN Security Council passed a resolution in September 2004 condemning the killing.

China, the major consumer of Sudan’s oil and most important foreign partner, did not budge. (China National Petroleum Corporation owns 40 percent of Sudan’s oil consortium.) Beijing allegedly did nothing to stop its state-linked oil companies from removing populations of average Sudanese to replace
them with oil installations. It worked at the United Nations to water down condemnations of the Sudanese government. China’s UN ambassador, Wang Guangya, pushed the United Nations to change a resolution from calling for “further action” against Sudan’s government to considering “taking additional measures.” Beijing then threatened to veto any subsequent resolutions that imposed sanctions on the Sudanese leadership. As China’s Deputy Foreign Minister Zhou Wenzhong said, “Business is business. We try to separate politics from business. Secondly, I think the internal situation in the Sudan is an internal affair, and we are not in a position to impose upon them.”

Over the following years, the situation deteriorated further. Sudanese soldiers blocked access to some of the Darfurian refugee camps, ensuring that even larger numbers of people would die. Human Rights Watch estimated that at least two million Darfurians had been driven from their homes. Casualty counts skyrocketed, and the crisis spilled into other countries, destabilizing neighboring Chad. By the spring of 2006, the Sudan expert Eric Reeves estimated that more than 450,000 people had died in Darfur, and nearly 90 percent of the black villages in Darfur had been ruined. Reeves further concluded that communities would never rebuild, since the janjaweed had murdered an entire generation of Darfurian men.

Still China did not budge. On a visit to the United States in April 2006, Hu Jintao offered no concessions on China’s support for Sudan. Chinese foreign ministry officials repeatedly emphasized that they opposed any economic sanctions on Sudan, no matter how grave that regime’s offenses.

Citizens of authoritarian regimes like Zimbabwe or Sudan are not the only ones who suffer from China’s influence; China’s support for dictators damages American interests. For years,
the United States and its allies had tried to pressure Mugabe to loosen his control of the political system, and Zimbabwe was proving one of the world’s major tests of whether the United States and its democratic allies could actually help transform other societies. Western countries had slapped sanctions on Zimbabwe, and the Commonwealth of Nations, the association of former British colonies, had suspended Zimbabwe from the group. But with China’s support, Mugabe could ignore Western pressure.

In August 2005 Mugabe said as much. In a televised speech, he ruled out any talks between himself and the political opposition—talks favored by many foreign powers, including neighboring South Africa. “I am aware there are shrill calls from many quarters,” the Zimbabwean leader said. But, he said, Harare would not bow to pressure, since “our Look East policies are beginning to assume a concrete form... transforming our economy in a fundamental way.”

In other countries, too, China’s backing of dictators makes Washington look weak and reduces pressure on unstable, rogue actors like Sudan or Venezuela or Iran. In Sudan, China’s decisions not only condemned tens of thousands of Darfurians to death but also helped demonstrate to the world that the United States, the world’s biggest power, could not stop genocide. (To be sure, some critics have argued that the Bush administration did not press hard enough for tougher UN action against Sudan, but it tried far harder than China.) In Chávez’s case, China’s backing actually helps boost his regional profile. This adds prestige Chávez can use to convince other leaders in Latin America, like his fellow populist Bolivian President Evo Morales, to follow Chávez’s autocratic policies.

In Iran, China (aided by Russia, which has significant interests in Iran) also serves as the major impediment to further
pressure, and to keeping nuclear weapons out of the hands of the Iranian regime. China is effectively prolonging the Iranian nuclear stalemate, making it more likely that Tehran will acquire nuclear weapons and reducing pressure on a dangerous actor. In this way, Beijing again weakens Washington’s global influence, since the United States talks tough but the world sees that it does not have the appeal to persuade enough nations to support its pressure on Iran.

In the long run, however, China’s relations with countries like Sudan could come back to haunt Beijing. If countries like Sudan or Zimbabwe ever made the transition to freer governments, China could face a sizable backlash for its past support of authoritarian rulers, just as the United States now faces left-leaning governments in Latin America resentful of past US backing for conservative Latin dictators. This is one reason, perhaps, why Chinese officials have begun cultivating contacts with opposition activists in countries like Burma. “Don’t you think that if Burma became a democracy all the leaders might remember who helped keep them in jail before?” asked one Burma activist. “There could be an immediate popular backlash against all the Chinese businesses and officials in Burma.”

Locals angry over China’s propping up bad governments already have attacked Chinese businesspeople in the Pacific Islands, Venezuela, Burma, and elsewhere. If the killing in Sudan continues, and if China is perceived as doing nothing to help solve the Darfur crisis while taking out vast quantities of Sudanese oil, protesters eventually might wind up directing violence at the thousands of Chinese who have come to Sudan to set up businesses or work in the oil industry.

Even China’s old comrades have turned against Beijing. In the Philippines, the New People’s Army, a communist in-
surgent group, once based its rhetoric on Mao’s teachings and exempted Chinese businesspeople from its attacks. In the 1960s and early 1970s Beijing even provided support for the NPA. But China cut off its aid to the NPA long ago, and now NPA soldiers threaten Chinese companies coming to the Philippines as well. The NPA views them as no different from other firms—as equally guilty of “stealing” the Philippines’ resources.\textsuperscript{51}
In a short period of time, Beijing has proven that it can shift its foreign policy quickly and woo the world, often focusing on countries America has alienated. China has drastically changed its image in many parts of the world from dangerous to benign. It may already be the preeminent power in parts of Asia, and it could develop China-centered spheres of influence in other parts of the globe, like Central Asia or Africa. Even longtime American allies like Australia have moved closer to Beijing.

But these changes do not mean that China’s soft power yet approaches America’s, or that the United States will not remain the essential power in world affairs. They do not mean that the United States will never recover its lost appeal. As Joseph Nye notes, the United States recovered from a similar decline in its international soft power in the wake of the Viet-
nam War, partly by reemphasizing American values that appeal to the world.¹

The United States still enjoys several crucial advantages over China. America remains the world’s unchallenged military power. Military power does not necessarily ensure soft influence—North Korea retains a massive army but few people are listening to North Korean music. But military power, if used correctly, can complement soft power. Military power can be deployed for humanitarian missions that then improve a nation’s popularity, like American relief efforts after the 2004 Pacific tsunami. The tsunami demonstrated that only the United States has a sufficiently sophisticated military to move aid overnight. And the tsunami response, combined with aggressive American public diplomacy that highlighted the relief effort, clearly altered opinions of the United States, even among some of the most anti-American groups. In Indonesia you did not have to look hard to find strident anti-American sentiment before the tsunami hit: after the September 11 attacks, Indonesian Vice President Hamzah Haz declared that the terrorist attacks might “cleanse the sins of the United States.” After seeing American marines delivering relief to the shattered province of Aceh, one of the most devoutly Muslim parts of Indonesia, many Indonesians changed their minds. A survey of Indonesians taken in January 2006 found that unfavorable views of America had dropped from 48 percent in 2004 to 13 percent. “There has been an incredibly deep emotional connection between America and Indonesia since the tsunami,” Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono told the audience during a dinner in 2005. “When the USS Lincoln and the USNS Mercy ended their humanitarian mission in Aceh and Nias [another part of Indonesia], they
left behind thankful patients, tearful friends, and a grateful nation.”

Military power also can help defend allies and friends, thereby improving popular and elite opinion. Only the United States has the blue-water navy, basing agreements around the world, and rapid reaction forces to come to the aid of any friend threatened by conflict. Elites in most foreign countries, including China, recognize this, and understand that it will be decades before Beijing has the potential to perform a similar role. The 2005 study of Thailand commissioned by the US embassy, which revealed growing warmth toward China, also showed that “The US has always been the prime choice as a security partner.” Even elites in countries that fought recent wars with the United States understand that only America can act as the global policeman. “Vietnam sees the US as the only superpower that can really influence major events, and so Vietnam must deal with the US,” said one official from Hanoi’s Institute of International Relations, the Vietnamese government’s think tank.3

The United States also remains the world’s preeminent economic power. For all its staggering growth, China remains a developing country, with a gross domestic product per capita of less than $7,000, calculated using purchasing power parity. America’s GDP per capita, by comparison, now tops $40,000. At least for now, American investment dominates foreign direct investment in developing countries. The United States’ dynamic economy and relatively open door to immigration allow US companies to remain world leaders in technology. This technology reflects back on America as a land of innovation—even in global polls where respondents do not support American policy, majorities usually express admiration for American science and technology.4

Although Chinese-language studies and Chinese culture
have become more popular, they remain no match for American popular culture. The United States stands as the biggest source of film, television, popular music, and fiction and non-fiction books. Average people across the developing world still prefer to send their sons and daughters to universities in the United States, which they consider the best schools in the world. In a 2006 ranking of the world’s top universities conducted by Shanghai’s Jiao Tong University, which examined quality of education, quality of faculty, and research output, American schools took eight of the top nine places.5

Most important, the United States still offers a political and social model, a set of values, which can appeal to average people around the world. China’s values—noninterference, respect for other nations’ internal affairs, economic gradualism directed by the state—can enjoy appeal. But China’s values appeal only to specific groups: elites in authoritarian nations; average people in countries like Venezuela or Iran that equate the American model with the failing Washington Consensus or American interventionism; populaces in states willing to trade away some degree of political freedom for Chinese-style growth rates. China cannot offer average people a comprehensive, inspiring vision of how to build a free, rights-oriented political system and economy, a vision that remains popular in many parts of the world. In studies of Asian populations taken by the East Asia Barometer, a comprehensive project examining opinion in nine countries, majorities in every nation said that they desired democracy rather than any other type of political system. “If America does live up to its values, it will find states in Asia who can and will cooperate,” notes Simon Tay, a leading Singaporean commentator.6

Even in less free regions of the world, studies show the same trend. In Pew polls taken in 2005, more than 80 percent
of people in Muslim nations like Morocco, Jordan, and Lebanon believed that Western-style democracy could work in their countries. They clearly desired American-style democratic freedoms, including freedom of the press, multiparty systems, and freedom of expression.⁷

China also may not be able to build its soft power indefinitely. As we have seen, greater familiarity with China will expose many countries to the People’s Republic’s flaws. China’s promises of aid and investment could take years to materialize, yet Beijing has created heightened expectations about its potential as a donor and investor in many countries. China’s exportation of labor, environmental, and governance problems alienates average people in Asia, Latin America, and Africa. China’s support for autocratic rulers in countries like Zimbabwe and Sudan angers civil society leaders and opposition politicians. If Beijing seems to be dropping its preference for noninterference and “win-win” relations, it will spark fears in countries like Vietnam already suspicious of China. It also could reinforce the idea that despite Beijing’s rhetoric of cooperation, when it comes to core interests, China, like any great power, will think of itself first. The Mekong River offers an obvious example. Though China promises to cooperate peacefully with other countries, in the development of the river, China has proven both uncooperative and meddling. It has meddled by refusing to join the multilateral group monitoring the river and by injecting itself into other nations’ domestic politics to get politicians to support China’s damming of the river.⁸

China could further alienate other nations if it seems to be using multilateral institutions as a cover, without jettisoning Beijing’s own more aggressive, even military aims. Despite
signing a deal with the Philippines and Vietnam for joint exploration of the disputed South China Sea, Beijing has not retracted its claim to large swaths of the water. Any Chinese decision that appears arrogant or targeted toward Chinese domination of the region will cause a backlash. Even as officials in Vietnam signed the joint exploration deal, they privately warned that they still could not trust their Chinese counterparts enough to share the most important data with Beijing.

Similarly, if China drops its rhetoric of “win-win” relationships and makes more aggressive, unilateral demands, it could provoke a backlash in Asia, which is relying on multilateral institutions to restrain China from regional dominance. Some Chinese officials have begun to act more assertively. In 2003 one former Chinese ambassador to Singapore warned that Beijing would no longer bow to other nations; as she told a business forum, Singaporeans had to lose their “air of superiority” if they wanted to continue dealing with China.⁹

China’s trade relations, too, ultimately could limit its soft power. If China builds the kind of trade surpluses with the developing world that it enjoys with the United States, it could stoke local resentment. Eventually, Beijing could wind up looking little different to people in Asia or Africa or Latin America than the old colonial powers, who mined and dug up their colonies, doing little to improve the capacity of locals on the ground. Whole regions could become trapped in a cycle of mercantilism, in which they sell natural resources to China and buy higher-value manufactured Chinese goods.

Latin America faces the greatest danger of mercantilism, but other regions could face a mercantilist trap. In Thailand companies now export $3.9 billion in electronics to China and import more than $6 billion worth. In Malaysia one study of
local manufacturing found that the country is rapidly losing its ability to compete with China in manufactured goods. “To compensate for the decline,” the study concluded, “Malaysia is turning towards resource-based exports [like] oil, petroleum products, liquefied natural gas, and wood-based products [that] are top exports to China.”

Beijing also may fail in its efforts to persuade diaspora Chinese to return. After years of Chinese officials traveling across the world wooing ethnic Chinese organizations, many diaspora Chinese are shocked by the welcome they get when they finally travel to the People’s Republic. In Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, and many other countries, local ethnic Chinese businesspeople constantly complain about China. Many of these diaspora Chinese made investments in China expecting some kind of preferential treatment on the mainland. When their Chinese business partners squeezed them, or mainland Chinese looked down on them because they did not speak Mandarin, some found that being in China just emphasized how little they had in common with people in Beijing or Shanghai. “Ethnic Chinese in Indonesia go back to China and find they don’t like China,” said Ong Hok Ham, an Indonesian Chinese historian. “They are disappointed in how different they are from the Chinese.” Conversely, mainland Chinese do not necessarily see the diaspora Chinese as brothers and sisters. Phillip Overmyer, executive director of the Singapore International Chamber of Commerce, says that the chamber conducted research on issues Singaporean businesspeople face in China. According to Overmyer, “The [mainland] Chinese management said they had trouble dealing with Singaporeans because Singaporeans didn’t understand Chinese culture, even if they spoke Mandarin.”
Even diaspora Chinese companies with the closest links to China sometimes can feel alienated. Charoen Pokphand, the Thai conglomerate that invested so much time over the years cultivating Chinese leaders, found in the mid-1990s that Beijing had denied it valuable telecommunications concessions. Most famously, in the early 1990s China allowed Singaporean companies to build an enormous industrial park in the eastern Chinese city of Suzhou. Lee Kuan Yew, the founder of modern Singapore, took a personal interest in the industrial park. Despite this high-level support, the Singaporeans still came away angry. They complained that their Chinese partners backed a rival industrial park. They alleged that their partners were piling up wasteful spending, resulting in tens of millions in losses. Finally, the Singaporeans just gave up, selling majority ownership in the park to mainland Chinese developers.¹²

When these countries have concerns about China, the obvious place for them to turn is the United States, the other great power. Asian nations are always “playing the US off of the Chinese—dangling what the Chinese will offer in order to get the US more interested in them,” one senior American policy maker told me.¹³ Washington should be prepared to simultaneously leverage Beijing’s charm on issues of interest to both the United States and China, like preventing disruptions in global energy supplies, while rebuilding America’s soft power so that the United States has the ability to confront China on issues where American and Chinese interests diverge. To accomplish this, America first has to understand Chinese soft power.

The United States needs to comprehend exactly how China exerts influence. In part, this can be accomplished through efforts like Congress’s U.S.-China Engagement Act,
which would create more American missions in China. But Washington also should take a page from its Cold War policy. During the Cold War, Washington had at least one person in each embassy who studied what the Soviets were doing on the ground in that country; today the United States should have one person in each embassy examining that nation’s bilateral relations with China—China’s aid policies, Chinese investment, China’s public diplomacy, Chinese leaders’ visits.

As anyone who has worked for a large organization knows, if your boss tells you to do five tasks, you will try to finish all five. But if your boss hires you to do only one job, like studying China’s charm offensive, you will be more likely to produce great work, since you have no subsidiary responsibilities. After all, Chinese embassies closely monitor US relations with each nation, even as Chinese diplomats cooperate with their American peers on topics of mutual concern. Surely, the world’s greatest power should be able to figure out what China is doing while also dealing with Chinese diplomats on issues both Washington and Beijing care about, such as drugs, HIV, and nuclear weapons proliferation.

With a better understanding of China’s soft power, Washington can more systematically set clear limits—for itself, for China, and for other nations—and establish where it believes China’s soft power possibly threatens American interests. As we have seen, these US interests include other nations’ territorial integrity; support for the United States in case of a conflict in regions like Southeast Asia; control of sea lanes and waterways; access to resources; formal alliances with foreign nations; and, perhaps most important, the promotion of democratization and good governance.

To protect these interests, the United States must focus
on rebuilding its soft power. Otherwise, it will face even more situations where citizens of democratic nations put pressure on their leaders not to cooperate with the United States. Indeed, unlike during the Cold War, as the world has become more democratic, America’s core interest—its national security—increasingly relies on wooing foreign publics.

Rebuilding soft power will require a multifaceted initiative. It will require a clear, concrete national public diplomacy strategy. This strategy would begin by defining the role of the US public diplomacy czar. If the president names an internationally famous figure, rather than someone like Karen Hughes—say, a revered figure like Colin Powell or Bill Clinton—the czar could then reach out not only to elites abroad but also to larger segments of foreign populations.

The czar will have to rebuild the public diplomacy apparatus, which still has not recovered from cuts in the 1990s, though there are encouraging signs, like congressional support for increases in cultural exchanges. Congress and the administration will have to reconsider past cuts in core public diplomacy tools like Voice of America, or American Centers offering library facilities and cultural programming in foreign countries. The United States also will have to rethink its visa processing and other new security measures, which have alienated so many foreign travelers. The State Department has taken some steps to address the obstacles to foreign visitors, like trying to expedite visa applications.15

Some public diplomacy efforts could be targeted at certain ethnic groups, the way China has tried to woo diaspora Chinese. Why not entice Latin American opinion leaders who already have relatives in the United States? Why not reach out
to Lao and Vietnamese and Cambodian businesspeople who already have connections to Lao Americans or Vietnamese Americans, so that businesspeople in these countries have more contact with their American counterparts?

The United States also will have to protect its image of fair reporting by government-funded radio and television outlets like Voice of America. It is unbiased, stellar reporting that has earned the British Broadcasting Corporation trust—trust that reflects back upon the United Kingdom. The United States also could support independent and indigenous media organizations in foreign countries—for example, by helping train local reporters. Such support, to be effective, would have to mean turning the other cheek if those very media groups sometimes criticize America.\textsuperscript{16}

Renewed public diplomacy also will require Washington to promote its specific policies, and to listen to locals for advice on what kinds of aid to provide. Department of Defense documents reveal that Pentagon contractors who visited Southeast Asia in 2005 repeatedly found a perception that “US policy and assistance programs are mainly focused on counterterrorism rather than social and economic development”—even though local leaders preferred assistance for economic development. But when the United States does use its aid to address local concerns, it can change minds. One study of public perceptions of America in two important developing nations, Morocco and Indonesia, found that when locals learned about specific, concrete US assistance programs, they were more likely to view America positively. By contrast, promoting broader images of the United States, like a poorly conceived post–September 11 public diplomacy initiative to portray America as a land of tolerance toward Muslims, has little effect.\textsuperscript{17}

Changing the nature of aid, so that it is more relevant to
recipient nations, will help the United States win back soft power, too. It will reduce the causes of anger at America—as when students dropping out of Indonesia’s impoverished public schools wind up in more radical private Islamic schools. It will address concerns that America cares only about security and counterterrorism. It will reflect American strengths, like the United States’ skill in combating disease and in providing food and clean water: in 2004, the United States signed an agreement with Indonesia to provide more than $450 million in aid for nutrition, education in Indonesian public schools, and other necessities. US policy makers also have started to recognize that more American assistance needs to go toward local organizations in countries, rather than US aid groups or businesses.\textsuperscript{18} This helps distinguish American assistance from Chinese aid linked to jobs for Chinese firms.

Supporting public diplomacy, the United States will need to rethink its formal diplomacy—how its diplomats operate on the ground, and how its top leaders interact with leaders and populaces abroad. Some of these changes should steal ideas from China. China has pushed its diplomats to return to one country for multiple tours of duty and to learn local languages. Unlike China, the US Foreign Service cannot force its employees to go to any country, but the State Department could more aggressively encourage its Foreign Service Officers to pick one region of the world (or even one country), specialize in that area, and return to it over and over. To do so, the Foreign Service could provide incentives to promote taking time off for language training. Currently, many Foreign Service officers complain that if they take time away for extensive language training, they penalize themselves, since it becomes harder for them to get back on career tracks.
This emphasis on better language skills may allow the United States to avoid what the Council on Foreign Relations scholar Julia Sweig calls the “80/20 problem,” in which the United States relies on English-speaking elites—20 percent of the population—to understand foreign countries. If diplomats enjoy a more in-depth understanding of a country, they may interact more with the “other” 80 percent of populations, including more nongovernmental organizations, political activists, advocates for the poor, and religious leaders.19

The United States could steal other moves from China. As we have seen, in its formal diplomacy China woos countries by bringing its cabinet-level officials on regular trips to nations. Call this using the whole bench—leveraging even minor cabinet members to boost relations, the way good basketball teams bring in sixth and seventh men to spell the starters. Washington could do the same, making sure everyone from the secretary of agriculture to the trade representative devotes as much face time to Asia, Latin America, and Africa as they currently do to Europe.

The United States could take other lessons in formal diplomacy from China. China seems to sign bilateral agreements on cooperation, trade, and security at a moment’s notice. Washington will never be able to make deals without analyzing each agreement. Still, the United States can appear open to moving more quickly, and to being a partner that listens to other nations’ concerns. Washington could sign the Association of Southeast Asian Nations’ Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC), for example, which would not necessarily bind the United States to any concrete promises but would please many countries in Asia. (US officials suggest that America could sign the TAC in such a way that would allow it to
be ratified by the Senate, which is historically suspicious that treaties will cost America sovereignty.) The United States could match China’s trade diplomacy by using trade and investment framework agreements, which are means of signaling to other nations that the United States will move toward a free trade agreement with them.\(^{20}\)

During a visit to Southeast Asia in May 2005, former Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick, an experienced diplomat, showed how it could be done. Rather than arriving at meetings touting his own agenda, Zoellick emphasized that he wanted to listen to other countries’ concerns. He touted “consulting with our partners, sharing some ideas, and listening to their thoughts.” He brought with him new aid not reliant on counterterrorism cooperation, though behind closed doors he discussed terror issues. He talked up America’s desire to engage with regional groups. Even “when he publicly discussed thorny issues such as Burma’s upcoming chairmanship of ASEAN and religious freedom in Vietnam, Mr. Zoellick was consciously diplomatic in appearing firm but not overbearing,” gushed Evelyn Goh, a Singaporean scholar.\(^{21}\)

None of this public diplomacy or formal diplomacy will matter, though, if the globe continues to detest American policies. The world’s anger will not be easily placated—it is more intense than anti-American sentiment during the Vietnam War. But it can be addressed. It can be addressed, first of all, if Washington reconsiders its opposition to multilateral institutions, an opposition that has fostered perceptions of America as bully. This does not mean supporting a multilateral organization that seriously limits American sovereignty. But the UN cultural treaty, the treaty on land mines, the International
Criminal Court, and other institutions—participating in these could help rehabilitate America’s image.

Washington should not only reengage with multilateral organizations but also remind the world that the United States was the driving force behind the modern international system—the World Trade Organization, the United Nations, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund. By creating and participating in these institutions after the Second World War, Washington demonstrated that America would follow international law. According to Ivo H. Daalder and James M. Lindsay, authors of *America Unbound: The Bush Revolution in Foreign Policy*, “The hallmark of [Harry] Truman’s foreign policy . . . was its blend of power and cooperation. Truman was willing to exercise America’s great power to remake world affairs, both to serve American interests and to advance American values. However, he and his advisers calculated that U.S. power could more easily be sustained, with less chance of en-gendering resentment, if it were embedded in multilateral institutions.”

Developing countries today do not want America to go away; they want America involved in the world, if the United States plays the Truman-era role of an arbiter of fairness and a defender of freedom. “The US should stand up for free trade. Washington should resist new protectionist measures . . . and curb the frequent abuses of trade measures,” notes Tommy Koh, ambassador at large in the Singapore Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Indeed, citizens of developing countries still see the United States as a symbol of economic freedom and a country committed to global economic prosperity. In a poll of Thai citizens by the US embassy in Bangkok, 75 percent of respondents believed that Thailand and America were working together to boost economic prosperity in Asia.
America’s core values can still resonate, too. As we have seen, many average people around the world desire a free, rights-oriented political system. When they perceive the United States as helping them achieve that type of system, America’s appeal booms: as Julia Sweig writes, during the 1990s the United States often “set forth a positive agenda” in Latin America by backing civil societies recovering from years of war and by promoting democracy. Though by the end of the decade many Latin American nations had become alienated by the failure of the free-market “Washington consensus” to boost economic growth, the US commitment to democracy did resonate with many average Latin Americans. “Latin America welcomed the new approach. . . . The message from the North was largely positive, inclusive, and respectful,” Sweig notes.24

When foreigners perceive the United States as ignoring those core values, America’s appeal plummets. To avoid this, America will have to live up to these values in its own actions. This means showing the world that, even when the United States makes mistakes, it remains an open society capable of criticizing itself—for example, by conducting well-publicized investigations of allegations of abuse at places like secret prisons to which the United States allegedly sends terrorism suspects. It means rallying the world to pay attention when real catastrophes threaten, like the genocide in Darfur. It means reinvigorating America’s commitment to the post–World War II institutions it created, whether by helping countries enter the WTO so that poor nations benefit from trade, or by resisting American companies’ own protectionist impulses, or by taking the lead in revamping the United Nations, rather than giving up when UN reforms falter.

Washington also can subtly push other countries to embrace these democratic values, while minimizing fears that the
United States’ promotion of democratization means that it will be going around the world dominating other countries’ internal affairs. Indonesia provides an example. As the world’s largest Muslim nation has solidified its young democracy, the United States has assisted by promoting visits of Indonesian parliamentarians to Washington and supporting elite Indonesian universities germinating the next generation of Indonesian leaders. Yet the White House has largely ceased lecturing Indonesia on how it should manage its democratization, and it has pushed to eliminate previous sanctions on the country, signaling that it approves of changes in Indonesia. Building on these efforts, the United States could create an informal community of democracies in regions like Africa or Asia. In Asia that community might include Indonesia, Australia, Thailand, South Korea, Japan, and Singapore. Washington would consult closely with the democracies on important regional issues—suggesting that there are clear rewards for countries that pursue a democratic path.

If the United States regains this appeal in the world, it can then deal with a more powerful China from a position of greater strength, and can more easily cooperate with Beijing and tolerate Beijing’s becoming a greater power in regions like Southeast Asia. As we have seen, Washington and Beijing have many overlapping interests: both are major energy consumers and desire global stability in order to access resources like oil and gas; neither has any desire to see a nuclear North Korea or a nuclear standoff in South Asia; both want to combat HIV, avian flu, and other transnational disease threats; both are committed to counterterrorism and counternarcotics; both desire continued reductions in barriers to free trade; both want to prevent failed states in the developing world. In fact, in
the long run the United States, which has asked China to become a “responsible stakeholder” in the world, may push Beijing to take a larger international role on aid, trade, and many other issues.

Working together on these issues will require Beijing to use its charm and, potentially, to amass more soft power in parts of the world—changes that could cause alarm in the United States if America remains weak and unpopular abroad. By contrast, if America seems popular and strong, allowing China to assume more responsibility for the globe will become easier for America to accept.

During a trip to Burma in 2003, I happened to be in Rangoon during Christmas. Although few people in Buddhist Burma actually celebrate Christmas, as in other parts of Asia the holiday provides a welcome opportunity to throw parties and buy presents for friends.

From my hotel in Rangoon, I called my old friend Khin Maung Thwin, who once worked with me at the newswire Agence France Presse; he would send his stories from Rangoon to Bangkok, where I would edit them and ship them out to the world. A tall Burmese man with smooth, almost babyish skin, Khin Maung Thwin, whom everyone called Eddie, had been working at the wire for more than three decades, after previously having developed the best sources in the military government as a tennis instructor at one of Rangoon’s top clubs.

Though aging, Eddie remained one of the few reporters able to produce a relatively independent story in his closed, autocratic country. Perhaps his old military tennis buddies provided him some protection. Perhaps his advanced age saved him from the worst abuses by his government.
When I reached Eddie on a crackling phone line, he invited me to the annual Christmas party at the Rangoon sailing club, on the shores of Rangoon’s Inya Lake. Sailing was a bit of an overstatement—it was more like a floating club. Though the club had been around since the 1920s, then the lair of sodden British colonials, its boats, like the Burmese economy, had fallen into disrepair. Today the club’s collection of “yachts” consisted of wooden dinghies that looked like they might sink at any moment; though the club attracted Rangoon elites, they apparently did not have enough money to repair the boats properly.

I met Eddie and his wife in the club at nightfall. Rangoon elites dressed in crisp sarongs sat on the lawn sipping tiny glasses of Johnnie Walker and munching on nuts and samosas. Near the water, a band of Burmese rockers in spiked hair played tinny pop songs for teenagers. Eddie and I chatted about working for Agence France Presse, recalling how I used to scream into the phone in Bangkok so that he could hear me through Burma’s antiquated phone lines.

A middle-aged Burmese businessman double-fisting glasses of Johnnie Walker cornered me when Eddie strolled off to get his wife a drink. The man, whom I will call Zaw, introduced himself—I seemed to be the only foreigner at the party—and took my arm to guide me into the clubhouse. Inside, plaques honored past skippers and captains of the year, dating back to the British colonial era. “My father used to bring me here,” Zaw said with a smile, revealing stubby teeth stained red by years of chewing betel nut, the mild narcotic popular in Burma. He tossed back one drink and got a quick refill from the bartender. “It was great then, but now . . .” His voice trailed off.

We walked back outside. “The economy is just getting worse,” he told me. “Foreign companies are pulling out, and I
have to switch jobs all the time to keep making money.” He passed me his business card, which listed his numerous occupations—antiques dealer, export-import manager, and other titles. “I need to get out here,” Zaw said. “Nothing works.” He pointed around at the other guests, many of whom seemed to be drinking themselves to sleep.

As the evening wore on, our conversation turned to Iraq; in March, US forces had invaded the country, and by December, before the Iraqi insurgency gained strength, the invasion still seemed a success. I did not want to discuss the Iraq War, but Zaw kept bringing it up. He seemed to have faith that the invasion ultimately would bring benefits to Iraqis, telling me that he envied people in Baghdad, even though security had already begun to deteriorate in the Iraqi capital.

Zaw’s eyes were turning red, and he held my arm more firmly. “I’ll do anything to leave,” he told me. “Or maybe Bush will invade Burma?” I smiled weakly and said that I did not think Rangoon was high on the list of US military targets. Zaw sighed and let go of my arm and almost fell onto the ground. He righted himself and grinned, but it was a grin that concealed fear and anger. “Only the US can save us,” he said. He started to walk away, and I saw him collapse in the back seat of a car. I turned back to the party and watched as the rock band attempted mangled versions of Christmas carols.
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